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mtrnt
The objectives of this study are to analyse and t© interpret the 
population of the North Central Louisiana Hill Country according to num~ 
her and distribution* residence, race and nativity, age and mx composi­
tion, marital status, educational statue, religious composition, and 
occupational status*
The North Central Louisiana Hill Country lies between the Hod and 
Ouachita Elvers and has a land area of 9*$$M square miles and a popttr 
lation of $93,769 inhabitants* The region covers some 20 per cent of 
the area of Louisiana, but has only about 11 per cent of the Inhabitants* 
The population is more rural than urban and is more rural than either 
Louisiana or the United States, but is urbanising rapidly, faster than 
either the state or the nation. The rural-nonfana population is the lar­
gest and the urban is the smallest with the rural-farm occupying the 
interaedf&te position. About twb-thirds of the population are white*
The nonwhite population is composed almost entirely of Negroes, and 
foreign-born whites are of minor importance. Whites are in the majority 
in the urban and rur&l-nonf&m populations, and the nonwhites are domi­
nant among the rural-farm people*
The population is concentrated In the ages under $0 and over 64 
years. The ratio of persons in the dependent ages to those in the pro­
ductive ages is higher than in either the state or the nation* The 
highest proportion of children is found in the urban population, and the 
lowest among the rural-far® people* In the total and white populations
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tiie males outnumber the females, bat among the nonwhites the females 
are in the majority, the North Central Louisiana Hill Country has 
higher proportions of married persons than either the state or the 
nation* It also has lower proportion® of widowed or divorced#
In general, the educational attainment of the population of the 
hill country is higher than that of Louisiana, hat lower than that of 
the United States* The urban population is bettor educated than the 
rural, and the whites have higher attainment than the nonwhltss* The 
urban whites rank highest of all (exceeding the state and national 
averages) and the rural-farm nonwhites have the lowest educational 
level (Idwer than either the state or the nation}* the differences 
between the educational attainment of the urban and rural-farm people 
and the white and nonwhite races are greater in the hill eomtry than 
in either the state or the nation* The great majority of the people 
is Protestant* Baptists outnumber all other denominations and Metho­
dists rank second*
Agriculture is the leading economic activity* Most of the 
labor force is employed in extractive Industrie®* The women of the 
hill country work outside the home to a lesser extent than the women of 





m % m m %  of ifee This study presents a demographic analy­
sis of the population of that portion of the hill area of Louisiana that 
lies between the Red and Ouachita rivers, referred to in this study as 
the North Central Louisiana Hill Country* The analysis is based upon data 
included in reports from the Bureau of the Census and from other sources 
of pertinent information* Throughout the study the data for the area 
which is being analysed are compared with similar data for the state of 
Louisiana and for the United States* Frequent comparisons are also made 
to regions in other states*
The first two chapters are introductory— explaining the desirabil­
ity of the study, delineating the area, and presenting broad facets of 
the geographical, economic, and historical features of the region* Suc­
cessive chapters then analyse the population of the region from the 
following viewpointss the number, distribution, and origin of the popula­
tion and the composition of the population by residence, race and nativity, 
age and sex, marital status, educational attainment, religion, and occupa­
tional status. The final chapter present# summaries and conclusions.
The purpose of the study is threefold. First, statistical analy­
ses of the population are made by use of standard methods and standard
1
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criteria so that authorities in the region may make immediate an© of 
them in their plana for schools, for industrial development, for agri­
cultural development , and so forth* Second, the comparisons between the 
area under study, the state, corresponding regions in other states, and 
the United States should be of immediate value to scientists in several 
fields, as for example, sociology, geography, ©conomics, and history* 
Third, vast amounts of data in the census reports and in other related 
sources are condensed and analysed so that when sufficient similar 
studies are made of comparable regions, our scientists in future years 
will have ready source® of accurate data from which to draw their con- 
elusions and make their reeoamiendatioiis *
Delineation <g£ t]m Area* The area consists of ten parishes1 and 
parts of seven others (See Figure 1)# It includes the parishes of 
Bienville, Bossier, Claiborne, Grant, Jackson, La Balls, Lincoln, Union, 
Webster, and Winn, and portions of Avoyelles, Caldwell, Catahoula, 
Natchitoches, Ouachita, Rapides, and Red River parishes* In this work 
the first group will hereafter be referred to as the Ten North Central 
Louisiana Hill Parishes and the second as the Parish Segments* The 
following minor civil divisions, or wards, of the Parish Segments are 
included in this study* Avoyelles, Ward 1} Caldwell, WArds 3, 4, 5, 6,
9, and 10; Catahoula, Whrds 4 and 7j Natchitoches, Wards 2 and 4; 
Ouachita, Wards 5, 6, 7, B, and 9; Rapides, Wards 9, 10, and 11; Red 
River, Wards 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8* The Ten North Central Louisiana Hill





Figure 1. The Area of Study
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Parishes and the Pariah Segments comprise the entire section of Louisi­
ana that lies between the Red. and Ouachita rivers with the exception of 
part of Ward 3 in Natchitoches Parish and parts of Wards 3# 5# a&d 6 in 
Catahoula Parish# Ward 3 of Natchitoches Parish is cut in two by the 
Red River and Wards 3* 5# and 6 of Catahoula Parish are similarly cut by 
the Ouachita River so that parts of them lie outside the delineated area# 
They were eliminated from the study because there are no Census data 
available for fractional parts of wards#
Importance o£ tje Study# Population is the most important ele­
ment in any community— local, state, or national— and the sociological 
implications of population are manifold and numerous# As pointed out by 
Reuter, the study ©f population is properly a sociological study in that 
the number of people in an area affects the social structure and the types
of mutual relationships as well as the type and degree of cultural possi-
%bllity. Also, many economic, political, and social problems are di­
rectly related to questions of population, its numbers, composition, dis­
tribution, and growth# The biological processes that determine the 
various aspects of a population may be set in motion by social attitudes 
and interests, since the latter control sex relations, marriage, racial 
intermixture, alee of the family, and so forth,3 The size, health, and 
fertility of a population are dependent upon socially determined
%dward B. Reuter, Population Problems (Chicago, Philadelphia, 
and New Torkf J* V# Lippincott Company, 1937̂  pp* 1-2#
R̂obert M* Maclver and Charles H# Page, Society* An Introductory 
Analysis (New Torkf Rinehart and Company, 1949), p# 531#
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conditions, and changes in these factors in turn lead to new changes 
m  the social level thus, it is obvious that changes with resect 
to the else and composition of the population are Intimately related 
to social changes.̂  It is equally obvious that economic conditions 
and population rates are interdependent, and it is also clear that
changes in the marriage and divorce rates are both responsive to and
&determinant of changes in social attitudes and relationships.
Population factors vary significantly for different areas,
nationality groups, religious affiliation, occupations, and modes
of living* Louisiana has a rich diversity of racial, cultural, and
religious groups, and for this reason is an excellent area of study
for the demographer, as pointed out by Smith and Hitt in ffee People 
6of Louisiana. Furthermore, the state has an extremely varied 
topography—marsh lands along the Gulf of Mexico, deltaic plains and 
bottom lands along the numerous rivers, and old rock hills and ice- 
age terraces in the western, northern, and southeastern portions, 
this heterogeneity of Louisiana** culture, ethnic groups, 
and topography offers an opportunity for testing the relationship be­





T. Lynn Smith and Hamer L. Hitt, People qf (Baton
Kongo* Louisiana State University Press, 1952), pp* 2-3*
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rapid urbanisation of Louisiana's population gives vise to Important 
questions as to which areas within the state eve forging ahead and 
which are lagging behind in this respect* It also raises the ques­
tion as to the source of this urban growth*
Hois, considerable interest centers upon the demographic varia­
tions among the several geographical sections of the state* A number 
of studies have given considerable attention to these inter-area 
differentials, but for the most part their scope has been of such 
breadth as to preclude a detailed and thorough-going analysis of any 
given section of the state* It was felt, therefore, that our under­
standing of the demography of Louisiana, would be substantially en­
hanced by a systematic and detailed analysis of one section*
The writer selected the north central hill area of Louisiana 
for such an analysis* Several factors influenced this choice* Of 
first importance was the fact that this section represents a clearly 
defined geographical area containing the largest contiguous portion 
of the state in which the dominant landform may be classified as hills* 
Second, the selection of this area will afford the writer the oppor­
tunity of utilising certain approaches and concepts which have evolved 
trm his experience in studying and teaching geography and sociology* 
Third, the writer has a special interest in this area as a result of 
having been reared there from early childhood* Finally, the fact that 
he is currently employed in the area stimulated this interest.
As has been stated, the writer feel© that this thorough-going 
analysis will extend and enlarge our knowledge of the demography of
7
Louisiana, The value of this Investigation would be substantially 
increased by similar studies of other geographical sections of the 
state, A recent work which falls in this general category is that of 
Claude Jean Roumgn&e which describes the main demographic character­
istic© of the Acadian people of South Louisiana in 1 9 4 0 It is an­
ticipated that other studies of a similar nature will be made as the 
fundamental importance of demography becomes more generally appreci­
ated.
Sources c£ |j& Lata, the decennial reports of the United 
States Bureau of the Census comprise the source of most of the data 
used in this study* The 1950 Census is relied upon most heavily but 
other census are also used. Background information has been obtained 
from historical and geographical publications on Louisiana and the 
South and from private research conducted by the writer.
Limitations of tjhg, Bata, The Bureau of the Census does not 
provide complete data on the composition of the population for units 
smaller than parishes. This has made it necessary to limit most 
aspects of the study to the ten parishes that lie wholly within the 
area of study. Specifically, the basic data for Chapters V through 
H  on composition of the population apply only to these ten parishes. 
As stated previously, these parishes are referred to throughout as 
the "Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes,” They constitute the
o'Claude Jean Rougnagnac* "A Demographic Analysis of Selected 
Characteristics of the ’Acadian1 Population of Louisiana* 1940,w (un­
published Master9© thesis* Louisiana State University* Baton Rouge*
195a).
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core of the area* Findings based on data limited to the® will perhaps 
be even more valid than if the more marginal "parish segments" were In­
cluded*
Methods* This study is based largely on the statistical method*
However, those who are not students of statistic® should encounter
little or no difficulty in grasping the techniques* Graphs* chart®,
and tables have been used to present the basic information*
The techniques used are largely those utilised by T* Lynn Smith
10ia his Pejma&tion Analysis and by Smith and Hitt in Tfe People of 
Louisiana.^
Lynn Smith, Population Analysis (Mew forks McGraw-Hill Book 
Geapftny, Inc*, 1%8)*
•UT. Lynn Smith and Homer L* Hitt, P̂ oole gf Louisiana (Baton 
Rouges Louisiana State University Press, X%2)*
chapter u
RETim OF THE LITERATURE
The writer recognises the impossibility of reviewing in tide sec­
tion ail of the literature on the subject of population* Drily those 
aatexdals, therefore, which are pertinent to this particular study* or 
are closely related to it, will he considered*
The literature treated here has been grouped under the following 
three headings; (I) Studies of a similar type, (2) literature present­
ing valuable techniques in population analysis, and (3) sources of spe­
cific information concerning the area of study*
Studies o£ Similar Type 
John Ballenger Knox in his ̂  5SStiS M  Si
Population Trends (Knoxville l The University of Tennessee Press, 1949) 
presents a study of population trends in the state of Tennessee* He 
relies largely upon data obtained from the Halted States census end 
deals with population changes from pioneer days to the present* There 
are chapters on national origin, population increase, racial composition, 
age structure, sex distribution, urban growth, family and marital condi­
tions, and other population topics*
Sara K* Gilliam offers much valuable infozmation in a work en­
titled Virginia*8 People— A Study si iM towth and Distribution o£ the 
Foiatlatlon si Virginia from 1607 to 1943 (Richmonds Population Study,
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Virginia Planning Board, 1%4)* It discusses the growth, trends, urban 
and rural population, migration, and composition of the population of 
the atate of Virginia* Included In the appendix are a number of detailed 
tablee that contain considerable information of value to anyone es­
pecially interested in the demography of that state*
G* A* McMahan presents a very thorough analysis of the j&pul&tion 
of the city of Atlanta in his 2fee Feeble fi£ Atlantal A Demographic 
Study o£ Georgians Capital (jjlty (Athens! The University of Georgia 
Press, 1950)# As indicated by the title, it is a systematic treatment 
of the population of Atlanta* The method of development is similar to 
that employed by t* lym Smith in his Population Analysis* Numerous 
and useful cartographic teohniipes are utilised by McMahan without im- 
palraent of the roadability of the work*
Another demographic analysis of a southern city is that of 
William Sdward Hopkins, *A Demographic Analysis of Houston, Terns,w 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton 
Eouge, 1?51)« this study follows the same general plan m  McMahanfs 
work* the characteristics of the population are treated in chapters 
m  race and nativity, age composition, the balance between the sexes, 
marital status, educational status, occupational status, and religious 
composition* These are followed by chapters on fertility, mortality, 
migration, and growth of the population* like McMahan, Hopkins makes 
excellent use of cartographic techniques#
The work of greatest value to the writer, both as a study of a 
similar nature and as a work presenting valuable techniques in population
n
analysis, was fa©©!© j>f Louifliana by f * Lynn Smith and Homer L«
Hitt (Baton Bongo i L©uA®ian& State University Press, 195&)« In this 
volume tho authors set forth the basic fact© about Lou&©tmfi popula­
tion and present in a systematic manner a tremendous amount of veri­
fied information* Consideration 1© first given to the present rmb&r 
and distribution of 'the inhabitants* Next, attention Is directed 
toward the characteristic© of the population* Rural and urban resi­
dence, racial stocks, national origins, age distribution, proportions 
of the ©exes, marital ©tains, educational status, occupations, and 
religions affiliations are analysed and treated in detail* This is 
followed by a scientific study of the reproduction and death rate© and 
migration* Finally, detailed treatment 1© given to the growth, trends, 
and redistribution of the popdation* This work is of inestimable 
value to any serious student of demography in Louisiana*
Literature Presenting Valuable Techniques 
lH Population Analysis
In his Population Analysis (New Xorks McGraw-Hill Book Company, 
Inc*, 194&), T* Iynn Smith offers some of the best examples of logical 
techniques and sound methodology available to present-day students of 
demography* This study presents a tremendous amount of data concerning 
the pollution of the world and of the United State©* It also include© 
numerous facts, principles, and theories that represent a notable con­
tribution to the field of demography* It is especially of great value 
as a model for scientific treatment of characteristics of the popula­
tion and of the vital processes* It is practically indispensable to the
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student of pepglatlm probl&m and analysts*
Jfergawtt Jawaa tfcgottd's work, atntletles |g£ 3oetole)Ei.9t3 (Hew 
lork* Reynal and Hitchcock, Inc*, 1941), show© how statistical methods 
are useful to the demographer* It not only presents the procedures of 
statistical analysis but also shows the research worker km  to inter­
pret the results of statistical data*
Another work of great raise to the student who wishes to uti­
lise statistical procedures in demographic research i® that of Morris 
Myers Blair, Elementary statistics (Hew lorki Henry Holt and Company, 
Inc*, 1944)* While not as comprehensive and thorough m  H&good*s work, 
it offers valuable directions for the student who finds It necessary to 
use statistical methods as a tool but does not have the time t© become 
an expert in the field* His chapters on graphic presentation, averages, 
and dispersion and variation are especially useful*
A method of eliminating surface bias in territorial divisions of 
varying si&es is presented by Homer 1* Hitt in the article wThe Use of 
Selected Cartographic Techniques* in Health Research* (Social Forces,
XXVI (December, 1947), 109-96} reprinted in pamphlet form)# Hitt uses 
circles as units of shading to show several factors in on® graphic pre­
sentation*
barren 5* Thompsons Population Problems (New Tork* McGraw- Hill 
Book Company, Inc*, 1953) is a valuable source of infonoation on popu­
lation policies and doctrines, factors in population growth, composition 
of the population, fertility and mortality, and migration* It presents 
materous demographic techniques and explains many changes that have 
occurred in the world population and in the United States,
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T* J#hr Smith presents an excellent treatment of the OTiber* 
origin* distribution, and composition of the rural population of tfe© 
United States in that portion of Sociology Ifeml life (Hew 
Xorki Harper and Brothers, 1%7) which is devoted to rural demography* 
It is valuable not only for the factual information made available 
bat also for the useful demographic technique® employed*
Spttrcea of SpaoMlc Xafoyaailwi 
Ccmcerning the Area of Studyrip*Sl*h» MMjMMwSSl im*m+ 85̂JfiC2*W*
A very valuable source of historical and geographical informa­
tion that Includes every section of the state is the work edited by 
Alcee Fortier entitled Louisiana (Atlanta} The Southern Historical 
Association* 3 vol*, 1909)* This study present© a detailed and com­
prehensive record of the social* political* and economic development 
of Louisiana* with individual treatment of parishes and towns* Con­
siderable biographical matter has been included in the form of brief 
accounts of the lives of pioneer residents*
It has long been recognised that historians writing on the sub­
ject of Louisiana have concentrated on the southern portion of the 
state and almost entirely neglected the northern part* J* Fair Hardin 
has attempted to remedy this situation in his northwestern Louisiana 
(Louisville* Kentucky* and Shreveport, Louisiana} The Historical 
Record Association* 3 vols*, fix* dJJ )* In this work Hardin has suc­
ceeded in making available a tremendous mass of historical facts con­
cerning the northwestern part of the state* The parishes of the hill 


















aeeount of the historical development of Claiborne Parish from the time 
that It was a part of the old Natchitoches **81strlet* until the end of 
the Reconstruction Period following the Civil War* Xt also includes In­
formation about the neighboring parishes of Webster and Bienville* Early 
settlements, the families who made them, and the states from which they 
migrated are emphasised*
Stephen Powers has included some interesting infomation concern­
ing the area of study in his work entitled Afoot and Alone from Sea £o 
Sea by the Southern Route (Hartford, Connecticut i Columbia Book Company, 
1672). this work gives an excellent description of the people the author 
met and the territory through which he traveled in going from the Atlantic 
coast to the Pacific through the southern states just after the Civil War* 
Powers* tour carried him through the heart of the hill countxy of North 
Louisiana, and his comparison of the inhabitants of that section with 
those of other areas farther east through which he had passed provided use­
ful information*
Frank Lawrence Owsley’s Plain FopLk of tfee Old South (Baton Rouges 
Louisiana State University Press, 1949) ia a study of the middle class 
Southern whites, based on tax lists and on census reports of 1850 and 
I860* It seeks to show that the small farmers of the South constituted 
a sort of yeoman group occupying a middle position in the social hier­
archy of the South*
Useful information as to the origin of the population of the hill 
country is found in ggd Memoir̂  of NoEthgggk
Louisiana (Nashville and Chicago) The Southern Publishing Company,
1880)* It gives a brief family history of many of the pioneer settlers,
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including the st&tes in which they lived before coning to Louisiana.
BloF.raPhlQal Sgi Historical Keaolre s£ I**Uian8 (Chicago * The 
Goodspeed Publishing Company, 3 vols,, 1892) also gives valuable inf or- 
mation as to early settlements In the various parishes* In addition to 
a rather comprehensive account of the chief historical events, this work 
also provides special sketches of each parish in which the surface fea­
tures and natural resources of each are presented* It also describes the 
daily lives of the early settlers and, in many cases, gives the state© 
from which they came*
m m m  m
THE AREA 
Geography
The Berth Central Louisiana Hill Country la a more or lose wedge- 
shaped area# bounded on the east by the Ouachita River# on the south and 
west by the Bed Elver# and on the north by the Art&nsas-Lomisiana bound­
ary# As stated in Chapter 1# it consists of ten parishes and portions 
of seven others (Figure 1}# comprising a total of 9#&£3*6 square miles# 
slightly more than one-fifth of the total land area of the state (Tables 
I and 12).
Except for the narrow floodplains of the Red and Ouachita Rivers,
the physiographic featured of the area consist largely of rolling pine
hills and lee-age terraces# ranging in elevation from 100 to 300 feet
in the southernmost portion to a m&ydrnm of over 500 feet in Bienville
1end Claiborne Parishes* It contains the highest point in the state#
Driskill Mountain In Bienville Parish# which reaches an elevation of
%535 fast above sea level. Local relief varies from 50 to 300 feet#
B̂&ta supplied by B. L, Fontenot, State Soil Scientist# show 
that the per cent of land in slopes in the Ten Berth Central Louisiana 
Hill Parishes ranges from 57*34 per cent in La Salle Parish to 95*14 
per cent in Bienville Parish*
B̂nited States Geological Survey, ’•Bienville Quadrangle# Loaisi 
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*3ourees Csmffi si. IM M M  §M2&«19A0. Population. I. 436-437. Table 3.
'PART 1C TT iijUMW Ail
LAND AREA OF SELECTED PORTIONS OF SEVEN 
PARISHES OF NORTH LOUISIANA*
Parish Segment Land Area in Square Miles
Avoyelles Segment 118*3
Caldwell Segment 364.7Catahoula Segment 266*2
Natchitoches Segment 320,7Ouachita Segment 355.4Rapides Segment 295*3Red River Segment 288*8
TOTAL 2,008,6
*8o«rea> glsfeeanth CergM of the United SUtga; 
1M« Area* al United States. pp. U9-123, Table 3.
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attaining its maximum In the vicinity of Driekill lonntaln« The area 
th»a fits ideally into Albert L. S « m fl definition of hill country 
as #tfeat major land form which has slight summit area and alight re­
lief.*̂  It also moots the requirements of G*- L&ngdon Hhit© and George 
T* Ihnmr who state that M U  country Is oMraoterlsed fey local relief 
of ̂ several tons or a few hundreds of feet11 end %ay fee described as
lend too rough and broken to fee classed as plain®, but possessing far
4too small a relief to fee classed as mountains *w
the dendritic drainage system consists ©f local creeks and 
bsyoms, all of which ultimately discharge into either the Eed or the 
Gaachita Elver. The largest of these are Bayou Borcheat, Bayon 
BUrborne, and Little Elver.
Two main soil types prevail! (1) a reddish-brown to gray coas­
tal plain soH of the higher Mils area, and (%) a light-brown-gray 
coastal plain soil in the more gentle rolling areas of the terraces.̂  
They have very low fertility, among the lowest in the state. Present 
also Is an area of brownish-red bottom soil along the Bed Elver and a 
brown-to-black local stream bottom soil along the Ouachita Pdver and 
seme of the larger tributaries of the Ouachita and Red Elvers.̂
Gilbert L. Seaman, Physical Geography (Hew Yorks Prentiee-Hall, 
Inc., i m ) $ p. 139.
Langdon Hfeite and George T. Kenner, Hnm&n Geogmifer (Hew Yorks 
p̂leton-Centiiry-Crofts, Inc., 1940), pp. 370, m T
%*r«m map, »S©il divisions of I*mi8iana,w compiled and published 
fey Louieiana AgricMtwal Experiment Station, Baton Rouge, 1935, cited by 
John B. Hobson, Louisiana*e Natural Resources (Hew Yorks Silver Bnrdett 
Company, 1944), w T W u V
6Ibid.
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Utter is derived Iren allssviwa from the local glands and is moderately
fertile* lh» Bed River bottom soil is very fertile*
Almost the entire area me formerly covered with fine forests of
longleaf end efcortleaf pine* the Xongle&f reaching as far north as the
Winn-Jackson Parish boundary and the sfcortleaf covering the remainder*
Practically all the virgin stands of this timber are now gone and have
been replaced by second-growth loblolly or **©Xd field1* pirn*
In 1945 there were 19*4X1 farms in the ton parishes that make tap
the sore of the hill eosnbrr and have been designated in this study as
the fen Berth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes* The approximate land
area for these ten parishes was 4*&5&*C$C acres* The farms constituted
1,643*238 acres* about 35*3 per cent compared with 34*7 per cent for
7the state of Louisiana, as a whole*
The isolated or scattered farmstead is the principal pattern of 
settlement among the rural population* Owner-operated farms predominate* 
68.4 per cent of the land la farms being owned by the operators.̂  How* 
ever* there are plantations throughout the area and they predominate in 
the Bed River Valley* especially in Bossier Parish* Large tracts of 
forested lands are held by lumber and wood pulp interests* These repre­
sent the largest landholdings in the area.
Gotten is the principal cash crop of the area, and com is ih© 
most important feed crop* bat the acreage devoted to them is steadily
W  Ststw Cwwy si Agrlc^tyrei Vol. I, Part 24,
Louisiana* statistics for ffrrlghes. 18-31. Parish Table 1.
%bid.
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diminishing* Gotten acreage declined from 251*0.30 acres to Xd4,lG9 dar­
ing til© five-year period from 1940 to 1945* and com acreage decreased 
ftm 280,901 acres to 185,780 daring the m m  period*̂  Livestock fam­
ing is increasing and more extensive as© of mechanical farm eqMpaenb 
Is reselling in the diversion of considerable acreages of com and pas­
ture crops from the feeding of draft animals to the support Of live- 
10stock* In m m  sections of tbe area where both com and cotton 
acreages have been reduced, the land tbus released baa been utilised 
for pasture or for the growing of pine trees# Large areas are now being 
devoted to this latter purpose* Truck farming and dairying are carried 
on to & limited extent in the areas around the larger towns# Fruit or­
chards, especially peaches, are increasing In importance* The total 
value of the fruit and nut crop in the ten core parishes increased from 
1358,709 in 1940 to $758,988 in 194S.U
Table III shows the income in 1949 of families in the Ten North 
Central Louisiana Hill Parishes*̂ 2 The median income per family for the 
area was $1,841 compared to $2,122 for the state* Only one parish, 
Bossier, has a family income equal to or larger than the state average, 
The parishes in the hiH area ranged from a low of $1,334 in Grant Par­
ish to a high of #2,364 in Bossier*
Most of the industry of the region is extractive, with timber
9lbld.» 43-56, 57-70, Parish Table II*
10Alvin L« Bertrand, Agricultural Mechanization and Social Chang®
3& &»**! Louisiana (Louisiana Agriculturar^perSs^8tZbion^^
458, Baton Rouge, 1951), P* 28*
^Suited states Cgpim  si Agricultures 1945* Vol* I, Part 24, 
Louisiana, Statistics |g£ fMk^SSi* 71-84, Parish Table II#
Ityken statistics are not available by wards it Is necessary to limit 
this study to the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, the core 
parishes of the Mil region*
n
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*&mrest Inlted States Census $£ Populations 1950* Vol. II, 
Characteristics of tfea Population. Fart 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, pp* 
$ M 9 , p .  42# table 32.
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(both lumber and pulp need)* petroleum, end natural gas Making up the 
major portion#
The transportation system consist® of several branch-line rail- 
made, four sain highways, and morons state and parish roads# Three 
of the four more important railroads traverse the region in a north- 
south direction, one each m  the eastern and western margins of the 
area and one through the central portion# The fourth runs east-met 
across the northern portion of the area, crossing the Ouachita Blver 
at West Monroe and the Had at Bossier City# The four main highways 
more or less parallel these railroads# All portions of the area are 
accessible fey either highway or railroad or both# All highways are 
year-round, all-mather roads#
History
The exact date of the earliest penetration of white men into the 
North Central Louisiana Bill Country is not a matter of verified histor­
ical record# It has been maintained that the tragic journey of Hernando 
de goto and his an̂ r marked the first advent of white men into the region 
and that the river known to them as the Anllco, along whose west bank 
they marched, was the Ouachita# Meager accounts of the journey, written 
in the journal of one of De Sotofs followers, describe a region that 
could have been the Ouachita Elver country# However, historians do not
agree as to whether it really was the Ouachita country, and the issue 
13remains in doubt#
■̂ Frederick William Williamson and George T# Goodman, editors,
I L o u i s i a n a  (Lewisville, Kentucky! Monroe, Louisiana; Shreveport, 
Louisiana: The Historical Record Association, 1939)# I# 9-16#
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Despite the lack of verified information as to specific explora­
tions and emct dates of earliest settlements, tit® general pattern of 
exploration and settlement is fairly clear* In 16$2 tins French ex­
plorer, Robert Cavalieur de La Salle, explored the Mississippi Hiver 
to its month and claimed all the land drained by that stream for Louis 
XIV, king of France* He also gave the name ̂ Louisiana11 to this vast
it
territory, in honor of this same king*
About 1700 the French under Bienville and $i* Denis explored the 
Bed and Ouachita Elvers and a number of their tributaries, some of which 
have their origin in the North Central Louisiana Hill Country*^ y^hin 
the next twenty years the French established several missions, trading 
posts, and small settlements on these tm rivers* By 1740 a number of
settlements had been established, but there were no organised coraauni-
16ties throughout the area*
In 1763 France ceded to Spain the Isle of Orleans and that portion
of Louisiana lying west of the Mississippi} the eastern portion, minus
17the Isle of Orleans, went to England by conquest * In the early 17$©fs 
(exact date not known), the Spanish established a military post on the 
present site of Monroe, across the Ouachita River from the area of study*
^Alcee Fortier, editor, Louisiana (Atlantat Ike Southern His­
torical Association, 1909, II, 4B-49*
Ŵilliamscm &nd Goodman, op* £j&*„ pp* 21-22*
ffipaid** pp* 22-2$.
^Alcee Fortier, editor,. Louisiana. (Atlanta! Southern Historical 
Association, 1909), II, 541-542.
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It was at first given the official designation, "Post of the Ouachita," 
bat this was later changed to "Port Kir©#*1̂
The Spanish found a number of whit© and Indian hunters and trap­
pers on both sides of the river in the area around the Post of the 
Oaaehita hat no real settlers* the Spanish government inaugurated a 
program ©f colonisation for the region hat Specifically forbade American 
and Bnglish settlers*^ Despite this opposition on the part of the 
Spanish authorities, a number of Anglo-Saxons settled in the Ouachita 
area daring the last decade of the eighteenth century* By 1795 both
French and Anglo-Saxons had begun to settle on the west side of the
$0Ouachita Hiver in the hill country proper*
The dominance ©f the Anglo-Saxons in the area became evident in
21the early part of the nineteenth century# Spain had ceded Louisiana
back to France in 1800 and France sold it to the United States in 
221803# Almost Immediately a steady stream of American immigrants began 
to flow into the newly acquired territory# Many of these found their 
way into the hill country of Horth Louisiana*̂
18Williamson and Goodman, op# cit#, pp* 29-30, 38#
19P>ld., pp. 33-35.
20|Md., pp. 28, 82*
21IMd.. p. 1H.
220aniie William MeQinty, 4 History g£ Louisiana (How York! The 
Exposition Press, 1951), PP* 95, 99*
Ŵilliamson and Goodman, loc* cit*
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Settlers continued he come into th© section in increasing numbers 
until the movement was interrupted by the outbreak of the Civil War*
With the end of hostilities It began again* Many of the migrants of this 
second period had boon uprooted by the war and mtm seeking new homes 
west of the Mississippi* All available evidence indicates that daring 
both of these periods a majority of these homeseeker© came from the 
elder states to the east of Louisiana* Hie states of Georgia, Alabama, 
Tennessee, Merhh and South Carolina, and Mississippi m m  the most heav­
ily represented In this movement which ms a part of what T« Jynn Smith 
has termed *ih* westward serge of settlement**̂  Virginia and Kentucky 
also contributed considerable numbers* deferring to the period preced­
ing the Civil khr, B. W* Harris and B« M* Huls© wrote as follows in The 
History Claiborne Parishs
Follewing the incorporation of Claiborne Parish was a 
marked increase of ©aigration— particularly about 1835— when 
the steamboats, navigating the Ouachita and Bed Elvers, made 
access to the country less difficult* But from 1840 to i860, 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South and Horth Carolina, Vir­
ginia, Kentucky, and Tennessee sent in their sons and daughters 
and slaves by hundreds and thousands
Kathleen Graham in her Motes On & History Mncaln Parish Lou­
isiana indicates that the majority of the Lincoln Parish pioneer families 
came from Georgia* She writes $
There are two questions me often asks old settlers s one 
Is, ’Frcsa what state did your family come?* And the other, 
ftfi&t became of certain families who seem to have disappeared
% .  Iflrm Smith, &a SfiRWm Si M A  M£& (K«w York* Harper 
and Brothers, 1947), p. 45.
. *5®‘ »* B* M- ““ife. 9 *  M & m  a£ fflittMim  Baft©(Hew Orleansi Press of W. B* Stansbury and Company, 1886), p* 21*
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entirely?* The ewa$ answer to the first question is 
*frOBi Georgia,* mad to the second th© answer is almost in­
variable, •Tfciy went to ferns* * * *l2&
Grafcaa*® statement Is significant not only for the light it sheds
m  the origin of the early settlers in the Lincoln Parish area hot also
because It suggests that the migration frost the southeastern states into
North Louisiana was but a phase of the march of population from the
Atlantic to the Pacific* the fact that whole families “went to Texas*1
suggests that the hill country received these taaeseekers from the states
farther east and a generation or two later sent their descendants toward
the west* This is a similar pattern to that described by ?* lynn Smith
as occurring in the northern and midwesiern states when he stated that
*the corn belt received migrant® from the northeastern state® and later
sent their own eon® and daughter® to settle the new land® to the west,**̂
Further evidence a® to the origin of the pioneer population of
the hill country 1® found in the following excerpts from the works of
various writer® i
Settlers were coming into the section (Union Parish) in 
increasing numbers, many of the pioneers being from Alabama, 
casing up the Ouachita from Fort Kiro to claim their future 
homes* Host of them disembarked at a spot which became known 
as Alabama Landing, a name that still survives* « *
K̂athleen Graham, Nptes ̂  & History $£ Lipcoip Pariah Louisiana 
0&®toa, Louisiana 3 Louisiana Polytechnic Institute Printing Department,
°* 4*7)» IN 30*
^T. Lynn Smith, Emanation Analysis (Hew York* McGraw-Hill look 
Company, Inc*, 1948), p* “"*
28Williamson and Goodman, gp* clt*. p* 315*
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The Fullerw and Haards had already settled at Old Shiloh, 
where T*bbs and Hfcd© were the first merchants* AH of the® 
came from Alabama* Hear the Arkansas line a settlement was 
established by immigrants from Tennessee, the place still being 
known to eld timers as *T©messes Colony,
The people who came to live in wh&t is now Bossier Parish 
were few and far between prior to 1840, Surveys made at that 
time shew only a few hundred persons had settled In the parish., 
bat the ten years which followed brought new settlers from 
Virginia and other states**0
At this time in Bossierfs life (i860), newcomers were arriv­
ing to settle from Mississippi, Alabama* North and South Carolina 
and Georgia. . ,
Americans . « , . were coming into the region (Caldwell 
Parish) at this time, one of the first being Daniel Humphreys, 
who, in 1827, is reported to have settled on the present sit© 
of Columbia. Riley Banks, noted as a bear hunter, built a 
tea© three miles west, at what is now Banks* Springs on the 
Columbia-Alexandria highway. Another settlement, made by the 
Strouds, Wootens, and Bamisters, was located on Bayern Castor,
In the western part of the parish.*2
A number of the first settlers (in Catahoula Parish) cam© 
from Spain. ... In all there were approximately 450 applica­
tions for land grants, including a few Bnglish and American 
settlors from the Atlantic states. * . .33
On© writer observes* ’Most of these settlors and elalmere, 
were afraid of the swamp, and located their grants in the pin© 
woods. • , .’34
29Ibld.
^Wry 1.111a KcCl*r« and «J. Ed. Howe), Htatorr fi£ Shreveport and
Shreveport Ballderg (Shreveport, Louisiana* J. JSd. Howe, Publisher, 1937* 10*1 V rt AX7/X/I XX, o.
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Virginia i 1*9Arkansas k 1*1Texas 4 1*1TlHwaift 3 0*8
Louisiana 3 0.8Massachusetts 3 0.8England 2 0*6
Netherlands 2 0*6
Scotland 2 0*6
Denmark 1 0.3Florida 1 0*3Indian* 1 0.3Maryland 1 0.3Missouri 1 0.3lew Jersey 1 0.3
New York 1 0*3Norway 1 0.3(Mo 1 0.3
TOTAL 360 100.0
*Soarc«i Land records, personal Interviews* fatally histories, 
and grave markers in old cemeteries.
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and all of these were trm the neighboring slate of Texas*
Germany oontribmtê  the hipest proportion of any foreign coun­
try, 5.0 per cent, followed by Ireland with 2*2 per cent* England, the 
Netherlands, and Scotland contributed 0*6 per cant each, and Denmark 
and Norway 0*3 per cent each* All foreign countries together were re- 
sponsible for only 34 migrants, or about 9*0 per cent.
It is significant that Louisiana (outside the hill country) con­
tributed only three settlers out ©f the 360, or about 0.8 per cent.
This indicates that the migration was a regional rather than an intra- 
state movement.
One of the best descriptions of these people who made their homes 
in the hills of North Louisiana is found in the words of Daniel Dennett 
who wrote as follows in 1876*
The inhabitants of North Louisiana are different in many 
respects from those of the low country. They are generally 
of English, Scotch, or Irish descent, imndgr̂ ite frost the 
older and more eastern States, or the offspring of such immi­
grants. Georgia, Alabama, the two Carolina® and Virginia have 
all furnished their quota towards making up the population of 
this part of Louisiana*̂ 6
The inhabitants of the piny woods are proverbially poor, 
but honest, moral, virtuous, simple-hearted and hospitable*
In some ffoody that I passed through I found little communi­
ties banded together by kinship or long friendships, with 
many of the evidences of thrift, comfort and prosperity around 
them.37
These are the people X* Iynn Smith had in mind when he wrote t




• * • He aaasrous progeny of those small farmers and back­
woodsmen spread down through the upland parts of western 
Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and 
Georgia, pushed through the passes of the Appalachians, 
spilling over the mountains, furnished Ohio, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee with settlors. Hen they Spread westward, popu­
lating those parts of the South and Southwest that were 
hilly In topography. . •
After the Civil Whr and the Eeconstmetion Period that followed 
it, railroads began to push into the hill country. He Vicksburg, 
Shreveport, and Terns (later known as the Vicksburg, Shreveport, and 
Pacific and now operated by the Illinois Central) had built west out 
of Vicksburg as far as Monroe by I860, bat there the operation was 
halted by the war. In 1884 this line was extended across the hill coun­
try to Shreveport, on the west side of the Red River* This was the 
first railroad to be built in the area but others soon followed, He 
Minden Tap from Sibley to Kinden in Webster Parish was completed a year 
later* The Louisiana and Northwest was completed in 1888 from Hester in 
Claiborne Parish to Bienville in Bienville Parish* /In 1897 the Alexan­
dria, Junction City, and Shreveport Railroad Company completed construc­
tion of a line freea Junction City (on the Arkansas border) to Wiimfield 
in Winn Parish* This later became the property of the Chicago, lock 
Island and Pacific* The Louisiana and Arkansas Railroad Company, which
began as a log road, built from Hope, Arkansas, to Springhtil in Webster
\
Parish is 1897* This line was extended to Minden in 1899, to Winnfield / 
in 1902, and to Jena in La Salle Parish in 1906«j In 1910 a link from
3ar» tyon Saith, gflsAafeaa: al M £ &  (H«w Xorki Harpm*
and Brothers, 1947), p. 54*
Minden to Shreveport was completed by purchase of the Kinden Bast and
West Railroad which had been built m  a logging road. In 1898 the
Shreveport and Red Elver Valley Railroad built a line from Shreveport
to Coush&tta in Bed River Parish and in 1901 extended it to Eineville
39in Rapides Parish*
The railroads caused a number of new towns to spring ap# Among 
these were Easton in Lincoln Parish and Arcadia and Gibsl&nd in Bien­
ville Parish* On the other hand, several did towns that were missed by 
the railroads declined in importance, some to the point of completely 
disappearing* Ouachita City in Union Parish, Mount Lebanon in Bienville, 
Arisons in Claiborne, and Vernon in Jackson are examples of towns that 
were once quite prosperous but are now nonexistent or nearly so*
Along with the railroads came the sawmills that systematically 
went about, the work of denuding the land of its fine longleaf pine 
forests in the southern part of the area and the shortleaf in the nor­
thern section* Most of the sawmills were owned by outside interests* 
Their motto was *eut out and get out91 and that is what most of them did* 
Only a few companies followed good conservation practices and initiated 
reforestation programs* These are still operating in the area* Some 
of the lumber companies later sold their holdings to pulp mill Interests* 
Big-scal@ cutting of the pine forests began about 1900 and by 1925 prac­
tically no virgin stands of pines remained.
39J* Fair Hardin, Northwestern Louisiana (Louisville, Kentucky 
and Shreveport, Louisiana* The Historical Record Association, n* d.j.
I, 389-399*
3ft
Wildcat drilling for oil began in the hill country *t m
19G4 bub the first producing wells were not brought in until 1921* In 
that year the Haynesville-Hmer field in Claiborne and the Bellevue 
field in Bossier Parish began production. That was followed by the 
opening of other fields, including Cotton Valley in Webster Parish in 
1923, Cartersville in Bossier Parish in 1927# and Lisbon in Claiborne 
Parish in 1 9 3 7 * Other smaller fields have been discovered from time 
to time.
Natural gas was first discovered in this section of Louisiana in
411915 in Elm Grove in Bossier Parish* The next year a large field 
was opened at Spencer in Union Pariah and since that time a number of 
fields have been brought in, most of them in the northern portion of 
the area.
The coming of the railroads and sawmills may be said to have 
marked the end of the pioneer period in the historical development of 
the hill country. The discovery of oil and natural gas hastened the 
end of the period of maximum land utilization for agriculture and ini­
tiated the beginning of the present period of rural decline, charac­
terised by depopulation and return of much land to forest and pasture.
W Md., p. k04-409. 
^IMd.
CHAPTER IV
THE SOMBER AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION OF THE 
NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL COUNTS!
The North Central Louisiana Hill Country hae a total of 298.769 
inhabitants, as of April 1, 1950, distributed over an area of 9,283-*6 
square miles* This means that this region of approximately twenty per 
cent of th# area of Louisiana has only slightly more than eleven per 
cent of the population of the state* Table V shows the population, land 
area, and density of population of the region as compared with that of 
the state of Louisiana*
TABLE V
POPULATION, LAND AREA, AND POPULATION DENSITT OF NORTH CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA HILL COUNTRY AND STATE OF LOUISIANA (1950)*
Land Area in 1I1£
Unit Population Square Miles Square Mile
North Central Louisiana
Hill Country 29̂ ,769 9,283.6 32*2
Ten North Central Louisiana
Hill Parishes 223,467 7,725.0 30.7
Parish Segments 75,302 2,008*6 37.5
Louisiana 2,683,516 45,177.0 59*4
Ŝourcess P̂opulation of Louisiana, April 1, 1950,1* 1950 Census 
Bl Population. Advance Reports (Washington, 1950), Series PC-8, No. 17, 
p. 3, Table 2, pp. 5-7, Table 4.5 Sitttsenth Conroe flf United States i 
1910. Areas o£ United States, pp. 119-123, Table 3. (The land areas 
in question did not change from 1940 to 1950*}
1"Population of Louisiana, April 1, 1950." 1950 Census nf 
tlon. Advance Reports (Washington, 1950), Series PC-8, No. 17, p.
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This table shows tfrat the population density* ©f the hill country 
is considerably lower than that of the state of Louisiana* it also dis­
closes that tfre density of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes 
is less than that of tfr® Parish Segments*
Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution of the inhabitants of the 
area* It reveals that there are no large cities and that the towns are 
few and small. Only twenty-six centers of population in the entire sec­
tion have as many as 1,000 inhabitants and only ten of these have as 
many as 2#50O residents* Of these, the largest is Bossier City in Bos­
sier Pariah with 15,470 inhabitants* Since it lies just across the Bed 
Elver frcsa Shreveport, it is obvious that Bossier City has benefited 
fro® being within the Urban fringe of this relatively large city*
The second largest town is Hasten in Lincoln Parish, with a popu­
lation ©f 10,372. It is the center of a prosperous truck farming and 
dairying area bet its rank of second in sice in the hill country is dae 
in part to the presence of Louisiana Polytechnic institute, a state 
college with an enrollment in 1950 of about 2,000 students* Otherwise, 
Huston would probably be outranked by West Monroe and possibly by 
Minden*
last Monroe in the Ouachita Parish Segment, with a population of 
10,302, ranks third in sis© among the towns of the area* It is located 
within the urban fringe of the city of Monroe, population 38,572, which 
is just across the Ouachita Elver. West Monroe has also profited by 
the presence of a cotton oil mill and a large paper mill just outside 
the city limits*
The fourth largest town in the hill area is Minden in Webster
I
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FIGURE 2# Population Distribution in North Central Louisiana Hill 
Country, 1950- (Adapted from map prepared by Institute or Population 
Research, Department of Sociology, Louisiana State University.)
Parlshwlth a population of 9#7$7# It i® the trading and shipping eon- 
tor of o productive cotton-growing, livestock, and general farming area* 
Other favorable factors incite the presence of nearby oil and gas 
fields and the location of a large ordnance plant a fee miles west of 
the town* Minden has also profited fro® being near enough to Shreveport 
for commuting back and forth fro® that city*
the fifth ranking town in number of inhabitants is Pineville in 
the Rapides Pariah Segment with a population of 6,/<23# Its location 
across Red River from Alexandria, a city of 34,913 inhabitant®, has 
doubtless been a favorable factor*
WInnfleld in Winn Parish, popiSUtion 5,629, has profited from 
limestone quarrying, salt mining, lumbering, cattle-raising, and gen­
eral farming* It ranks sixth in size among the towns of the hill coun­
try#
Other towns in the area that have 2,500 residents or more are 
Homer and Haynesville in Claiborne Parish, Springhill in Webster Par­
ish, and Jonesboro in Jackson Parish* Homer and HaynesvUle have had 
the advantage of being located in an oil-producing area# Springhill 
and Jonesboro have benefited from the presence of large wood palp and 
paper mills*
The sixteen smaller towns, ranging in population from 1,004 to 
2,241 are scattered throughout the area* Most of them are sawmill sites 
or trade centers for general farming districts.
It is obvious from Figure 2 that there is a pronounced tendency 
for both town and open-coantry population to be concentrated along Red
39
HInr and along the easb-w»«t highway fvm ¥m% K m  U  Boaaisr City* 
**»» tende&cy ia preaeutt along other highways but to a lesser de­
gree. the concentration of residents along Ouachita Elver is far less 
than that along the Bed except in the Ouachita and Caldwell Segments, 
this may be dee to the fact that there are fewer areas of fertile bot­
tom land along the west side of the Oaachita than along the east side 
of the Bed. Also, the bottom lands that do lie along the west side of 
the Ouachita are often subject to flooding.
m & m  M  m & m m M  m  m u t e  m  a c m  smmp.
Tables VI and VII show the 1950 popttl&tioa of the hill country 
by parishes and segments of parishes. The populations of the Ten North 
Central Louisiana RU1 parishes range from 12,7X7 in la Salle Farish to 
40,139 in Bossier Parish* The two highest ranking parishes in total pop­
ulation are Bossier with 40,139 residents and the neighboring parish of 
Webster with 35*704* The combined population of these two parishes is 
75,343 which is slightly more than one-fourth of the total population 
of the area* In contrast, the two lowest ranking parishes, la Salle 
with 12,7X7 inhabitants and Grant with 14,263, have a combined popula­
tion of only 26,980 which is less than one-tenth of the total for the 
area.
It is worthy of note that while the parishes of Bossier and
Webster are the two most populous parishes in the hill country, they
%rank only eighteenth and twenty-first, respectively, **• ******
h, Lynn Smith and Heater L. Hitt, |fe| ggffl&ft 2£ feSMWlft (Baton 
Heaves Louisiana State Dfolversity Prees, 1952), pp. 13* 15, citing 
"Population of Louisiana, by Parishes, April 1, 1950," fifiaa»& SL 
Pogalatlon. Prellalnanr Counts (Washington, 1950), Series PC-2, Ho. 29*
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Ŝourcei "Population of Louisiana, April 1, 1950," 1950
SSBSB* °£ iSB&Siim., teams. Snft&ft (»wMagfc®B» 1950), Serl98PC-8, No* 17, p* 3, Table 2*
TABLE VII
POPULATION OF SELECTED PORTIONS OF SEVEN PARISHES OF NORTH 
















Scarce* Population of Louiai&na, April lf 1950," 1950 
Census of Population. Advance Rsppjgfea (Washington, 1950), Series 
PG-B, No* 17, pp. 5-7, Table 4*
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Tt»r* ar* wide variations in tie total population of the varloga 
segments, ranging from 1,664 in the Avoyelles Segment to 25,224 in the 
Oa&chita Segment. However, these variations are not especially signifi­
cant since the segjaenta are composed of Unequal portions of parishes and 
not whole parishes* There is little- point in comparing the total popu­
lation of the Avoyelles Secant with that of the Ouachita Secant since 
the forme consists of only mo ward while the latter is composed of 
five wards. W«dtfcer la it worthwhile i© ooâ are population of pariah 
segments with those of whole parishes*
Jfepgity g£ Population yards
The density of population of the M U  country by wards ia pre­
sented in Figure 3. the mean density of the area (found by dividing 
the total population by the total area in square miles) is 38.2* This 
suggest© that the population of the area is concentrated in a rela­
tively few wards* Examination of Figure 3 reveals that this is indeed 
the ease* Of the 101 wards* only 23 have a density higher than the 
mean density of 32*2 for the area* Fourteen of the twenty-three wards 
whose densities exceed the mean density of the area are in the northern 
half of the area* Twelve of these fourteen wards are either m  the east- 
west highway from West Monroe to Bossier City or in the oil and gas 
section of Claiborne, Webster, and Bossier Parishes* This is the Mol­
est density section of the area*
Seven of the twenty-three wards whose densities exceed the mean 
density of the area lie along the led Elver* The relatively high den­






12.3 -  32.2
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FIGURE 3. Density of population of the North Central 
Louisiana Hill Country, by wards: 1950.
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lands la the narrow valley of the Ked Elver and to the influence of the 
cities of Aleix&ndria and Shreveport across the river*
The two most sparsely inhabited sections of the area are along 
the Ouachita Elver and in the south central portion of the area# Only 
two wards on the Ouachita liver have a higher density than the mean den­
sity of the area# is already mentioned, there is little fertile bottom 
land along the west side of the Ouachita not subject to flooding#
In the south central portion of the area there is only one ward 
whose density exceeds the mean density of the area while there are thir­
teen that are below the median density of the area* A large part of 
this section is included in the Kis&tchie Forest Preserve and much of 
the remainder is out-over pine forest land*
Only 13 of the 101 wards of the hill country have more persons 
per square mile than the state average of 59*4* All but three of 
these include towns of more than 2,500 inhabitants# Ifcis is not sur­
prising since areas including, and dominated by, urban centers are
generally characterized by higher population densities than rural 
3areas*"1
In general, it may be said that the hill country is much more 
sparsely populated than the state of Louisiana as a whole but that 
within the area there is no correlation, positive or negative, between 
density of population and degree of hilliness* this indicates that the 
number of people in the area depends, not on the topography, but on the 
availability of land resources and the degree to which they are utilized*
Îbid*, p* 16#
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This latter, in tttro, depends upon the knowledge concerning the use of 
the land and the level of living of the population,̂
Ĵohn F* Onher, Sociology (hew lorkt Appleton-Gentury-Croft$, 
Xnc«, 195l}# p* 347«
CHAPma ?
RESIDENCE
Those diverse population elements which combine to make a commun­
ity distinctive demegr&phic&Xly my be summed up in the phrase "composi­
tion of the population*" The composition varies with each type of 
ccBBMBoity. Industrial communities differ in composition of the popula­
tion from commercial communities and both differ from agricultural com­
munities. Small towns, open country, and cities exhibit marked differences 
in population composition, and cities differ considerably from one another*
To understand the social and economic problems of any community, it is
1necessary to know the composition of the population#
Among the most important elements in the composition of the popu­
lation are residence, race and nativity, age, sex, marital status, educa­
tion, occupation, and religion* In this work these elements will be 
dealt with in successive chapters# This chapter deals with the residence 
composition of the hill country population,
Perhaps no difference in composition of the population is of
greater significance in its influence on the lives of the people than
2the difference between urban and rural populations* Where people live
Ŵarren S# Thompson, 
Book Company, Inc*, 1942), p
Problems (Mew York* McGraw-Hill
Ibid* * p* 109*
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la ana of the moat important indications of differences in the environ-
Differences in rural and urban composition of the population of 
different states and regions make their social problems different. 
Problems of health, education, government, and economics are different 
in rural and urban populations. Regions vary greatly in their propor­
tions of rural and urban people, and many of their diverse lines of
kdevelopment may be traced to their differences in this respect# Any 
adequate understanding of the problems of a community or region depends 
Upon a thorough knowledge of the residence composition of the population 
of that community or region# Her is it sufficient to have only a knowl­
edge of the status quo of the proportions of the urban and rural peoples* 
Many social and economic changes are closely related to changes in the 
rural-urban composition* transition from a rural to an urban society 
represents a change from a relatively simple to a relatively complex 
society with great increase in division of labor and specialisation of
ctechnical functions.7 thus, comprehension of social and economic 
changes within a community involves a knowledge of Its rural-urban trends*
Ŝmith, Population Analysis, p. 27*
Sfetrren S. Thompson, Population Problems (Hew Xork? McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1942), p. 111-1127
M m k ________________  .  .............................................
mental forces that affect the human personality.3
and. Carle C. Zixmmm§ Principles of Rural-Pitiris A. Sorokin
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Qmtm Definition of Urban. Rural. Rural-
h £  M s&  issSsm tsuetiteZAm
the United State* Census of 1950 defines urban, rural, rural- 
farm, and rur&l-nonfarm populations as follows
Urban and Rural Eesidenoe
According to the new definition that was adopted for 
use in the 1950 Census, the urban population comprises all 
persons living in (a) places of 2,500 inhabitants or more 
incorporated as cities, boroughs, and villages, (b) incor­
porated towns of 2,500 or more except in Hew England, Hew 
Xork, and Wisconsin, where wtownstt are simply minor civil 
divisions of comities, (c) the densely settled urban fringe, 
including both incorporated and unincorporated areas, 
around cities of 50,000 or more, and (d) unincorporated 
places of 2,500 or more outside any urban fringe. The re* 
maining population is classified as rural. According to 
the old definition, the urban population has been limited 
to all persons living in incorporated places of 2,500 in­
habitants or more and in areas (usually minor civil 
divisions) classified as urban wider special rules relating 
to population size and density, * * •
Urban Places
In many States the Population in "urban places* is 
somewhat less than the total urban population. Only in­
corporated places (cities, villages, boroughs, and, in 
some States, towns) of 2,500 or more (and unincorporated 
places of this size outside urban fringes) are called urban 
places. The remaining urban population comprises residents 
of those portions of urban fringes that are incorporated 
places of less than 2,500 or are unincorporated,
Fann Population - Urban and Rural
The farm population for 1950, as for 1940 and 1930, in­
cludes all persons living on farms without regard to occupa­
tion. In determining farm and nonfarm residence in the 1950
Cnltafl s&feas, C.BMW of PopilflaS&iBl 1£5£* Vol. II, Ctoragterls- 
tics of the Population. Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, pp. lv v#
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Census, however, certain special groups were classified 
otherwise than in earlier censuses# In 1950, persons on 
what might have been considered farm land were classified 
as nonfarm if they paid cash rent for their homes and 
yards only# Some persons in institutions, summer camps# 
"motels,# and tourist camps were classified as farm resi­
dents in 1940, whereas in 1950 all such persons were 
classified as nonfarm. For the United States as a whole, 
there is evidence from the Current Population Survey that 
the farm population in 1950 would have been reported as 
about 9 per cent larger had the 1940 procedure been used. * * *
Kural-Nonfsna Population
The rural-nonfarm population Includes all persons living 
outside urban areas who do not live on fame. In 1940 and 
earlier, persons living in the suburbs of cities constituted 
a large proportion of the rural ~«nonfarm population. The ef­
fect of the new urban-rural definition has been to transfer a 
considerable number of such persons to the urban population* 
The rural-nonfarra population is, therefore, somewhat more 
homogeneous than wider the old definition* It still compri­
ses, however, persons living in a variety of types of resi­
dences, such as isolated nonfarm homes in the open country, 
villages and hamlets of fewer than 2,500 inhabitants, and 
some of the fringe areas surrounding the smaller incorporated 
places*
Sural and Urban Population
The population of the hill country is predominantly rural. Table 
VIII gives the numbers and proportions of the rural and urban populations 
of the area for 1950 by parishes* It shows a total of 166,631 rural in­
habitants and only 56,636 residents of towns and cities. Thus, about 
three out of four (74.6 per cent) of the hill country residents are 
classified as rural, leaving slightly more than one-fourth (25*4 per cent) 
in the urban category. The area is much more rural than the state as a 
whole which is only 45*2 per cent rural as against 54.6 per cent urban. 
Four of the ten parishes have no urban population, and In no parish does
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TABLE VIII
URBAN AND RURAL POPULATIONS OF TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 
HILL PARISHES AND LOUISIANA 1950*
Parish Nmber Per Cent...total Urban iaral Total Urban Rural
Bienville 19,105 19,105 100.0 100.0
Bossier 40,139 16,779 23,360 100,0 41*8 58.2
Claiborne 25,063 7,789 17,274 100.0 31.1 68.9
Grant 14,263 14,263 100.0 * 100.0
Jackson 15,434 3,097 12,337 100.0 20.1 79.9
La Salle 12,717 - 12,717 100.0 100*0
Lincoln 25,782 10,372 15,410 100*0 40.2 59.8
Union 19,U1 - 19,141 100.0 * 100,0
Webster 35,704 13,170 22,534 100.0 36.9 63.1
Winn 16,119 5,629 10,490 100*0 34.9 65.1
Total 223,467 56,836 166,631 100*0 25*4 74.6
Louisiana 2,683,516 1,471,696 1,211,820 100.0 54.8 45.2
*8oBrcee: United States Census <g>£ floî atipai 1950. Vol. II, 
Characteristics of t]je Population.. Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 26,
Table 13? 78-81, Table 42? 98*101, Table 48? 106-109, Table 49.
the number of urban residents equal or exceed the number of rural inhab­
itants*
The highest degree of urbanity is found In Bossier Parish where 
41*3 per cent of the population Is urban* This parish includes the 
largest town in the area ©f study, Bossier City, and also lies partly 
within "the densely settled urban fringe* ©f the city of Shreveport 
across the Red River* The parishes of Lincoln (40*2 per cent) and Web­
ster (36*9 per cent) rank second and third respectively in proportion 
of inhabitants classified as urban* Lincoln Parish contains the town 
of Rustem, second largest in the area, and Webster includes the two 
urban centers of Minden and Springhill* The only other parish that has 
as many as one-third of its residents in the Urban category is Winn 
whose population is 34*9 per cent urban* The other two parishes with 
urban population are Claiborne with 31*1 per cent urban and Jackson 
with 20*1 per cent urban* The parishes of Bienville, Grant, La Balls, 
and Union have no urban residents*
The high degree of rurality of the hill country population is 
perhaps more apparent when it Is realised that here is a section com­
prising approximately fourteen per cent of the area of Louisiana that 
contains less than four per cent of the urban population of the state*
Rwral-Honfarm. a£& Baral-Farm Population* of the 
T*W Horth Contra! Loulgiana Hill Parlahaa
Table XX presents the 1950 urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-fam 
populations of the ten parishes that lie wholly within the area ©f study*
As mentioned in the previous section, four of these t$i parishes (Bienville,
TABUS IX
URBAN, RURAIr-NONFARM, AND RURAL-FARM. POPULATIONS OF TEN NORTH CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA HILL AND LOUISIANAs 1950*
* Per Gent
Rural- Rural- Rural- Rural-
Parish Total Urban Nonfarm Farm Total Urban Honiara Farm
Bienville 19,105 9,888 9,217 100*0 * 51*8 48.2
Bossier 40,139 16,779 13,740 9,620 100.0 41.8 34.2 24*0
Claiborne 25,063 7,789 5,550 11,724 100.0 31.1 22.1 46*8
Grant 14,263 - 9,187 5,076 1D0.0 64*4 35.6
Jackson 15,434 3,097 9,051 3,286 100.0 20.1 58*6 21.3
La Salle 12,717 - 9,997 2,720 100.0 - 78*6 21.4
Lincoln 25,782 10,372 6,604 8,806 100.0 40.2 25.6 34.2
Union 19,141 - 10,237 8,904 100.0 - 53.5 46.5
Webster 35,704 13,170 14,086 8,448 100.0 36.9 39.5 23*6
Winn 16,119 5,629 4,682 5,808 100.0 34-9 29*1 36.0
Total 223,46? 56,836 93,022 73,609 100*0 25.4 41.6 33.0
Louisiana 2,683,516 1,471,696 644,365 567,455 100.0 54.8 24 .G 21.1
^Source; halted States Census of Population; 1950* Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population« 
Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 26, Table 13; 78-81, Table 42* 98-101, Table 48 j 106-109, Table 49* vnH*
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Grant, la Salle, and Union) have no urban population* the remaining 
six of these ten parishes have a combined urban population of 56,836 
which is 25*4 per cent of the total population of the Ten North Central 
Louisiana Hill Parishes*
There were 93,022 rural-nonfarm and 73,609 rural-farm residents 
in the Ten North Central Louisiana Bill Parishes in 1950* Thus, while 
these parishes are overwhelmingly rural, within the rural portion of the 
population the rural-nonfam group is considerably larger than the rural- 
farm. In seven parishes the rural-nonfam residents outnumber the rural- 
farm, the latter category being larger only in the parishes of Claiborne, 
Lincoln, and Winn. In the five parishes of La Salle, Grant, Jackson, 
Union, and Bienville, more than one-half of the population is classified 
as rural-nonfarm* In La Salle, 78*6 per cent, or more than three cast of 
four, of the inhabitants belong in the rural-nonfarm group* In the ten 
parishes combined the rural-nonfarm category comprises 41*6 per emit of 
the total population as compared with 33*0 per cent for the rural farm* 
For the state the comparable figures are 24*0 per cent rural-nonfarm and 
21*1 per cent rural-fana. While both the state end the Ten North Central 
Louisiana Hill Parishes have a higher proportion of rural-nonfana resi­
dents than of rural-farm, the imbalance between the two is much greater 
in the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes*
In no parish does the mral-fam population account for as much 
as fifty per cent of the total number of residents, but in Claiborne 
and Winn it is numerically the largest of the three residence categories* 
Claiborne has the largest number of inhabitants living on farms, 11,274*
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but Bienville with 43*2 per cent has the highest proportion* followed by 
Claiborne with 46-*5 per cent. In Bossier and Webster Parishes the rural- 
farm group is the smallest of the three categories*
Changes in Residence ComBoaition of $|g ISS,
Worth Central Louisiana M U  Parishes fry IffiQ to pjjfi
While the country residents of the Ten North Central Louisiana Mil 
Parishes far outnumbered the urban in 1950* the predominance of the rural 
group was even more pronounced in 1940* From Tables I and XI it can be 
seen that the number of urban residents of these ten parishes increased 
from 33*040 in 1940 to 53*336 in 1950* while the proportion of urbanite# 
increased from 14*5 per cent to 25*4 per cent. This rather large increase 
in the number and proportion of Urban residents occurred despite the fact 
that four parishes had no urban population in either 1940 or 1950* Com­
parison with corresponding figures for the state during this period shows 
that, despite their low proportion of urban residents* the total popula­
tion of these ten parishes was actually urbanising at a faster rate than
the population of the state as a whole, even though there is no statisti­
cal indication of any urbanising at all in four of them* In the state the 
urban proportion increased from 41# 5 per cent in 1940 to 54*3 per cent in 
1950, which was a smaller proportionate gain than the 14*5 per cent to 
25*4 per cent shown by these ten parishes of the hill country.? Figure 4 
shows the proportions of the three residence categories in th© Ten North 
Central Louisiana Hill Parishes in 1940 and 1950*
Ît should be pointed out that the state’s urban growth benefited 
more from th® new definition of urban residents* Under the old definition 
the state population would be 50* 8 per cent urban in 1950 while that of the 
Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes would be 24.3 per cent urban*
Urban Urban
FIGUBB, V. Urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-farm proportions of population of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes: 19*f0 and 1950.
■F-
TABLE X
POPULATIONS OP TER NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES 
CLASSIFIED BT RESIDENCES 1940 and 195&*
Parish
Number Wm? Qm% of Total PomLationUrban ftmMtfonfarm Rar&l-f&m Urban Rural-Nonfars Rnral-far®1940 1950 1940 i95Q 1940 1950 1940 195© 1940 1950 1940 1950
Bienville - ~ 6,621 9,888 17,312 9,217 - - 27*7 51*8 72*3 48*2
Bossier 5,766 16,779 9,901 13,740 17,475 9,620 17.4 41*8 29*9 34*2 52*7 24*0
Claiborne 3,497 7,769 5,549 5,550 20,809 11,724 11*7 31*1 18.6 22*1 69*7 46*8
Grant - - 6,837 9,187 7,096 5,076 - — 55*5 64*4 44*5 35*6
Jackson 2,639 3,097 6,971 9,051 8,197 3,286 14*8 20*1 39*2 58*6 46*0 21*3
La Salle - - 7,06© 9,997 3,899 2,720 * - 64*4 78*6 35*6 21.4
Lincoln 7,10? 10,372 2,471 6,604 15,212 8,806 28*7 40*2 10*0 25*6 61*3 34*2
Union - - 4,687 10,23? 16,256 8,904 - 22*4 53*5 77.6 46*5
Webster 9,499 13,170 a,©06 14,086 16,171 8,448 28*2 36*9 23*8 39*5 48*0 23*6
Mjm 4,512 5,629 4,225 4,682 a#ia6 5,808 26*7 34*9 25-0 29*1 48*3 36*0
Total 33,040 56,636 64,328 93,022 130,613 73,609 14*5 25*4 28.2 41*6 57*3 33.0
-s-Soarees i Sixteenth Gansns of the United States? 1940. Ponalation. I, 436-437# Table 3» II# 
Part 3, 391-394, Table 26; II, Part 3, 395-398, Table 2?. United States Census of Ponalation: ,1950.. 5 
Vol. II# Characteristics of the Population^ Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 78-81, Table 42; 98-101# 
table 48; 106-109, Table 49. V-Tlv n
TABLE XI
CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF URBAN, EBRAL-NGNFARM, AID RBRAL-FARK RESIDENTS IN TEN 
NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES FROM 1940 TO 1950*
Parish
Urban Haral-nonfarra H*ral-fara
1940 1950 Increase 1940 1950 Increase 1940 1950 Increase**
Bienville — - - 6,621 9,888 3 ,26? 17,312 9,217 - 8,095
Bossier 5,?a6 16,779 10,993 9,901 13,740 3.339 17,475 9,620 - 7,855
Claiborne 3,497 7,769 4,292 5,549 5,550 I 20,809 11,724 - 9,085
Grant - - - 8,837 9,18? 350 7,096 5,076 - 2,020
Jackson 2,639 3,097 458 6,971 9,051 2,080 8,197 3,286 - 4,931
lA Sallo - - - 7,060 9,997 2,»7 3,899 2,720 - 1,179
Lincoln 7,107 10,372 3,265 2,471 6,604 4,133 15,212 8,806 - 6,406
Union - - - 4,68? 10,237 5,55© 16,256 8,904 - 7,352
Webster 9,499 13,170 3,671 8,006 14,086 6,080 16*171 8,448 - 7,723
Winn 4,512 5,629 1*U7 4,225 4,632 457 8*186 5,808 - 2,378
Total 33,04© 56,836 23,796 64,328 93,022 28,694 130,613 73,609 - 57,004
Louisiana 930,439 1,471,696 491,257 535,059 644,365 111,306 850,382 567,455 -282,927
*3ettress: Sixteenth Cmamm of the Baited States; I960. Panblatlon. I, 436-43?, Table 3; II,
Part 3, 391-394, Table 26;395-398, Table 37. Baited StatwCsaaaa fig Penalatlont 19%). Vol. H, 
Characteristics of the Popglatlon. Part 18, Lotislraa, Chapter B, 26, Table 13j 78-81, Table 42; 98-101, 
Table48; 106-109, Table 49.
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la every parish except the four that have no urban population, 
the urban category gained numerically and proportionately during' the 
ten-year period* the greatest numerical gain in urban residents was in 
Boseier pariah# Heat of this was dee to the increase in the population 
of the town of Bossier City from 5,7$$ in 1940 to 15,470 in 1950, hilt 
the urban segment in this parish also gained by the new definition of 
urban residents. This definition counted as urban the 1,309 Bossier
Parish inhabitants who live outside the town of Bossier City but within
the "densely settled urban fringe" of Shreveport# The total gain for 
the urban category in Bossier Parish use 10,993 persons* This was suf­
ficient to give Bossier the highest proportion of urban residents in 
the area in 1950, & distinction held by Lincoln Parish in 1940* The 
second greatest numerical increase in urban population was in Claiborne 
Parish where 4,292 more residents were classified as urban in 1950 than 
in 1940* This parish had the greatest increase in proportion of pepU* 
l&tion counted as urban with 31*1 per cent in 1950 as against 11*7 per 
cent in 1940. The smallest msserical gain in urban inhabitants was in 
Jackson Parish with an increase of only 45$# The least gain in urban
proportion was in Winn Parish where the per cent of the population that
is urban increased from 26*7 per cent to 34#9 per cent during the ten- 
&year period.
8In all the parishes shewing urban gains it should be noted that 
the per cent of increase In the proportion of urban residents was 
boosted by the decline in the number and per cent Of rural-farm residents 
in the population#
During the 1940-1950 decade the rural-nonfara segment of the 
population replaced the *ural-farm greet ** the largest residence cat­
egory in the Ten Berth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes. The rural- 
nonfarm population showed a numerical increase of 28,694 and a gain in 
proportion from 28.2 per cent to 41.6 per cent during the decade* In 
the state of Louisiana the proportion of rural-nonf&rm residents in­
creased from 22*5 per cent to 24*0 per cent* Thus, the gain in propor­
tion of inhabitants that are rural-nonfara ms ranch greater in the Ten 
Berth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes than in the state.7 Every one of 
time ten parishes showed an Increase in the number of roral-nonfarm 
residents, although in Claiborne Parish the gain was only one person*
The greatest numerical gain was in Webster Parish with an increase of 
6,08Q rural-nonfara residents* This growth enabled Webster Parish to 
rank first in ambers in this residence category in 1950* Bossier Par™ 
ish held this position in 1940* The greatest gain in proportion of the 
inhabitants that are rttral-nonfarm was in Lincoln. Parish with an in­
crease from 10.0 per cent in 1940 to 25*6 per cent in 1950* Union Par­
ish had the second largest numerical gain (5,550) and also the second
largest increase in proportion of residents In this category, from 22.4
10per cent to 53*5 per cent*
?The state’s relatively small gain in this category was in part 
due to the new definition of urban residents which classified many as 
urban that were formerly classified as rural-nonfara. The Ten North Cen­
tral Louisiana Hill Parishes lost comparatively few rural-nonfarm resi­
dents from this change in classification*
10Aa was the ease with the urban gains, the per cent of increase In 
the proportion of rural-nonfara residents was accelerated by the decline 
in the rural-fara population. This is well illustrated by the situation
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It appear* significant that of the five parishes that ranked 
highest in proportion ef rural-nonfarm resident* in 1950 (La Salle, 
Grant, Jackson, tfnlon, and Bienville), four of them have m  Urban cen­
ters and the fifth (Jackson) has the smallest urban center in the area# 
Hals suggests the possibility that in these parishes having few or m  
urban centers the mralHaonfarm category is serving as a substitute for 
the wrfeae category in the presses of urbanisation* This theory is all 
thee isere plausible if it can be assumed that the rttral-nonfarm papula- 
tion is intermediate between the urban and the raral-fam categories 
in urban characteristics. It is hardly reasonable to assume that in an 
area where the proportion of urban residents has increased from 14*5 
per cent to 25*4 per (seat in ten years that no urbanization at all has 
occurred in four of the parishes of that area* But since, according 
to the census definition of "Urban,9 there is no urban population in 
these four parishes, the only way any progress toward urbnfcization can 
be reflected statistically is through the shift from rural-fam to nxral- 
nonfarm*
the possibility that the rar&l-f&ra population is shifting to 
the other two residence categories is indicated by the fact that every 
one of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes shewed a substan­
tial decrease in number and proportion of rural-fam residents* the 
total numerical loss in rural-fam population for the ten parishes was
/footnote continued/ in Claiborne Parish where the numerical gain for 
the rural nonfarm population was only one person, yet the gain in pro­
portion of the population that is rura-nonfhm was from la* 6 per cent 
to 22.1 per cent.
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57,004 persons, and the deeline in proportion was froa 57*3 per cen̂  **>
111940 to 33*0 per cent la 1950* However, it is obvious that all of 
this loss was not absos&ed by the urban and rural-nonfarm categories of 
the area sines the rwral-f&xm decline exceeded the combined urban and 
rural-aonfarm gains by 4*514 persons* This figure represents the not 
loss in population for the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes 
for the decade* Since there was undoubtedly some migration Into the 
area from the outside, and since there was certainly some natural la* 
crease among the hill country population, it must be concluded that 
there was a substantial outflow of residents from the area during the 
ten-year period*. It also appears likely that most of this outflow whs 
from the rural-far® population* Both these conclusions are supported 
by the large numbers of deserted farm houses that cm be observed along 
the secondary roads in many of the rural communities of the area 
(Figure 5).
The greatest numerical decline of rural-farm population was 
suffered by Claiborne Parish with a loss of 9*085 persons in this cate­
gory* Other parishes that sustained heavy losses of rural-farm popula­
tion were Bienville, 8,095; Bossier, 7*855; Webster, 7*723; Union,
7,352; and Lincoln, 6,406* La Salle had the smallest numerical less, 
1,179. The greatest decline in proportion of ruml-faim residents was
âerate of the rural-fam loss and rural-nonfara gain was due to 
the change in classification of certain special groups, as Stated in 
the 1950 census definition of fans population. It is estimated that the 
1950 farm population would have been reported as about ? per cent lar­
ger had the 1940 procedure been used* See definition ef farm population 
pp. 47-43. '
c « m n S ^ RSf?fii»ISSâ ? « S T tiSSil}au?6?!5l4)store’ “ *  farm resldencos 111 «*•!
1a Bossier Parish where the per cent ©£ rar&l-farm people 4«ems^ 
ftm 52*7 per east in 1940 to 24*0 per cent in 1950* Jackson Parish 
also *»ffered a heavy lose in proportion ©f farm people, frm 46*0 per 
cent rttral-fara in 1940 to 21*3 per cent in 1950* Rhetor Pariah de­
clined frcm 48*0 per cent ri»el-fhm in 1940 1© 23*4 per cent in 1950# 
The smallest decrease in proportion of rar&l-faBa inhohltonto was in 
t a t  hrldt where the decline was £rm 44*5 per cent to 35*6 per cent* 
In the state as a whole* the loss in proportion of rar&X-f&m 
residents was not as great as the loss in the tm Horth Oentral low- 
isiana Kill Parishes* In the state the decline was from 36*0 per 
essi ne*al-fam in 194Q to 21*1 per cent in 1950#
CHAPTER in
RACE AND HATXVOT
His rice and nativity of the population are important factors in
any country, region, or state* Politically, economically, and socially,
differences in race and nativity composition often create difficult
problems or they present obstacles to the solution of those that already
exist* Such differences may arouse deep-seated prejudice® or create
language difficulties that endanger national and state programs that are
vital to the general welfare. For example, they may render it difficult,
if not impossible, t© develop satisfactory school systems or t© carry out
1such-needed health programs*
The reliability and validity of statistics on births, deaths, mar­
ital status, educational attainment, and so forth, are strongly affected 
by racial composition* It is therefore, sound methodological procedure 
to list the races separately*
Separate treatment for nativity groups is also justified because 
of the very definite line of cleavage which often develops between natives 
and immigrants* Nativity is an important index of the customs, folkways, 
and cultural heritage of a people* Each foreign-born group brings with 
it some customs and traditions which tend to distinguish It from ether
W r e n  S. Thompson, PftjA .t o  hSb&SM (*« Torkt MoSmw-Hlll Book Company, Inc., 1942), pp. 113-115.
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groups and possibly to make it difficult to work hazardously with 
them,2 It thus become* obvious that proper understanding and evalua­
tion of the behavior of people depend in part upon knowledge of their 
nativity composition*
gsste m  i 9i m  t m r n i m  t e a
Spptrai .teteito, a m  Mfete tec Jfesa aM SalMte
Table XU shows the number of native white* foreign-born whit®, 
and Negro residentŝ  in the population of the Ten North Central Louis­
iana Hill Parishes and the per cent of the total population accounted 
for by each category# The native white residents outmsnber the Negroes 
by a considerable margin— 142,493 to 8G,083U The proportion that Is 
native white is 63*8 per cent compared to 35*8 per cent for the Negroes* 
This means that the native whites make up nearly two-thirds of the pop­
ulation while the Negroes comprise only a little more than one-third*
The 788 foreign-born whites account for only 0*4 per cent of the total 
population* It is significant that, despite the rather common belief 
that hill country populations have very low proportions of Negroes, the 
ten hill parishes have a slightly higher proportion of Negroes and a
Îbid.
3The classification of native white, foreign-born white, and Negro 
is considered adequate for an analysis of the hill parish population since 
there are only 99 persons of "other races" in these ten parishes* In some 
parts of this study the tern "nonwhite” is used instead of "Negro" be­
cause the census classifies scene data in this manner* It should be remem 
bered in such cases thd, owing to the small number of persons classified 
as "other races,” the term "nonwhite” Is practically Synonymous with the 
term "Negro*”
TABLE XII
number and mt cent distribution of the populations of the ten north central Louisiana



















Bienville 19,105 9,668 50.6 28 0*1 9,407 49.2
Bossier 40,139 25,820 64.3 408 1*0 13,883 34*6
Claiborne 25,063 12,057 48.1 49 0*2 12,952 51.7
Grant 14,263 10,763 75.5 43 0.3 3,454 24.2
Jackson 15,434 10,812 70.0 29 0*2 4,592 29*8
La Salle 12,71? H,274 88.? 18 0*1 1,376 10.8
Lincoln 25,782 15,345 59.5 71 0*3 10,362 40.2
19,141 12,491 65*3 26 0.1 6,623 34.6
Webster 35,704 22,582 63.2 100 @*3 13,COS 36*5
Wfan 16,119 11,686 ' 72*5 16 0.1 4,415 27*4
Total 223,467** 142,498 63.8 788 0*4 80,082 35*8
Losdsiajsa 2,683,516***!.,767,799 65.9 28,844 1.1 882,428 32.9
*Soarcej United States Cessna of Population; 1950* Vol. II, Characteristics of the Feguia- 
tigsu Part 18, Louisiana, Copter B, 26, Table 14| 78-81, Table 42.
^Includes 99 persons of Mother races."
***Inclades 4,405 persona of "other races*11
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slightly lower proportion of native ■whites than the state a® a iidiole* 
the 1950 state population is 65*9 par cent native white and 32*9 P©f 
cent Negro* the state proportion of 1*1 per cent foreign~barn white® 
is nearly three times as large as the hill country proportion of this 
element*
The parishes of Bossier and Webster have the greatest numbers of 
native white residents (25,880 and 28,588, respectively) bat the highest 
proportions of native whites are found in the parishes of la Salle 
(88*7 per cent), Grant (75*5 per cent), and Winn (72*5 per cent). All 
three of these parishes are in the cut-over longleaf pine area where 
lwabering rather than the growing of cotton has been the chief economic 
activity* In only one parish, Claiborne, do the Negroes comprise a 
majority of the population, bat they barely miss a majority In Bienville 
and they account for 40*2 per cent of the population of Lincoln Parish# 
These three parishes are among the hilliest in the state hub they for­
merly devoted large acreages to the growing of cotton# Other parishes 
in the area that have a higher proportion of Negroes than the state 
average of 32*9 per cent are Webster (36.5 per cent), Bossier (34*6 per 
©eat), and Union (34*6 per cent).
That the high proportion of Negroes in certain parishes of the 
area of study dates back to the slavery era is indicated by the infor­
mation presented in Table XIII. This table shows the number of the 
Negro population and the proportion of the total population that was 
Negro in I860 and In 1950 for the six parishes in the area of study that 
were existent in I860* The population of Bossier Parish was over 70*0 
per cent Negro in I860 and the populations of Bienville, Claiborne, and
table XIII
NUMBER Atrn Pisa CENT OF fiEQEO POPULATION ' F' SIX PARISHES OF NORTH CENTRAL 








Bienville 11,000 19,105 5,106 9,407 46.4 49.2
Bossier 11,348 40,139 8,000 13,883 70.5 34.6
Claiborne 16,848 25,063 7,852 12,958 46.6 51.7
Jackson 9,465 15,434 4,098 4,592 43.3 29.8
Union 10,389 19,141 3,748 6,623 36.1 34.6
Wlzm 6,876 16,119 1,395 4,415 22.1 27.4
total 65,926 135,001 30,193 51,872 44.1 38.4
Louisiana 708,002 2,683,516 350,373 882,428 49.5 32.9
•Sow-ceai Elfish C^SM S£ IM MSs4 Stafrw. 1860. Pgpalatlon. 
p. 194* United States Ceaww of Popqlatloni 1950. Vol. II, Charaa- 
terlatlee of the Poiailatlon« Part 1$, Louisiana, Chapter B, 26,table 14t 
78-81, Table 42.
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Jackson Parishes were «a©h over 40*0 mr cent Negro* In Onion Parish 
over one-third of the pollution m» Negro* Only in Winn Parieh did 
the Negroes comprise leas than one-fcmrth of the total population, and 
Winn never ess considered an important cotton-producing parish* In the 
six parishes as a shale* Negroes accounted for 44*1 per cent of the 
population In I860 compared with 49*5 per cent for the state as a whole 
the same year* While there was a larger proportion of Negress in the 
state as a whole than in those six hill country parishes in I860 * the 
difference was not a large one. The rather high proportion® ©f Negroes 
in these upland cotton parishes suggest the possibility that there may 
have been acre slaves in the hill country than has generally been 
assumed* From I860 to 1950 the proportion of Negroes declined in both 
Louisiana and in the six parishes mentioned, but the decrease was much 
greater in the state than in the six parishes* Xn the state, the pro­
portion of Negroes dropped from 49*5 per cent in i860 t© 3&*9 per cent 
in 1950, while in the six parishes the decline was from 44.1 per cent 
to 38*4 per cent for the same period* This indicate© that either the 
Negroes have tended to move out of Louisiana a® a whole faster than from 
the hill country, or that the rate of natural increase ha© been higher 
among hill country Negroes than among the Negroes of the State as a whole# 
It is significant that three of these parishes (BleaVill©, Claiborne, and 
Winn) had Higher proportions of Negroes in 1950 than in i860. The 
greatest decline in proportion of Negroes during the sixty-year period 
was in Bossier Parish. The decline here was from 70*5 per oent in I860 
to 34*6 per cent in 1950. This may be partly due to the fact that 
Bossier Parish has a larger number of plantation© than any other parish
in ihe area of study*
Castor Parish has the largest number and highest proportion of 
foreign-born whites* this nan probably bo explained by the fact that 
this parish contains the largest tom in the area* It has boon well 
established in population study that the foreign born tend to concert 
trate In urban areas*
asasm fa fa& M m  m i Btifattg S s m m M m  s£ 1M
Peculation from I94& to i93Q
Comparisons of fables XII and XIV reveal that the total populs 
tien of the fen North Central Louisiana HUl Parishes declined from 
227,981 in 1940 to 223,46? in 1950, that the native white population 
increased from 134,350 to 142,498, and that the number of Negro inh&bi 
tants decreased from 93,178 to 80,082, This suggests that the decline 
in population for the area was primarily dee to the outward migration 
of Negroes* The proportion of native whites grew from 58,9 per cent to 
63*8 per cent, while the proportion of Negroes decreased from 40*9 per 
cent to 35*8 per cent* Thus, the gap between the proportion® of native 
whites and Negroes widened considerably during the decade#
The meaber of foreign-born whites increased from 400 in 1940 to 
786 in 1950, and the proportion of the total population accounted for by 
this group grew from 0.2 per cent to 0̂ 4 per cent. While this category 
represents a very minute minority of the total population, it should bo 
noted that their number almost doubled during the ten-year period*
From Table XV it can be seen that the number and proportion of 
native white® increased in the parishes of Bossier, Lincoln, and Webster
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fro® 1940 to 1950. The proportion of native whites increased but the 
number declined in Claiborne, ©rant, and Jackaon Parish®®* In Bienville 
and m m  P&riahea both the master and proportion of native whites de­
clined* In Cnion Parish the amber of both native whitos and Negroes 
declined bat the proportions regained the same* The greatest change 
was in Bossier Parish where the proportion of native whites increased 
fro® 49*2 per cent in 1940 to 63*4 per cent in 1950* Figure 6 shows 
the 1940 and 195© proportions of native whites by parishes.
The number and proportion of Negroes decreased in the parishes 
of Bossier, Claiborne, Orant, Jackson, Lincoln, and Webster. In 
Bienville the nseaber of Negroes decreased but the proportion increased, 
while in la Salle Parish the number increased but the proportion de­
creased* Only in Winn Parish did the Negroes show an increase in both 
number and proportion* In 1940 the Negroes were in the majority in the 
parishes of Bossier and Claiborne, but in 1950 they had a majority only 
in Claiborne. Figure 7 shows the 1940 and 1950 proportions of Negroes 
by parishes.
The naaber of foreign bom whites increased in every parish and 
their proportion increased in the parishes of Bossier, Claiborne, ©rant, 
Jackson, Lincoln, and Webster. The greatest gain for this group was In 
Bossier Parish.
R8aid.no. Coapoeltlpn s£ the Matty.
W^te and Negro Populations
Table XVI present* the residence composition Of the native whites 
in the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes in 1950, It shows that
TABLE XI?
NATIVE WNITE, FOREIGN-BORN MUTE, AMD NEGSiO POPULATIONS OF THE TEH WHOLE 
















Bienville 23,933 12,425 51.9 17 0.1 11,491 48.0
Bossier 33,162 16,319 49.2 176 0.5 16,654 50.2
Claiborne 29,655 12,736 42.7 32 0.1 17,083 57.2
Grant 15,933 11,927 74.6 27 0.2 3,979 25.0
Jackson 17,607 12,169 66.3 25 0.1 5,612 31.5
La Salle 10,959 9,573 67.4 14 0.1 1,337 12.2
Lincoln 24,790 13,523 54.6 28 0.1 U,239 45.3
Union 20,943 13,669 65.3 U 0.1 7,259 34.6
Webster 33,676 19,375 57.5 54 0.2 14,246 42,3
HZm 16,923 12,632 74.6 13 0.1 4,273 25.3
Total 227,961** 134,350 56.9 400 0.2 93,17S 40.9
Louisiana 2,363,880*** 1,464,467 63.5 27,272 0.5 349,303 35.9
*So«rce: Sixteenth Ceasas of the United StatesS 1940. Population. II, 332, Table 4| 362-365, Table 21.
^■Includes 53 persoos of ®otber races.11
***lnelades 2,838 persons ©f "other races."
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TABLE X?
RACE AND NATIVITT COMPOSITION OF THE POPULATION OF THE TEH NORTH 
CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES* 1940 and 1950*
Kwabor
Per Cant of 
Total Ppualatien
Parish 1940 1950 1940 1950
Bienville 22,425
native m m  
9,668 51.9 50.6Bossier 16,319 25,820 49.2 64.3Claiborne 12,733 12,057 42.7 48.1Grant U,927 10,763 74.9 75.5Jackson 12,169 10,812 68.3 70.0La Salle 9,573 11,274 87.4 88.7Lincoln 13,523 15,345 54.6 59.5felon 13,669 12,491 65.3 <5.3Webster 19,375 22,582 57.5 63.2Winn 12,632 11,686 74.6 72.5
Bienville 17
£2ESlBrlSm
28 0.1 6.1Bossier 176 408 0.5 1.0Claiborne 32 49 0.1 6.2Grant 27 43 0.2 0.3Jackson 25 29 0.1 0.2La Salle 14 18 0.1 0.1Lincoln 28 71 0.1 0.3felon 14 26 0.1 0.1Webster 54 100 0.2 0.3Winn 13 16 0.1 0.1
Bienville 11,491
Ssaro




felon 7,259 6,623 34*6Webster 14,246 13,018 42.3Wirm 4,278 4,415 25.3
*So*rcesi 31xt.f»eatft £aSSB& g£ j&& Mtfld lUt«». loin PnmMl_ Mas. n, 362-365, Table 21. M i M
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FIGURL C9 The percentage of the population of the Ten North Central Louisi­
ana Hill Parishes classified as native whitet I9L0 and 1910.
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FIGURE 7. The percentage of the population of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes classified as Negro: I9V0 and 1950,
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TABLE XVII
NUMBER AND PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE NEGRO POPULATION OF THE TEN NORTH CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA UTIL PARISHES AND LOUISIANA, BY RESIDENCE! 1950*
ffT^r^T^^^^Tr'r^-VTi'iTZlfiM ffiSM SB'CTrSrali'ffrriTiiir ']liiB liim̂ T r1TrTTlLrT T'Virn ,̂g^ r g'l  J"' J '̂ 'Tr'̂ uul'T ‘iffrn V  IIM •y- |illl^ 7L̂ T 1fr1rrJ!—6gSfcBg l̂L—
Camber of Negro Population Per Cent of Negro Pooalatlon
Parish Total Brb&n Rttral-Konfam Rural-Fam Total Brban Baral-Monfarm ll*ral~Fi
Bienville 9,40? - 4,762 4,645 100.0 * 50*6 49*4
Bossier 13, m 3 2,505 4,305 6,573 100.0 18*0 34*6 47*8
Claiborne 12,952 2,975 2,146 7,831 10Q.O Z3*Q 18*6 60*4
Grant 3*454 - 1,885 1,569 1G0.O - 54*6 45*4
Jackson 4,592 685 2*803 1*104 100*0 14.9 61*0 24.1
La Salle 1*376 1,240 136 100*0 90*1 9*9
Lincoln 10*362 3,416 3,074 3,872 100*0 33*0 29*7 37*3
Inien 6,623 - 3,377 3,246 100*0 - $1*0 49*0
Msbster 13,013 4,809 3,756 4,453 100*0 36.9 28*9 34*2
Miss 4,415 2,059 1,159 1,159 100*0 46*6 27*1 26*3
Total 30,082 16,449 29,045 34,588 100.0 20.5 36.3 43*2
Louisiana 882,428 447,463 200*591 234,374 100*0 50.7 22.7 26*6
^Sources United States Census of Ponalationi 1950* Vol. IX, Characteristics of the Population- 
Part IS, Loaisians, 'Chapter B, 26, Table 14; 49-50, Table 34s 58-60, Table 38? 98-101, Table 48; 106- 
109, Table 49.
TABLE XVIII
HUMBER AND PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OF THE FOREIGN-BORN WITS POPULATION OF THE TEN NORTH 
CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES AND LOUISIANA, BY SKSIDBICBt 1950*
Nwaber of Par Cant of
Forolan-Bom White PomUtlon Foreign-Born White Pgpalatloa
Parish Total Urban itaral-Nonfar® Rural-Farm Total Urban Raral-Sonfarm Saral-Farm
Bienville 28 — 18 10 100.0 * 64*3 35.7
Bossier 406 285 83 35 100.0 69*6 21*6 8*6
Claiborne 49 25 20 4 100.0 51.0 40.8 8.2
Grant 43 - 30 13 100.0 - 69.6 30*2
Jackson 29 15 13 1 100.0 51.7 44*6 3.5
La Salle 18 - 18 - 100.0 - 100.0 -
Lincoln 71 45 11 15 100.0 63.4 15*5 21*1
fetea 2d - 21 5 100*0 - 60*8 19*2
Webster 200 45 46 9 100.0 45.G 46.0 9*0
Id 7 3 6 100.0 43.8 18*7 37*5
Total 768 422 2m 98 100*0 53*8 34.0 12*4
Louisiana 26*844 23*334 3,301 2,249 100.0 80*8 11.4 7*8
„ , , *Sonrcess felted States Censm of PoBriaMem. 1950. Vol. II. Characteristics of tte Poaalatioa.
Bart IS, Leaisiaaa, Chapter B, 26, Table 14; 49^50, Table 345 58-40, Table 38, 98-101, Table 485 106-109, Table 49*
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28,0 per cent of the native white population is urban, 44*7 pw 
rural-nonf&m, and 27*5 par eont rural~-fam* Th® native whit® papUla'" 
tioa of the hill p&rishea is less than half as urban by proporfcibw as 
the native white population of the state* On the other Hand* the pre~ 
parties of rwal'-nonfarm and rar&l-fam native white residents in 
these ten parishes exceed those of the state by a considerable stargin* 
Among the Negro population (table mi) the disparity between the urban 
proportions of the hill parishes and those of the state Is oven larger 
than was the case among the native i&ites* Only 20*5 per cent of the 
Negro population of the hill area is urban as against 50*7 per cent of 
the Negroes of the state* In the rur&l-nonfam and rural-farm categories, 
the proportions of Negroes are much higher for the hill 
for the state*
Within the ten parishes, the proportions of native whites are 
higher than the proportions of Negroes in the urban and rmralHBOnfaiw 
categories, bat the proportion of Negroes is considerably higher among 
the rural-farm residents, 27*3 per cent for the native whites coopered 
with 43*2 per cent for the Negroes* Numerically, the native whites ex­
ceed the Negroes in all three residence categories* the greatest amber 
and highest proportion of native whites are in the rttral-nonfarm group, 
while the Negroes make their strongest showing in the rural-fara portion 
of the population* In the state population both native whites and 
Negroes are stronger mwserically and proportionately In the urban classi­
fication than in the other two residence categories*
Bossier is the only one of these ten parishes that has over one- 
half of its native white population classified as urban (54*2 per cent)
n
and even hero the proportion is less than fen? the state as a whole* In 
the five parishes of Bienville* Smut* Jackson,, La Salic, mi ttalom* 
over half of the native white ̂ ajwlatisn is classified 
In as pariah are as many as one-half of the native shite residents 
classified as xmral-fam* hat Bienville has 47*2 per cent and Union 
45*3 per cent in this category*
Slone of the parishes has as may as one-half of its Negroes in 
the urban residence category. Minn Parish ranks highest In this re­
spect with 46.6 per cent of its Negroes listed as urban. The same five 
parishes (Bienville, Grant, Jackson, La Salle, and Obion) that have over 
one-half of their native whites listed as raral-nonfarm also have more 
than one-half of their Negroes in this category* Four ©f these parishes 
(all except Jackson) have no urban population. This my account for the 
high proportion of rnral-nonfarni residents in thee® parishes.
Claiborne is the only parish that has over half of its Negroes 
classified as rural-farm, bat in Bienville and Union the proportions 
almost reach onehalf, being 49*4 per cent and 49*0 per cent* respec­
tively. In Bossier and Grant over 45*0 per cent of the Negroes are 
listed as mral-farm. On the other hand, La Salle has the lowest pro­
portion of Negroes in this residence category, only 9.9 per cent being 
so listed.
Residence Composition jfrk Foreign- 
Bom mile Vm&mrn
mile the namber of foreign-born white residents in the Tan North 
Central Î jalsi&na Hill Parishes Is small, it is interesting to note that
11













Facts concerning the age and sex structure of the population are 
among the most Important in the field of demography* Differences in age 
and sex composition are extremely significant to sociologists and other 
social scientists because they are so closely associated with soelal 
change and are so frequently responsible for differences between socle* 
ties or parts of the same society.
The population of colonial America was characterised by high pro­
portions of males in the ages between the late teens and early forties* 
This was to be expected since long distance migration is, as a rale* 
selective of young adult males. This condition continued for a conoid* 
arable period of time by circumstances of frontier life and continued 
emigration from Europe* But eventually the proportion of females and 
the average age of the population increased so that from a young popula­
tion with a high sex ratio (number of males per 100 females) we have 
changed to an aging population with a relatively low sex ratio* This may 
result in important social changes in American society.
1Because age and sex factors are so closely related and because 
it is often impossible to present the characteristics of one of these 
elements without calling attention to the other, age and sex coannofHH ana are treated together in this chapter# ^  gnB
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The ratio of the and the ago stricture of the population 
affect both aooial and economic conditions in a number of **?»• So* 
ratios undoubtedly influence the extent of the employment of wtt&en out­
side the hose, the amount of prostitution, and the general, statue of 
women in the community, the age structure has an important bearing e» 
whether the community is progressive or decadent, liberal or conserva­
tive, or, perhaps, radical or reactionary. It also affects the number* 
size, and quality of institutions# For example, recreational and school 
facilities are much more important to communities with high proportions 
of young people than to those with lew proportions of young people, 
while these with high proportions in the upper age brackets have greater 
need for welfare programs, hospitals, old-age benefits, and so forth# 
the ccnanmity with a lev proportion of its population in the preduetlve 
ages and high proportions in both the young and old age groups is net 
only faced with a double burden in the care of dependents but alee has 
a lower proportion of contributors to bear this burden#
The birth rate, the marriage rate, the death rate, the ratio of 
producers to consumers, the per capita Income, the xtvsber of WOfhsrs 
available for agriculture and industry, the proportions of the Uplltlii 
in the school and military ages, the numbers eligible for old-age i»ei»- 
tanee, and the distance, direction, and magnitude ef algretleu are all 
conditioned to a very high degree by the distribution ef ages and the 
proportions of the sexes# Age and sex are such fasters In
the detemination of social affairs, provide such jmwiffll flhtmAi fWt 
social change, and are so closely related to seolal eeadUim in ganeiil 
that it is obvious that data relative to these elsuaate of the pSphlitlan
S3
are ©f primary interest to the sociologist, They also constitute 1»~ 
formation much in demand by employers, planning boards, «M school s»d 
military authorities.
Data relative to the age sex distribution*of the pop^tlen of 
the Ten North Central Louisiana Mill Parishes sill be presented in this 
chapter by means of tables, age-sex pyramids, index numbers (age pro­
files), and sex ratio charts.
The Aae-Sax Pyramid. The age-sex pyramid is ematineted at 
follows! First, the age grasping® (0 t© 4, 5 to 9, etc.,) are placed 
on the vertical scale, starting with the youngest at the batten* end 
building wp with each successive age group Until the oldest (75 and 
over) is reached at the top. The percentage that each of the Speet- 
fled age grasps constitutes of the population aggregate under eonsid- 
eration is plotted on the horizontal scale with the males to the left 
and the females to the right of a center dividing Use that rms from 
bottom to top of the pyramid. Bars are drawn from the plotted point 
to the center line, showing the per cent of males or females In sash 
age group. As these bars are built up from bottom to top through each 
age group and on both sides of the center line, the age-sex pyramid Is 
formed. It shows the percentage and relative distribwfcion of either or 
both sexes for any age group. The age~sex pyramid for a peftgUtlem 
with high birth rates, high death rates, and little or no migration, 
will show a concentration of population in the ages 0-4, with a con­
sistent decline as one passes from the bottom to the top of the figure 
3»b a pyramid vmmLd be broad-baaed and .qmi i, appaanno. ^
tapering off of bars from bottom to top* Decreased birth rates will be 
reflected in the pyramid by & shortening of the bars at the base, giving 
the pyramid a triaeaed effect at the bottom# A decrease in the death 
rates or an increase in life expectancy will slow down the tapering off 
effect in the tapper bars# Selective outward migration will cause a 
shortening of the bars for the age groups affected* Obviously, selec­
tive Inward migration will have the opposite effect#
Index Numbers of Age* A more refined technique than the age-aex 
pyramid is a type of chart based on index numbers that has been devised 
by T* Lynn Smith* It dees not deal with sex composition bat with the 
age make-up only* However, it is very valuable to demographers because 
it is such a sensitive barometer of age variations# The computation of 
index numbers may be explained by the following illustration!
Assume that one desires to determine the significant differences 
in the age composition of the 1950 white and non-white populations of
the United States* The total population of the United States for 1950
2may be decided upon as a base* In 1950 in the United States 10*7 per
cent of the total population was under the age of five years, that is,
in the age group of 0-4* The corresponding percentages for the white *
and nonwhite populations were 10*5 and 12.6, respectively# Kith the 
percentage (10*7) of the total population as a base, or 100, the index 
nwabera for the same age group in the white population would be 98 and
Any population that has a pertinent relationship to the data h*w 
studied may b® used as the base or norm for the computation of index
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that for the nonwbite population wold be 113. This process i® repeated 
for each age group from 0-4 through 75 and over, a® shown below for the 
first two groups:
1950 1950 1950
Total United State® White Population Nonwhite Population 
Population of United States of United State®
Base Base
Per Cent Index Per Cent ( Index Per 0<u&— Index
0-4 10.7 100 10.5 93 12*6 113
5-9 3.3 100 3.6 93 10.2 116
The next step is to plot these index numbers on the vertical axis 
and the age groups on the horizontal axis. The plotted points are then 
connected, producing curves sometimes referred to as *age profiles «w 
Index numbers above 100 indicate that a relatively high proportion of the 
population is in that particular age group, and index number® below 100 
indicate that & relatively low proportion of the population is in the age 
group in question. Age profile chart® are sometimes preferred to age sex 
pyramids because small (but often important) variations are more conspic­
uous and therefore more easily detected,
Sex Batlo Charts. The sex ratio is the most useful defies In 
the analysis of the sex composition of the population. In general prac­
tice it ia defined and expressed as the number of males per 100 females .3 
The sex ratio charts used in this study are based upon sex ratios as
%mith, Population Analysis, p. 115.
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defined above* They are utilised to show diffsrenees ill S*X distribu­
tion in the various ago, residence, nativity, and regional group® of 
the population# Sax ratio chart® are easily constructed and easily 
understood* the sex ratios are determined by dividing the wsnber of 
males by the number of females and multiplying the result by 100* this 
is don© for each age group. The resulting ratios are then plotted on 
the vertical axis and the age groups m  the hcriacntal avia* When these 
plotted points are connected, a curve is produced which shows the pro­
portion of sales and females in each age group* A sex ratio above 100 
indicates an excess of sales and is called & high sex ratio* A sex 
ratio below 100 indicates an excess of females and is called a low sex 
ratio*
Reliability of Pate, Careful examination of census returns re­
veals certain recurring errors in the age and sex data assembled in 
practically every census* Some of the discrepancies that have been 
discovered and pointed out by Smith and Hitt̂  ares
1* Too many persons are reported in the ages ending with 5, and 
in even numbers.
2, The msnber of children reported under on® year of age is 
usually short of the actual number because of a tendency 
for many parents to forget the baby when reporting to the 
census enumerator,
3* Many women understate their ages,
4* Seme elderly women overstate their ages.
Wtl» and Hitt, Tfce People of LwtUiUna. pp. 50-51, 61-66.
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5. Her* feud** than males are regalarly reported among young 
Begro ehildren.' this is not in accord with known sex 
ratios at birth nor the numbers of eaoh aex dying during 
the early years*
Censes data concerning age are more susceptible to error than 
time concerning sex* This is to be expected since there Is very little 
motive for giving incorrect information ae to whether one is male or fe­
male* The data on sex classification are probably the most reliable of 
census data* However, the misstatement of ages by large numbers of 
women tends to invalidate census data on sex composition as well as that 
concerning age, since it places too many females in some age groups and 
too few in others* This makes it extremely difficult to control the age 
faster when studying such topics as rate of reproduction, expectation of 
life, marital status, and educational attainment#
All the weaknesses and discrepancies in census data noted above 
should be known and allowances made for them by anyone doing research 
relative to age and sex composition in the field of demography*
Age and Sex Composition of tha Ten Morth Central
iasieim Ml Z&lstea
The Tafeal Population. The age-sex pyramid representing the total 
population of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes (Figure 8) 
is an almost typical pyramid with a broad base and a gradual shortening 
of most of the successive bare that represent each age-group* The width 
of the lower portion reflects ths increased birth rate characteristic of
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United States population aggregates since 1940* This is in sharp con­
trast to pyramids depicting the 1930 and 1940 populations which mm 
trimmed at the base as a result of falling birth rates*
the portion of the bar representing the female age group 35 29 
does not conform to the general pattern of the pyramid since it is the 
same length as the bar for females of the 20-24 group instead of being 
slightly shorter* this reflects the tendency of women*» ages to cluster 
just under the age of 30 because of understatement of ages*
Another exception to the general pattern of the pyramid is the 
bar representing the males and females aged 65 to 69* the proportion 
of males is the same as in the 60-64 group instead of being slightly 
less, and the proportion of females is higher than that of the preceding 
age group*
A third variation in the regularity of the pyramid is caused by 
the slight preponderance of persons in the group aged 75 and over*
This could be caused by the overstatement of ages by elderly persona 
or it could be a reflection of the high degree of rmmlity of the region* 
It has been well established that both rural-f&rm and rttral-nonfann 
populations have higher proportions of old people than urban populations 
have. The population of the area of study is 75*4 per cent rural.
Figure 9 shows the index numbers of age for the population of 
Louisiana* It reveals that these two distribution© follow very similar 
patterns but that both differ in a striking manner from that of the 
nation as a whole* Compared with the United States, the hill parishes 
and the state contain higher proportions of persons under the age of 25 
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and Louisiana have higher proportions of young people and lower propor­
tions of parsons in the productive ages (20 to 64) and in the upper ago 
brackets (65 and over) than the nation* the excess of parsons in the 
age-group 65-69 in the hill area population is more conspicuous on this 
chart than on the &g©~sex pyramid* This upswing is also quite notice­
able in the Louisiana population, though not so pronounced., Smith and 
Hitt, writing of the 1940 population of Louisiana, noted this seme ten­
dency and suggested that it may be the result of elderly persons moving 
from the North to Sew Orleans and other cities along the Gulf Coast 
While this explanation may be valid for the population of Louisiana, it 
can hardly apply to the population of the Ten North Central Louisiana 
Hill Parishes since there are no large cities or resort centers in the 
area. The writer suggests the possibility that the upswing in this age 
group in the hill area population may be related to the fact that old- 
age pensions begin at age 65 in Louisiana*
The sex ratios for the total population show that the males out­
number the females in all age groups except 25-39, 50-54, and 75 and ' 
over. The overall sex ratio of 101 for the hill country population is 
higher than that of either Louisiana or the United States, the compar­
able figures for the latter two being 96*7 and 9#* 6, respectively* This 
surplus of males in the hill area i® probably a reflection of the high 
degree of its rurality.
Figure 10 presents comparisons of sex ratios by age for the- total












FIGURE 10. Sex ratios by age for the population of the 
Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, the population of 
Louisiana, and the population of the United States: 1950.
n
populations of the Ton North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes , Louisiana, 
and the United States for the year 1950. Bo curve® re|Mr«Wttiia« the
Louisiana and United States population® are very similar and tend to
7follow a long drawn-out S pattern* They begin# at age* 0-4, at 
approximately 103* Through ages 10-14 there is a steady decline as 
should be expected In the light of higher mortality rates for males*
Then both curves drop sharply, reaching their lowest points (90-95) at 
about age 25* after which they gradually rise to about 100 in ages 50- 
54* Following this, another decrease begins and continues into the 
oldest age groups* From ages 60-64 upward, the sex ratio is consistently 
below 100, finally dropping into the low 60*a above the age of 75*
The curve representing the hill country population roughly follows 
the above pattern but with important variations and exceptions* It be­
gins, as the Louisiana and United States populations did, at about 103 
for ages 0-4 and with minor fluctuations follows the other two curves 
through ages 15-19, Then, instead of following the other two curves in 
their sharp drop to ratios 90-95 at age 25# the hill area curve Shoots 
Upward to its highest point (111) at ages 20-24* This upward swing is 
doubtless due in large part to th© presence of considerable military 
personnel at Barksdale Air Force Base in Bossier Parish and, to a lessor 
extent, to the predominantly male student body of Louisiana Polytechnic
7Smith, has found this pattern present in a number of national pop­
ulation aggregates* See his Population Analysis. pp. 116-117.
pThe low sex ratios in these age groups may be influenced by th© 
understatement of women’s ages* Fox* a detailed discussion of this possi- 
bllity, see Smith and Hitt's Tlje F^k. at ItOttlslana. pp. 64-66*
Institute at Huston in Lincoln Parish# After reaching this highest 
point, the MIX population cum* belatedly follows the other two curves 
downward to ratios around 90 and 95* It then more or loss follows the 
S-curve pattern through ago® 35-39 but begins the return upward swing 
ahead ox the other two curves, reaching the ratio of 102 at ages 40-44# 
Here, except for a slight dip at ages 50-54, it remains at 100 or above 
until age 75 is reached when It finally drop® to 98, still considerably 
above the low 30* s of th® other two curves. These relatively high sex 
ratios in th© old age groups of the hill country population indicate 
that the influence of the rurality of the region (which favors males) 
has tended to offset the influence of th® longer life expectancy of th© 
females.
The bjhite Population. The age sex pyramid for th® white papula 
tion (Figure 11) shows some marked differences from that of the total 
population. It is not quite so broad at the base, though wide enough 
to reflect the increased birth rates of the 1940*s, and the tapering 
off from bottom to top of tha bars representing the different age 
groups is not so sharp nor so consistent as in th® total population#
For example, the proportion of males in th© 20-24 age group exceeds 
that of the 15-19 group and equals that of the 10-14 group. Normally, 
th© 20-24 group should be less than either of th© other two# On the 
other hand the proportion ox" females in th© 20-24 age group is less 
than that of any female ago group under the age of 4-0 years# This may 
be th® effect of short-distance migration out of th© area into the 
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FIGURE 11# Ape-sey pyramid for the white population 
of the Ten North central Louisiana Hill Parishes: I050.
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recognised that such migration is selective of females on the threshold 
of adult life.
There is no indication on this pyramid of understatement of ages 
by the resales of the 25-29 ago group since the proportion of females 
in this age group is the same as that of the males* This suggests that 
th® white females may not be responsible for the apparent understatement 
of ages in the total population (Figure 3), Neither does the white popu­
lation pyramid show the excessively high proportion of persons in the 
65-69 age group that was so obvious in the pyramid for the total popula­
tion.
The index numbers of age for the white populations of the Ten 
North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and of Louisiana are shown in 
Figure 12* With minor exceptions the curves for the two populations are 
very similar* The hill area has slightly smaller proportions, in the 
younger ages and in the productive ages* and slightly higher proportion® 
in the advanced ages, Compared to the white population of the United 
States* the hill area has higher proportions of persons under the age 
of 25 and lower proportions of persons over the age of 35* The propor­
tions from 25 to 35 are about equal*
Both the Louisiana and the hill area age profiles show a slight 
upswing in the curves for the 65-69 age group* The age-sex pyramid for 
the white population (Figure ll) did not chow this variation, but it is 
readily noticeable on the more sensitive age profile chart* However, 
the upswing is not nearly so high for the whit© population as it was for 
the total population (Figure £)•
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FIGURE 12. Index numbers showing the relative importance 
of each age group in the white population of the Ten North 
Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and the white population of 
Louisiana: 1950 (white population of the United States equals
100).
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to 70,033, an excess of 3,220* Figure 12 shows that there is a surplua 
of females in only two age groups, 55 59 and 75 *»! over* the two sexes 
are approximately equal in the 25-29 age group* The sex ratio for the 
total white population of the region is 105# compare! with 93*6 an! 99*0 
for tike white populations of Louisiana an! the Unite! States# respee 
tively* From Figure 13 it can be seen that the sex ratios Of the hill 
area's white population equal or exceed those of Louisiana's whit© pop­
ulation in every age group# though by widely varying margins* The hill 
population sex ratios equal or exceed those of the United States white 
population in all age groups but two# the 5*9 and the 55 59*
The highest sex ratio of any age group in this population is 125 
and it occurs in the 20-24 age group* As was the case with the total 
population# discussed in the preceding section# the high sex ratio in 
this particular age group appears to be da© to the military personnel 
at Barksdale Air Force Base and the high proportion of males in the 
student body of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute* It could also be in­
fluenced by short distance out-migration which would have a buoying 
effect since such migration is selective of young females*
It is significant that the sex ratios for the age groups 25-39 are 
lower than for those ages just below and just above# although they do not 
fall below 100* These are the age groups that so often exhibit low sex 
ratios as an apparent reflection of the understatement of women's ages* 
However# in the hill population this would be difficult to determine 
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9Tills is very close to idaat would be ejected of such a papulation*
The relatively low sex ratios la these age groups could* la pari at 
least, be due to the abnormally high ratio of the preceding age group*
The high proportions of males in the ages above 60 years can 
probably be accounted for by the fact that rural people make up a big 
majority of the population of the hill country* Whether or not this 
is true can beat be determined by study of the rttral-farm and rural- 
nonfarm populations* These will be dealt with later in this chapter*
The Nonwhite Population* The age-sex pyramid for the nonwhite 
population of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes (See Figure 
14) has the broadest base of any of the pyramids presented* indicating 
a very high proportion of children, with 14 per cent under the age of 
five* In addition to having a concentration of persons in the younger 
ages* the nonwhite population is characterised by a deficiency, 
especially of males* in the productive ages* and an especially high 
percentage in the ages 65 to 69*
Compared with the nonwhite population of Louisiana (Figure 15)* 
the noawhitea of the hill area have a greater proportion under the age 
of 25* a smaller percentage in the productive ages, and practically the 
same proportion in the advanced ages* Compared to the nation#s nonwhite 
population, the nonwhites of both Louisiana and the hill area have higher 
proportions in the younger ages* lower proportions in th® productive ages* 
and higher proportions in the older age groups*
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FIGURE 1L. Af'e-sex pyramid for the nonwhite population 










FIGURE 15. Index numbers showing the relative Importance 
of each age group in the nonwhite population of the Ten North 
Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and the nonwhite population 
of Louisiana: 1950 (nonwhite population of United States equals
100).
The age distribution of whites and nonwhites is compared in 
Figttre 16* It shows that the nonwhites have higher proportions under 
the age of 25* smaller proportions in the productive ages and advanced 
ages as a whole, hut a considerably higher proportion In the 65-69 age 
group*
Figure 1? compares the sex ratios by age for the nonwhit© popu­
lation of the hill area with those of the nonwhite population© of 
Louisiana and the United States* The curves representing th© thro© 
populations form remarkably similar patterns. They begin at about 102 
in the 0-4 age group and remain with slight fluctuations between 100 
and 1155 throat ages 5-9 and 10-14* Then all three plunge downward* the 
Louisiana and United States curves reaching their lowest points between 
32 and 86 la the 20-24 age group and the hill population reaching its 
lowest at 81 in the 25-29 age group. All three curves then rise rapidly, 
reaching high points of from 104 to 110 in age groups 55-59 ®nd 60-64.
In age group 65-69 all three curves fall below 100* and rise to over 100 
in the 70-74 age group, the hill area curve going all the way to 116.
The latter than drops to 101 in th© group aged 75 and over* and th© 
Louisiana and United States ratios fall to 90 and 93* respectively* $ith 
th© exception of the 65-69 dip, these nonwhit© populations present pat­
terns very similar to those reported by Smith and Hitt for th© Negro pop­
ulations of the United States for the years 1890* 1910* 1930* and 1940.^ 
It appears likely that a considerable understatement of female ages was
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FIGURE 16. Index numbers shoving the relative Importance 
of each age group In the white and nonvhlte populations of the 
Ten Worth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes: 1950 (total popu­
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FIGURE 17. Sex ratios by age for the nonwhite population 
of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, the nonwhite 
population of Louisiana, and the nonwhite population of the 
United States: 1950.
responsible for the extremely low ratios in the ages 20-29* It is also 
possible that overstatement of female ages influenced the high ratios 
of age groups 55-59 and 60-64 and caused the dip in ratio© for the 65**
69 age group*
the sex ratios by age for the white© and nonwhites of the fen 
North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes are shown in Figure 10* fhe sex 
ratio for the whites is higher than that for the nonwhites in all age 
groups except the 10-14, the 55-59, the 60-64, the 70-74, and over 75*
The ratios are equal in the 10-14 age group* the sex rati© for the 
whites as a whole is 105, compared to 96 for the nonwhites* In comment­
ing <si the extremely low sex ratios of the Negro population of the 
United States, Smith and Hitt wrote that "it would appear that Negro 
women are either much more skillful than white females in understating 
their ages, that the census enumerator© have very little judgment about 
the ages of Negro women, or that very little care is taken to ascertain 
the age of Negro women*# They concluded that "perhaps all three of 
these factors are influential*#
Population of Urban Places*^ Figure 19 presents the age-sex 
pyramid for the population of urban place© located in the hill parishes* 
These include Bossier City, Haynesville, Horner, Jonesboro, Minden, Ruston,
U M -
12"Population of urban places# is used rather than "urban papula 
tion# because the census data available presented characteristics for 
"population of urban places# in the various parishes but not for the 
"urban population*# The terms are synonymous except in Bossier Parish 
where the "urban population" exceeds the "population in urban places# by 











FIGURE 18* Sex ratios by age for the white and nonwhite 
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FIGURE 19. Age-sex pyramid of the population for the 
urban places in the North Central Louisiana Hill Parishesx 
1950.
Springhill, and Wimfield.
1!hi® is & rather typical age-sex pyramid far urbah populations 
except far the high proportion of children under th# age ©f fit*# $$*©
13 per cent shown in this age group is high for any American pepblation 
group blit especially so for an urban one, even after allowances have 
been made for the recent upsurge in the birth rate# It is significant 
that there is a deficiency in the age groups 10*44 and 15-19* this is 
a reflection of the low birth rates that prevailed throughout the nation 
from 1930 to 1940.
Seae of the urban characteristics exhibited by this pyramid are 
as follows i (1} It shows more females than males in the productive 
ages and the advanced ages, (2) it shows high, proportions of persons in 
the productive ages, and (3) it shows a relatively low proportion of old 
persons. It is worthy of note that the females in the 65 69 &ge group 
outnmber those in the group below as well as those in the group above* 
this coaid be caused by the migration of elderly females to the Urban 
centers following retirement, bat there is also the possibility that it 
is caused by overstatement of ages by persons who belong in a lower age 
group, especially the 60-64 group. Still another possibility i» under­
statement of ages by those who refuse to admit that they have crossed 
the threshold of three-score-and-ten. Any or all of these situations may 
prevail.
The index numbers of age for the population of urban places in the 
hill parishes and for the urban population of Louisiana are shown in









FIGURE 20. Index numbers showing the relative importance 
of each age group in the population of urban places in the Ten 
North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and the urban population 
of Louisianat 1950 (urban population of the United States 
equals 100)«
Ill
States* The hill population has higher proportions than Louisiana in 
the ages below 35, and both have higher proportions than the national 
urban population* Above 35 the situation is exactly reversed* the 
Louisiana population has higher proportions than the hill population 
and both show lower proportions than the urban population 0f the Suited 
States* Both the hill population and that of Louisiana shew the char­
acteristic upswing in the 65-69 age group#
Figure 21 compares the sex ratios of the population of urban 
places of the hill parishes with those of the urban populations of Lou­
isiana and the United States* Except for more exaggerated fluctuations 
in the hill population, the curves are strikingly similar* All begin 
between 100 and 105 in the ages under five and show only minor changes 
through ages 10-11* All three drop far below 100 in the 14-19 Age 
group and the Louisiana and United states curves never reach 100 Again*
The hill population curve recovers to 101 in the 30*34 age group but 
then dips again end remains below 100 through the other age groups* The 
extremely low sex ratios from age 15 through 29 result from the short 
migration of young females from rural areas to Urban centers* These low 
ratios may also be influenced by the 'Understatement of ages by women of 
age 30 and over* The low ratios in the older ages are reflections of the 
concentration of females in towns and cities plus the greater life expec ­
tancy for females * The sex ratio for the total population of urban places 
in the bill parishes is 93 compared with 92 for the Urban population of 
Louisiana and 94*6 for that of the United States*
The Eural-Nonfarm Population* The age sex pyramid for the rural- 
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FIGURE 21. Sex ratios by are for the population of the 
urban nlaces of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes 
the urban population of Louisiana, and the urban population o: 
the United States: 1950.
©hewn in Figure 22* It has a broad base, not clipped at the c©raer!B* 
u&lch is indicative of tbs rising birth rate that has characterised 
awrb American population aggregates since 1940* Another feature of 
this pyramid is it© relatively heavy pinnacle which indicate® a con­
centration of persons 7$ years of age and over* This is not surpris- 
ing in a rural-nonf&rs population* This pyramid also is characterised 
by an eansessive proportion of males in the 20-24 age group and biaft 
proportions of both males and females in the 65-69 age group* The ex­
cess of males in the 20-24 age group is another reflection of the 
presence of Barksdale Air force Base in Bossier Parish which has already 
been mentioned in connection with the discussion of the total and whit© 
populations. The high proportions of males and females in the 65*49 
age group may be due to the overstatement of ages by person© who be­
long in the 60-64 age group or to understatement of age by persons who 
are 70 or over*
Figure 23 presents the index numbers of age for the rural-nonfara 
populations of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and Lou­
isiana* The curve© representing these two populations describe veiy 
similar patterns* The greatest single fluctuation occurs In the 20-24 
age group of the hill population, another gyration induced by Barksdale 
Air Force Base and in no sense indicative of any characteristic of the 
hill population proper* Both populations have higher proportion© than 
the national average under the age of 25 and lower proportion© above that
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FIGURE 2?. Age-sex pyramid for the rural non-farm
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age* The sharp upswing in the 65-69 age group that seems to be ch&rac- 
teristic of Louisiana and hill parish populations is conspicuously pre­
sent in both curves*
the sex ratio for the raral-nonfam population of the hill parishes 
is 104 which is considerably higher than the corresponding rati© of 100*2 
for Louisiana and slightly higher than the 103*6 figure for the nation* 
Figure 24 shows that, except for the Barksdale Air Force Base upswing in 
the ages 20-24, the curves representing the sex ratios by age for the 
hill parish, Louisiana, and United States rural-nonfarm populations form 
very similar patterns* the Louisiana curve shows slightly lower ratios 
than the other two in the 15 to 29 age groups* In the ages 75 and over, 
the hill population shews a slightly higher sex ratio than the other two 
populations, 101 to 99*3 for Louisiana and 97*3 for the United States*
Rural-Pana Population* The age-sex pyramid for the rur&l-farm pop­
ulation of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill parishes is presented in 
Figure 25* This pyramid has a broad base indicating a high proportion of 
children, a *pinched~ln* effect in the center indicating a low proportion 
of persons in the productive ages, and a rather heavy crown which indi­
cates a relatively high proportion of elderly people* In addition, there 
is an overall excess of males over females, and males outnumber the fe­
males in all but four of the age groups* AH of these features are char­
acteristic of rttral-fara populations.
However, it is surprising to find that the proportion of children 
under the age of five is the smallest of the three age groups under 15* 
Such a situation was normal for the 1930 and 1940 populations when birth 
rates in general were declining, but most 1950 populations reflect the
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FIGURE 2*+. Sex ratios by aro for the rural-nonfarm popu­
lation of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, the 
rural-nonfarm population of Louisiana, and the rural-nonfarm 
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rectat rise in birth rates by showing a higher proportion of persons in 
the 0-4 age group than in any other. The age-acx pyramids for ail other 
categories of the hill population, whether classified by race or residence, 
show the longest bar of the whole pyramid to be the one representing the 
lowest age group, children under five. Ibis is all the more significant 
in riew of the fact that rural-fara populations usually rank high in 
fertility and therefore would be expected to keep pace with the other cate­
gories in any increase in fertility. If this situation should prove to 
be die to a relative decline in rural-farm fertility, it could mean that 
rural-farm depopulation in the hill parishes has progressed to the point 
that not only the natural increase but the "seed stock" as well is being 
drawn away.
The index numbers of age for the rural-farm populations of the Ten 
Perth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes and Louisiana are shown in Figure 26* 
They show that in the rural-farm populations the proportion of children 
under the age of five is lower in the hill parishes than in either Lou­
isiana or the United States. This supports the findings indicated on the 
age-sex pyramid and discussed in the preceding paragraph. In general, 
in the rural-farm category the hill population has slightly lower propor­
tions than the state in the ages below 20, considerably lower proportions 
than the state in ages 20 to 39, and higher proportions than the state in 
the ages above 40* Compared to the nation’s rural-f&im population, the 
k m  parish rural-farm group has higher proportion© in the ages under 20, 
lower proportions in the ages 20 to 59, and higher proportions from age 
60 upward.
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kill parishes are shown in Figure 27 and compared with those of Louisiana 
and the United State®, The patterns described in the three curves ere 
strikingly similar# All three begin around 105 and increase to about 115 
in the 15-24 age groups* They then decline sharply in age groups 25-34* 
The hill population ratio reaches the lowest figure of the three, B6 in 
Idle age group 30-34, and shone the lowest ratios In most of the other age 
groups. The ratio for the total rural-farm population of the hill par­
ishes is 105, compared to 105*6 for Louisiana and 110*1 for the United 
States# This is not in keeping with what one would anticipate in the 
light of the well-established principle that rural-farm sex ratios are 
generally higher than those of the other two residence categories, since 
the hill parishes are decidedly more rural than either Louisiana or the 
United States# The explanation may lie in the fact that the hill area 
has higher sex ratios than Louisiana and the United States in the rural- 
nonfarm population# The large shift of population from the mral-farsi 
category to the rural-nonfarm group in the hill parishes between 1940 
and 1950 may have had a tendency to raise the sex ratios of the rural- 
nonfarm group and to lower those of the rural-farm category* This is a 
more likely possibility if the shift was among the younger age groups*
Urban. Rural-Honfam* &gd ^  »bows
the index numbers by age f Or the population of Urban places, the rural- 
nonfarm population, and the rural-farm population of the Ten Korth Central 
Louisiana Hill Parishes* Except for the low proportion of children wider 
the age of five shown in the rural-farm population, the curves presented 
here are more or less typical for urban, rural-nonfarm, and rural-farm
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FIGURE 27. Sex ratios by age for the rural-farm popula­
tion of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, the 
rural-farm nonulatlon of Louisiana, and the rural-farm uopu- 
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FIGURE 28* Index numbers showing the relative Importance 
of each sge group in the copulation of the urban places9 the 
rural-nonfarm cô -nilc4 ion, and the rural-farm population of the 
Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes: 1950 (total popu­
lation of the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes equals 
ICC) *
populations, The urban exhibits low proportions in the younger ages* 
high proportions in the productive ages, and low proportions in the 
twilight years* The rural-farm curve, on the other hand, indicates 
high proportions of younger persons, low proportions in the productive 
ages, and high proportions in the older ages* The rural-nonfarm popu- 
latien occupies a more or less intermediate position between the other 
two categories* This is, in general, characteristic of rural-nonfarm 
populations, although it would not have been considered abnormal had it 
shewn a higher proportion of old people than the rural-farm population* 
Figure 29 compares the sex ratios by age groups for the three 
residence categories of the hill population* The ratios for the urban 
population are generally lower than those of the other two groups * On 
the other hand, the rural-farm ratio is higher than the urban and rural- 
nonfarra in nine of the sixteen age groups* Except for the Barksdale Air 
Force Base upswing in the 20-24 age group, the rural-nonfarm curve gen­
erally occupies an intermediate position between the other two# The 
overall ratios fall into the same pattern, %  for the urban, 104 for the 
rural-nonfarm, and 105 for the rural-farm* It will be noted that the 
females outnumber the males in the 30-34 age group of the rural-farm pop­
ulation and that the males outnumber the females in the same age group
of the population of urban places* Both situations are atypical of the 
respective populations but the writer knows of no plausible explanation
for the variation*
Proportion of the Population 1Mg£ Five I&Mft M  Am 
Table XIX shows that 12*4 per cent of the hill population is under 
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FIGURE 29. Sex ratios by age for the population of the 
urban places, the rural-nonfarm population, and the rural-farm 




fawonoB of the Torn, white, aawHim, toas, and
BUBAL-FARK POPULATIONS UNDER THE AGE OF FITS TBAB8 IN 
THS TEH NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES,
LOUBIAHR, AND THE UNITED STATES! 1950*
Population
Category
Per Cent Under Five Per Cent Under Per Cent Under 
Tears of Age in the Five Tears of Five Tears of 
Tea North Central Left* Age in State of Age in United 
Islam Hill Parishes Louisiana States
Total (all classes) 12*4 12*5 ; 10*7
White 11*5 11*7 10*5
Mess*lte 14* 0 14*0 12.6
Urban 13*0#*- 11.8 10*1
fiaral-Noafara 12*8 13*5 . 12.1
Jbsral-Fara U.2 12*9 , - 11*4
*8ow ca: M £fi&  S telsa Cenga of fo a k tflm * 2S&< Volf I I ,  chMtgfcfigtlco of tha Population. Part 1, Bnitad Stats* Stnmary, Cbspfcar 
B, 91, table 38: United SUtee C m m  a£ Powtlatlom igj£, Vol. II, 
Charaeterlatlce <£ m If. ^alana,~l»pt«rB,28,
Table 155 Uk-U&t Table 33 J 5&-60, Table 38j 67*77* Table 41* 98-101*
Ifcble 4a, 106-109, Table 49*
e#Xn the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes the "population 
of urban places" is need instead of the "urban population," as previously 
explained*
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for touisi&na as a whole and considerably more than the 10*7 per cent 
shewu for the United State*. Dm white population of the hill area has 
11*5 per eent in the 0-4 age group, eeupared with 11*7 per cent for Xen* 
isiaaa end 10.5 per eent for the United States. The monwhitee of.the 
hill region have 14.0 per eent ©f their population in the ages wider 
five* This is the same as the proportion for the nonwhites of the state, 
while only 12*6 per emit of the nation** aonwhiie® are in this age group.
In the residence categories the hill area's urban population has 
the highest proportion of children in the 0*4 age group, 13*0 per cent, 
followed by the reral-aonfarm with 12.8 per emit and the rural-farm with 
11*2 per eent. This is not in accordance with the generally accepted 
principle that urban populations have low fertility bad few children, 
rural-farm populations have high fertility and large proportions of chil­
dren* end the mral-nonfarm populations occupy an tntermediaie position. 
her does it conform to the state and national patterns for 1950* In both 
Louisiana and the United States the urban populations of 1950 had the 
smallest proportions of population in the age group under five* while 
the rural-naafara had the highest, and the mral-fara was Intermediate be- 
tween the two* (This itself represents a precedent-shattering variation 
trm the normal pattern bat the discussion here will necessarily be limited 
to the situation in the hill parishes*)
The fact that the urban population of the hill parishes have a 
higher proportion of young children than either of the ether two residence
^Smlth, Afl&lysl*, pp. 209-211.
15Warren 3. Thompson, Population Problems (New forks McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, 19̂ 2), pp. 169*172.
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categories is not only interesting but could have important Implications*. 
Demographers have long pointed but that our urban population was net re­
placing itself but was dependent on the rural populations, especially 
the rural-farm, for replenishment end growth. Smith ha© shown that in 
1930 the urban population of the Dnited States, as shown by Its net re­
production rate, met only ?6 per cent of its replacement needs, while 
the rur&l-nonfara was meeting 116 per cent of its raquir©inanbs and the
■ j ; ’ t
rural-f&rm was meeting I36 per cent of its maintenance needs Among
the white population in 1940 net fertility was leas than replacement
needs in the urban category, above replacement level in the rural-nonfarm,
and considerably above maintenance needs in the rural-fam* In the Negro
urban population the pattern was similar, with the rural-fana Usgroes
17producing an even greater surplus* It follows from this that if the 
process of urbanisation should continue long enough it must eventually 
roach a point where the rural population would be too small a part of the 
total population and contain too large a proportion of elderly persons 
to replenish itself and furnish a surplus for the cities* this would 
lead to a stationary or declining national population* All this Is predi­
cated upon the assumption that urban population© would continue to have 
such low fertility that they could not replace themselves* But if the 
1950 situation in the hill parishes should be duplicated in a large num­
ber of instances and should prove to be the beginning of a trend toward 
higher fertility in urban population, we may well have reached a turning
l6Ssaith,
^Smith, Ibid.
point in de&ographi© history, and our fears of a stationary or declin­
ing population may be groundless* Of course, it must toe realised that 
tMs situation i» the hill parish population may be the result of local 
or temporary conditions and may never occur again*
f e B a r m a n  o£ ih& £ g a e & a s a  nssi la S t o & m  a m  a£ t o
ms proportion of the population in ages five to nineteen lor the
fen Korth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, Louisiana, and the United 
States is n o w  in table XX* the proportion in these ages is shown be- 
uses* they »©st nearly coincide with the six-to-eighteen age of educables 
in Louisiana* An examination of these proportions will give seme idea 
of the magnitude of the task of providing educational facilities for the 
children of the area*
lbs proportion of the population of ages five to nineteen years
In the hill parishes is 29*2 per cent, compared to 26*9 per cent for
the state of Louisiana and 23*2 per cent for the United States* the hill 
population also has higher proportions than Louisiana in these age groups 
In the white, neswhlte, and urban populations* Only in the rural-nonfarm 
and rural-farm categories dees Louisiana have larger proportions than the 
hill region and even in these groups the margin is small* In all cate­
gories the hill people have higher proportions in ages five to nineteen 
than the national average and in most oases the difference is several per 
cent*
This means that the M U  people have to provide educational facil­
ities for a larger proportion of children than either the state or the 
nation* Since Louisiana ranks fortieth among the states in per capita
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TABLE XX
PBGPCaTIQKS OP w  TOTAL, WHITE, NONWHITE, ORBAH, HURAL-NGNFA8M, AMD 
HDRAL-FASK POPULATIONS ACS FIVE TO NINETEEN YEARS IN THE TEN 
NOSTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA,
AND THE UNITED STATES; 1950"
Population
Category
Far Cent of Population 
Ago Five to Nineteen 
Tears in the Ten North 
Central Louisiana 
mil Parishes
Per Cent of 
Population Age 
Five to Nine ­
teen Tears in 
the State of 
Louisiana
Per Cent of 
Population Age 
Five to Nineteen 
Tears in the 
United States
Total (all elaaeet) 29.2 26.9 23.2
Vhite 26.3 25.2 22.7
Keauhlte 34.1 30.1 27.4
M a n 23.4** 22.7 20.5
fiUral-Senfara 28.5 29.1 25.7
Burel-Pam 34.4 35.2 30*9
•Sowesat Bnltsd States Census of Population; 1950. Vol. IX, 
Charaetaylsties of tfea, p*rt 1, Unitsd States Swnmary, Chapter
B, 91, Table 38; United States Census of Population; 1950. Vol. II, 
Cbaracterlatlcs o£ the Population. Part 16, Louisiana, Chapter B, 28,
Thhl*15{ UA8, Table 33; 58-60, Table 38} 67-77, Table 41} 98-101, Table 
48} 106-109, Thble 49<
**In the Ten North Central Lousiata Hill Parishes the "population 
of Urban places" is wed instead of "whan population" for reasons pre - 
viously given.
m
18income and th© hill parishes rank below the state average In family 
income, it is obvious that not only do the hill people have a larger 
share of children to educate bat they have less in the way of worldly 
goods with which to do it*
Proportion of th« Population Slaty-Flva 
Tears ©f Age and Over
fable XXX shows the proportion of the population 65 years of age 
and over in the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, in the state 
of Louisiana, and in the Halted States, by race and residence*
In the total population the hill parishes have a higher proportion 
in this age group than the state bat a lower proportion than the nation* 
This same pattern holds true in the white and nonwhite categories* In the 
urban and rural-vionf&ra categories the hill people have lower proportions 
of persons in the 65 and over bracket than either Louisiana or the Halted 
States* In the rural-farm division the hill parishes have a higher pro* 
portion than either Louisiana or the United States, 8*5 per cent against 
6*3 per cent for Louisiana and 7*5 per cent for the United States*
In general, both Louisiana and the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill 
Parishes have lower proportions of persons in these advanced ages than the 
United States as a whole* This is an important point but one that is often 
overlooked by research agencies making state, regional, and national com­
parisons*
Institute for Research in Social Science, News Letter (Chapel 
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of Age and Over 





of Age and Over 




of Age and Over 
in the United 
States
Total (all classes) 7*2 6.5 8*2
Write 7*3 6*5 8.5
HeuMfeite 7*0 6.6 5*7
Urban 5+9** 6*4 * 8.2
Baral-lfenf&m 7*1 7*3 8.6
Bural-Fara 6.5 6.3 7*5
*Sowc«: United 8tete» Cw u m m  <j>£ ZSBfiEfciSB1 &$£&.• ôl* U> 
Ctor»feteri»tlea of the fflHfffVfTr 1» United States Swnmary, Chap- 
U r  B, 91~ table 38: felted State. Comm of Population: IMfi* Vol.
II, Characteristics qf the Population* Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B,
28, ̂ T l 5 V U ^ 8 ,  Table 33$ 5m0, Table 38; 67-77* Table U| 98-101* 
Table 46; 106-109, Table 49*
**In the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes the "popula­
tion of urban places* is used instead of Hirban population," as previously 
explained*
s£ framt to tki
Generally speaking, those persons who are wider 15 years of age 
and those who are 65 or over nay he considered as dependent upon those 
aged 15 to 64, the productive element of the population*̂  Thus, the 
ratio of these dependents to the producers Is an important index of the 
economic burden of a population# Table XXXI shows the proportions of 
dependents, as defined above, in the populations of the Ten North Central 
Louisiana Hill Parishes, the state of Louisiana, and the nation as a 
whole for the total population and by race and residence#
In the total, white, nonwhite, urban, rural-nonfam, and rural-f&rra 
popuLations the hill parishes have higher proportions of dependents than 
the nation as a whole, and in all except the rural-nonfarm classification 
they also have higher proportions than the state of Louisiana# The fig­
ures for the total population are 39#9 per cent for the hill parishes,
38*1 per cent for Louisiana, and 35*1 per cent for the United States#
Stated in another way, every 1000 producers in the hill area have 
to support 664 dependents, while for the state and nation the comparable 
figures are 616 and 541* respectively# This moans that in the hill country 
the burden of supporting dependents is 7*8 per eent greater than in the 
state as a whole and 22#7 per cent greater than in the nation# Compared to 
the state and nation, the producers in the hill region have more dependents 
to support, fewer producers to support them, and lower family incomes on 
*hich to do it# This Is a matter of considerable economic significance and 
consequently of soeial importance as well#
19Salih and Hitt, TJje Pj52Ela Si LasMana, P- 56.
I3h
TABUS XXII
PROPORTIONS OF PERSONS IN IBS DEPENDENCY A08S IN THE TOTAL, WHTK, 
NONWHITE, URBAN, RBfUL-NONFARM, AND RHRAL-FAHN POPULATIONS OF
rag m  north central Louisiana hill parishes,
LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATESt 195Q*
Per Cent ef Papulation Per Cent of Per Cent of 
in Dependency Ages** in Population in Population in 
Pejstfatiea tbs Ten North Central Dependency AgesooDependenoy Agee** 
Category Louisiana Hill Pariahs* in Louisiana in United States
Total (all classes) 39*9 3W..1 35*1
tftlte 37.0 35.9 34. B
Mesahite 45.0 42.3 37.5
M e n 34.8##* 34.1 32.4
Sural-fionfara 40.0 4i.a 38.9
Rural-Para 43.7 34.2 40.7
♦Scarce: United States Census £f Population: 195Q. Vol. II,
of ito Peculation. Part 1, United States Sana»&ry, Chapter 
Waited States Census of gppi^&gB: 2358., Vol. II, 
of the Jtafl&jitiga, Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, ad,
, Table 33; 58 60, Table 3S| 67-77, Table 41; 98-101,
Table 4*j 106-109, Table 49*
**lneludss persons wider 15 years of age and those 65 and over*
***Xn the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes the "population 




Matrimony is the normal stats for most adult human beings and 
marital status is an important index of the strength of the family in* 
stitutien. That there are substantial differences in marital composi­
tion between populations and that many of them are significant is 
generally recognized* The proportions of single, married, widowed, and 
divorced are usually closely related to marriage rates, birth rates, 
and death rates*1 Ogburn states there ie also a strong relationship be­
tween marital status and crime, insanity, and pauperism, especially 
among males.̂  Hsuroas writers on social problems have pointed out the 
dose association between broken homes and juvenile delinquency.
There are differences between countries in the proportions of
single, married, widowed, and divorced as well as between areas and re-
3glees within the same country* For a long period of time, France had 
higher proportions of married males and females than most other European
Ŵarren S. Thompson, Population Problems (Hew York! McGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., 1953), p* 103*
Ŵilliam Fielding Ogbum, "The Relationship of Marital Condition 
to Death, Crime, Insanity, and Pauperism," Bulletin die L'inetlt Inter­
national d© Btatistiaue. XXII (1926), 449, cited by William Edward 
Hopkins, "A Demographic Analysis of Houston, Texas,n (unpublished Doc­
tor's dissertation, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1951), p* 
67*
T̂hompson, p. 104#
countries. in th© United States the proportions of married persons are 
so each higher than in most countries that, according to Smith and Hitt, 
•there are very few places in the world in which the proportion of the 
psfWlntien living in the married state is high enough to approximate 
that in the United States*"** Even so, the percentages of those living 
in the married state, male and female, are higher in Louisiana than in 
the United States as a whole*̂
Limitation of Census Oats on Marital Status
Four basic categories are customarily used for classifying popu­
lations according to marital status* (1) single, (2) married, (3) 
widowed, and (4) divorced. Beginning in 1940, the United States census 
has also subdivided the married population into (1) those living with 
spouse and (2) those living apart. The census also gives breakdowns by
age which greatly increase the value of the data. Smith claims that
6marital status depends upon age more than any other factor*
Unfortunately, all the information indicated above is not avail­
able in the 1950 census at the parish level. For parishes, the four 
basic categories listed above have been reduced to three, (l) single,
(2) married, and (3) widowed or divorced. This is a decided weakness 
in the data as it leaves no way of determining the proportions of 
marriages terminated by death and those terminated by divorce. It would
hSmith and Hitt, Tjjft People g£ Louisiana, p. 73* 
Îbld*. p* 76.
Ŝmith, Pooulatipn Analysis. p. 137*
fee possible for two population*to have the same proportions of "widowed 
or divorce#* fegt with one having virtually all "widowed" and the other 
practically all "divorced** Under such circumstances, comparisons are of 
little or no valae*
Another weakness of the 1950 censes data on marital status is the 
limitation of data at the parish level to the race and residence cate­
gorise of •shite* and "nonwhite" and "urban" and "rural*"
An even greater weakness is the failure to give breakdowns fey age 
at the parish level* The only information available as to age is the 
nmhar of single* married* and widowed or divorced males and females at 
age feftrtesm and eider* This* it is impossible to make any age compari­
sons at all* This is most unfortunate since practically no progress can 
fee made la the stndy of marital status without taking the age factor into 
account. Kith this limitation it cannot be determined whether marriages 
are occurring at earlier or later ages than previously! at what ages most 
marriages take place, nor which ages have the highest proportions of 
widows and widowers* neither can it fee determined whether or not youth 
fUl marriages are more characteristic of some groups than of others, nor 
whether significant proportions of the widowed begin to appear earlier 
in seme grape than others*
Since the data for this study are based largely on census material 
at the parish level, these combined limitations make it impossible to do 
more than present the proportions of males and females fourteen years of 
age and over that are single! married, widowed or divorced in th© total, 
white, nonwhite, urban, and rural populations* This has been done and 
comparisons made with corresponding groups for the state and nation*
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am Total Population
®*bl« 1CII show* th* prtipertians *f moles end female* fourteen 
y**rs of age aad owr In the single, married, and widowed or divorced 
categories in the total populations ol' the Ten North Central Louisiana 
Hill Parishes, Louisiana, and the United States.
Shiaa. The hill country has a Higher percentage ©f bachelor# 
(27-4) than either Louisiana (25.9) or the United State* (26.4). nils 
is not surprising in view of the fact that the hill country is more 
rural than either Louisiana or the United States and wives are almost 
always at a pres&tts in rural areas* However, the hill country percent­
age was boosted somewhat by the male students of Louisiana Polytechnic 
Institute in Lincoln Parish and the military personnel of Barksdale Air 
Force Base in Bossier Parish*
The proportion of married males in the hill country (67»B per 
eest) Is lower than that for the state (68*9 per cent) bat slightly 
above the national figure (6?*5 per cent}* Since the sex ratio of the 
hill eovxtry population is higher than that of either Louisiana or the 
United States it is obvious that the hill country bachelor faces a more 
difficult task In finding a mate than the average bachelor of either the 
state or the nation* The fact that he succeeds as well as he does is a 
monument to his persistence and an Indication of the strength of the 
family as an institution among the hill people*
the percentage of widowed or divorced men (4*6) is lower than that 
of either Louisiana (5*2) or the United States (6*1)* Unfortunately, it 
cannot be determined from the data available whether this low proportion 
is due to very few marriages ending in divorce or to most wives outliving
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TABLE XXIII
HECSNTAGE DISTRIBUTION OP THE POPULATION FOURTEEN TEARS OLD AND ODDER,
BI SKX AND MARITAL STATUS, Tffit NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PAR­
ISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE ffiJITED STATES; 1950*
m  BOMM SEHmL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES_____________
*3*19 . Penale.........Widowed Widowed
or or
Fariali Single Worried Divorced Single Married Divorced
Bienville 27*4 67.4 5.2 19.0 67.7 13*3
taster 31*6 63.9 4.5 14*4 74.1 11.5
Claiborne 25.9 69.3 4.8 18.7 66.2 13.1
Grant 25e8 68*9 5.3 15.9 69.8 14*3
Jaekeea 23.6 71.5 4.9 18.4 67.5 14*1
La Salle 24.3 70.4 5.3 15*6 71*4 13.0
Lincoln 34*4 61.6 4.0 25.4 62.0 12*6
M a e 25.9 69.8 4.3 17.5 70.5 12.0
Webster 23.0 72.3 4.7 17*© 70.2 12.8
Winn 25*0 68.8 6.2 15.7 69.5 14*8
Totals 27.4 67*8 4*6 17.9 69.2 12.9
25.9 68.9 5.2 19.1 66.4 14*4
United States 26# A. 67.5 6.1 20.0 65.8 14*2
♦Scarcest United Statea Cenana o£ Powilattopi i22fi. Vol. II, 
nh.^t.crintlcs of the Poml.at.4on. Port 1, United States Summary, Chapter 
B71T9-180, ̂ 1 *  10*| Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 33, Table 21 j 78-81, 
Table 1*2.
thoir husbands.
fiEtiSft* Qniy eoot of the females of th# hill country
who nor# 14 years old or older wore single in X95Q* This is & lower per­
centage 'than either the stated \%1 or the nations 20*0* Only one 
palish In the hill country (Lincoln, 25*4) had a higher percentage than 
the state or national average and this was due to the presence of several 
haadred women stwdeats at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute#
The percentage of married females (69*2) was higher in the hill 
parishes than in Louisiana (66.4) or in the United States (65*#)• Svery 
parish except Lincoln (62*0) had a higher percentage of women living in 
the state of matrimony than either the state or the nation. This was to 
ho expected since the area of eta#* is more rural than urban. The high­
est proportion of married women, 74*1 per cant, was in Bossier Parish*
M s  was very likely a reflection of the concentration of several thousand 
men of marriageable age at the air force base In that parish*
The hill parishes have a relatively low proportion of widowed or 
divorced females, only 12*9 par cent, compared with 14*4 per cent for 
Louisiana sad 14*2 per cent for the United States. This could he due to 
a lew divorce rate or to the high sex ratio which makes rs-marriage easy, 
or to both. Since the widowed and divorced are lumped into the same cate­
gory, the cause cannot be determined* The higher percentage of females 
than males (4*3) in this category is in part a reflection of the 
longer life expectancy of females.
as. Mttls
The percentage distributions of the white population 14 years old 
and older are presented by sex and marital status for th® Ten North Central
M X
iana Hill Parishes, Louisiana, and the United States in Table XXIV.
^ey fellow the same general pattern as that shown for the total popula­
tion is the preceding section*
BftfcM* hill country has a higher proportion of single men in 
its white population than is found in either Louisiana or the United 
States, t6.6 per cent against 2J.2 per cent for the state 26.1 per 
cent for the nation. Lincoln (34.4 per cent) and Bossier (33*2 per cent) 
parishes hare the highest proportions of unmarried mm and Befeater 
(19*3 per cent) and Claiborne (21*7 per cent) the lowest.
The proportion of married males (69.0 per cent) is higher in the 
Ull area’s white population than in the United States (67*9 per cent)
M b  not so high as in Louisiana (70.2 per cent). Webster fhrish hat the 
highest proportion of males (75*4 per cent) in this category and Lincoln 
(61*9 per cent) the lowest*
Only 4*4 per coat of the white males of the hill, country art 
widowed or divorced. This is slightly less than the 4*6 per cent for Lear* 
tslaaa and significantly less than the 6.0 per cent for the United States.
Femalea. The proportion of single females in th® Whit© population 
of the kill country is considerably less than that of either Louisiana or 
the United States, 15.6 per cent compared with 13.8 per emit for th# 
state and 19*9 per coat for th® nation. As was th® ease with the total 
papulation, Lincoln Parish has the highest proportion of single girls and 
spinsters (22*7 per cent) and Bossier has the lowest (11.? per cent).
The percentage of married females in th© white population of the 
frill parishes is higher by a considerable margin than th© corresponding 
percentages for the state and nation* Th® state of matrimony has claimed
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TABUS XXXV
PWGENTACS DISTRIBUTION OF THE NH1TS POPULATION FOUHTEffi YEARS 010 AHO
W m ,  BY SEX AND MARITAL STATUS, TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA
HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES: 1950*
TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES
Widowed
or or
Pariah Single Harried Divorced Single Married Divorced
Bienville 24.9 69.7 5.4 15.7 71.0 13.3
Bossier 33.2 63.1 3.7 11.7 79.2 9.1
Claiborne 21.7 74.2 4.1 15.3 72.6 12.1
Grant 25.0 69*6 5.4 14.4 71*9 13.9
Jackson 23.4 72.1 4.5 16.9 69.7 13.4
La Salle 24.4 70.6 5.0 15.6 72.2 12.2
Lincoln 34.4 61.9 3.7 22.7 63-9 13*4
Galen 24.5 71.2 4.3 14.9 73.2 11.9
Webster 20.3 75.4 4.3 14.9 73.6 11.5
Winn 25.4 69.I 5.5 15.2 71.1 13.7
Totals 26.6 69*0 4.4 15.6 72.3 12.1
Louisiana 25*2 70.2 4.6 18.8 68.1 13.1
United States 26.1 67.9 6.0 19.9 66*2 13.9
"•Soureeet United States Census of Population; 1950. Vol. II , 
ffhê t.arlgtics of t̂ e Population, Part 1/United States Swsmry, Chap 
ter B, 179-lBV Tablel02; Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 33, Table 21j 
78-81, Table 42; 90-93, Table 44#
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72*3 per cent of the white females of the hill region but only 68*1 per 
cunt of the white women of Louisiana and 66.2 per cent of those of the 
United State*. Bossier Parish has the highest proportion, a phenomenal 
77*2 per cent, and Lincoln the lowest, 63*7 per cent*
the widowed or divorced category accounts for 12,1 per cent of 
the females of the hill area1 a whit© population, slightly less than the 
13.1 per cent for the state and 13*7 per cent for the nation. It is 
significant that the proportion of females in this category is consis­
tently higher than the proportion of males in this classification.
The Nonwhite Population
The marital composition of the nonwhite population of the hill 
area does not conform in some respects to the pattern outlined by the 
total and white populations* Higher percentages of single males and 
females are found among the hill country nonwhites than among those of 
Louisiana and the United States, whereas in the total and white popula­
tions the proportions of single females are smaller than in the state 
and nation* For nonwhites generally the proportions of single mid wi­
dowed or divorced are higher and the percentages of married corres­
pondingly lower than among the whites. This is true of both sexes, not 
only in the hiU country but also in Louisiana and the United States as 
a whole* The data on the marital status of the nonwhite population are 
presented in Table XXV.
Males* The proportion of single nonwhite males In the hill popu­
lation is 29*1 per cent, compared with 27*4 per cent for the state of 
Louisiana and 28*5 per cent for the United States. All of these percent­
ages are higher than the corresponding ones for th® white population*
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TABLE Wf
mCSNTAGK DISTRIBUTION OF THE NONWHITE POPULATION FOURTEEN TEARS 0W
m  OEMS, BT SKI AND MARITAL STATUS, TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA
HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND TBS UNITED STATES s 1950»








Bienville 30*5 64.4 5.1 23.0 63.8 13.2
Bossier 27*6 66.1 6.3 19.3 64*7 16.0
Claiborne 30.6 63.7 5.7 22.3 63.5 14.2
Grant 28.9 66*3 4*8 20.5 64.1 15.4
Jackson 24.1 69.6 6.3 21.9 63.1 16.Q
La Salle 23*2 68.7 8.1 15.8 64.5 19.?
Lincoln 34.3 61.0 4.7 29*6 58.9 11.5
Union 29*1 66.7 4.2 23*2 64*8 12.0
Webster 28.1 66.3 5.6 20.8 64.0 15.2
m m 23.7 67.8 8.5 17.2 65.2 17.6
Totals 29.1 65.3 5.7 22.2 63.3 14.5
Lesisi&na 27.4 66.0 6.5 19*8 62.8 17.3
loited States 28.5 64.4 7*1 20.7 62.0 17.3
eSoarceai United 3tate» Census of Papal pti am I9SO» Vol. II, 
ral«r«̂ ..rijitte« oftha Pom^t-t an. p*rt 1, Unit ad States Summary, Chap­
ter B, 179-1®, Table 102; Pert 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 33, Table 21} 
90-93, Table 44.
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Uncelit Parish, with 34.3 per cent, had the highest proportion of
single nom&iio males. This figure was probably influenced by the pre­
sence of Gambling College (for Segroes) in the parish*
Iho percentage of married nonwhite males In the hill a m  is 65.3, 
slightly lass than the 66.0 for the state but a little above the 64.4 
for the Salted States. All three of these figures for nonwhiteo are 
lower than the corresponding percentages for the white population*
Lincoln Parish had the lowest percentage of noawhlte males in 
the married category* another indication of the influence of the §ramb- 
ling College student bedy.
Comparisons in the widowed or divorced category reveal that the 
hill country nonwhite males have the lowest percentage {5.?} and the 
felted States nonwhite males the highest (7*1), while those of Louisiana 
occupy an intermediate position with 6*5 per cent* The relative posi­
tions are the same as those in the white population bat the percentages 
are larger*
Females* A rather high proportion of nonwhite females in the hill 
population is single* 22*2 per cent* compared with 19.8 per cent for Lou­
isiana’s nonwhite females and 20*7 per cent for those of the United States. 
This is considerably higher than the 15*6 per cent for th® same category 
in the white population.
Lincoln haa the highest proportion (29*6 per cent) of single fe­
males of any of the ten parishes in the hill area* and La Salle with 15*3
per cent has the lowest*
The hill population also has a higher proportion of married non- 
white women than the state or the nation, 63*3 per cent to 62*8 per cent
for Louisiana and 62.0 par cant for the United States. It is signifi­
cant that in the hill country among the nonwhites a higher percentage 
of males than female® are married but that among the whites the re­
verse is true* this is no doubt a reflection ©f the low sex rati© of 
96 among the nonwtdtes and the high sex rati© ©f 105 among the whites 
of the region.
A lower proportion of the nonwhite women of the hill are widowed 
or divorced than in the state or the nation* the percentages ares 
for the hill area, 14*5 per eentj for Louisiana, 17*3 per cjihts for the 
United States, 17*3 per cent. All of these are higher than the percent­
ages for the white population in th® widowed or divorced category*
The Urban Population
Table XXVI shows the marital status of the urban population of 
the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes compared with that of the 
Urban populations of the state of Louisiana and the United States*
Males* Only 22.0 per cent of the hill country1 s urban males are 
single compared to 24*1 per cent for Louisiana and 25*0 per cent for the 
United States* Bossier, the parish with the highest percentage of urban 
residents in the area of study, has the lowest proportion of single urban 
males, 13*7 per cent. Lincoln, because of the location of Louisiana Poly­
technic Institute within the city limits of Baston (the only urban center 
is the parish), has the highest, 3&*5 por cent*
The percentage of married urban males in the hill country (73«&) 
is considerably higher than that of Louisiana (70*4) or of th® United 
States (6B.6). In only one parish of the hill area (Lincoln, 57• 9 per
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TABLE XXVI
PffiCENTA® DISTRXBUTIOB OF THE URBAN POPULATION FOUP.TEBW TEARS OLD AMD 
0L£>®, BT SBX AND KAMTAL STATUS, TEN MQRTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA
ull pamsbm, Louisiana, abb ms units® states* 1950.










Bienville** - - - - «
Bossier 13.7 83.4 2.9 10.9 79.4 9.7
Claiborne 20.9 74.5 4.6 15.8 67.9 16.3
Grant** - - mm •w. -
Jackses 17-5 78.2 4.3 16.0 66,7 17.3
La Salle** - - - - - -
tlaealn 38.5 57.9 3.5 36.2 59.4 14.4
- - - - - im
Ureter 18.9 7̂ .1 5.0 15.4 6S.7 15.9
Winn 21.7 71.3 7.0 14.4 66.1 19.5
Totals 22.0 73.8 4.2 16.3 69.3 14.4
LaytMitwft 24*1 70.4 5.4 19.0 64.7 16.3
Halted States 25*0 68.6 6.4 20.6 63.3 15.6
*Sowrceet felted States CenMM gf Population: 1950. Vol. II, 
Characteristics of Part £* ®li3'?d State# Smmary, Chap-t»^182-189i moelOAi Pari 18, 33, Table 21 [ 49-50, Table 34i 58- 
60, Table 3D.
*»Tha partofeea of Bienville* Grant, la Salle, and Union have no 
urban pojJttl&tione
UB
seat) Is the proportion of married Urban males as lew as the state aver­
age.
fee proportion of urban males in the hill population who are 
widened or divorced is small, only 4*2 per cent* For Louisiana the pro­
portion in this category i» 5*4 per cent while among the nation* a urban 
males it is 6*4 per cent.
Females* The proportion of unmarried urban females in the papula 
tien of the hill parishes is only 16*3 per cent, compared to 19*0 per 
seat for the urban females of Louisiana and 20*6 per cent for those of 
the felted States* the lowest percentage of single urban women Is found 
in Bossier Parish (10*9) while the highest is in Lincoln Parish (26*2).
file percentage of married urban females (69*3) la hi#er in the 
hill parishes than in Louisiana (64*7) or in the felted States (63*Si­
lt is significant that the proportions of married urban females are lower 
than the proportions of married urban males, not only in the hill country 
hut in Louisiana and the felted States as well* This is to he expected 
of urban populations in view of the relatively low sex ratios that pre­
vail in towns and cities*
The proportion of widowed or divorced urban females is smaller 
in the b*n region than in either Louisiana or the felted States* The 
percentages are 14*4 for the hill parishes, 16*3 f°r Louisiana, and 15*6 
for the felted States*
The Bural Population 
The percentage distributions of the rural population fourteen years 
old and older are shown in Table 1X911 by sex and marital status for the 
Ten Morth Central Louisiana Bill Parishes, Louisiana, and the felted States*
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tabl® wax
Fl&CENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RURAL POPULATION FOURTEEN YEARS OLD AMD
OUm, BY SEX AMD MARITAL STATUS, TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA
HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES: X950*










Bienville 27*4 67*4 5*2 19.0 67*7 13.3
Bossier 40.9 53.8 5.3 17.2 69.9 12.9
Claiborne 28.2 66.8 5.0 20.3 68.4 11.3
Grant 25.8 68.9 5.3 15*9 69.8 14.3
Jackson 25*2 69.7 5.1 19.1 67.8 13.1
La Salle 24*3 70.4 5.3 15*6 71.3 13.1
Lincoln 31*3 64.3 4.4 24.8 63.9 11*3
Union 25*9 69.8 4.3 17.5 70.5 12.0
Webster 25.4 70.1 4.5 18.0 71.2 10.8
Winn 26.7 67.4 5.9 16.6 71.7 11.?
Totals 29.1 65.9 5*0 18.5 69.2 12.3
Louisiana 28.0 67.0 5.0 19.4 69*0 11.6
United States 28.8 65.5 5.7 18.8 69.9 11.3
-̂ Sources: United States Census of Foiniifttten: i25fi* Vol. II,
0^r«rtftrLstlca g£ PgPBlatiqn, Part 1, United States Swnavyi Chapter 
B, 182-169, Table 104} Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 33, Table 21? 50, 
Table 34; 58-60, Table 38; 78-81, Table 42.
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M n »  a higher percentage of rural males (29*1) are single in 
the M U  country than in Louisiana (28*0) or in the United States 
(28.8)* These are considerably higher than the urban percentages pre- 
seated in the section above*
The proportion of married rttral sales in th© hill country is 
4$*9 per wrt» sogssuhat less than the 67*0 per cent for the state as a 
shale feet slightly higher than the national proportion of 65*5 per cent 
fhr this category. All three of these rural percentages are consider 
ahly loner than the percentages of married men in the urban population 
shewn in the preceding section.
Only 5*0 per cent of the rural males in the hill country are 
videoed or divorced* This is the same as th® percentage for Louisiana 
sod slightly less than the 5*7 per cent for the United States.
Females. The hill parishes have a slightly lover proportion of 
single fassies than the state and the nation, 18.5 per cent against 
19*4 per cent for Louisiana and 18.8 per cent for the United States* In 
the country and in Louisiana the percentage of rural single females 
is higher than the percentage of urban dingle females* this is not in 
aceerd with the usual characteristics of rural and urban populations. 
Usually, there Is a higher proportion of single girls and women in th® 
city and a lower properties! in the country because the high sex ratio 
of the rural areas places a premium on females* In the national popula­
tion the proportion of unmarried females Is higher in the urban group 
frftqfi in the rural* This Is the normal situation*
The hill region has a slightly higher percentage of married rural 
females than the state as a whole, 69*2 to 69*0* However, both are below
i$i
tho national percentage of 49*9* In the hill country, Louisiana* and 
th© Baited States the proportions of married rural females Is higher than 
the proportions of married ntral men* This is normal for xural popmla- 
tien* where sex ratios are usually high, and a shortage of women exists* 
The percentage of rural women in the widowed or divorced cate­
gory in the hill population Is 12*3, higher than either the 11*4 of 
leedtiana or the 11*3 of the United States* this (rural females) Is 
the only population group in which the proportion of widowed or divorced 
i* higher in the hill country than in Louisiana or the United States*
chapter xx
mmxm& m m
Mftatlen is an important institution in all human societies and 
M m  m M  boo become its principal agency because no other proved ade~ 
qpate to the task of transmitting to succeeding generations the cultural 
heritage of the group* The modern, school is expected to give not only 
academic and vocational training but also to perform numerous other ser- 
vises that were formerly a part of the functions of other agencies or
institutions, For example, increased urbanisation has resulted in var--s 1 *
loos functions being shifted to the school that were, until recently, 
exercised by the foully and the church# The role of the school is an 
ever-expanding one.
heeply embedded in American culture is the conviction that educa­
tion contributes to social progress and that through it many social ills 
can be corrected* go implicit is this faith that persons of all walks 
of life look to more schooling as the answer to many of our problems* 
Actually, this faith may not be fully Justified for there is some ques­
tion as to whether education is the cause or the result of social change* 
But regardless of whether it is a cause or an effect, or both, education 
is so closely associated with social and economic factors that the
Ĵoseph 3* Bettcek, 
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the data on the educational atteiwewrt. of the population of the Ten
Berth Central Loaislana Hill Ihrishee. They arei (1) The median years
of school completed, (2) the percentage with no years of school, and
(3) the percentage with four years of high school completed#
iXL of those indexes ere significant and taken together they
4sake possible many important comparisons# The median years of school 
ecmplsted is probably the best overall measure of the educational sta­
ble If the population# It Is the number that divides the population in
qsestien into two eqpal parts # one of which has completed more years of
5school than the median and the other less# The percentage that has com-
pitted no years of school is a close approximation of the percentage of 
6illiteracy* The proportion that has finished high school is significant 
a* an indication of the general cultural status of the population# It 
is alee a very good measure of the extent to which educational opportun­
ities are equal for the various race and residence categories* The pro- 
portlem ef high school graduates in a population is often related to the 
■mount and direction of migration of young adults*
Median Years g£ School Completed
The median years of school completed by the population 25 years
of age and over in the Ten Horth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes is shown 
0
by race and r#aid«nc# In Table XXTOI. The median Ter all elaesea (total
Smith, Pooalatlon Analysis. p. 154.




W»IAir Y3A33 OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BT THE POPULATION TWENTT-FIVE TEA8S OF 
AC* AW dim, BX BAGS ANB miDIMCE, THE TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 





Hill Parishes kmdsiana United States
All (flfttfftft 8.0 7.6 9.3
White 9.5 a.a 9.7
Sonehlte 4*6 4.6 6.9
M a& 10*2 8e6 10.2
ttdte 12.0 10.2 10.5
Imffeit* 4.9 5.6 7. a
B&al-nonfanx 7.9 6.5 8.8
White 9.3 7.e 8.9M«whit* 4.6 3.6 5-5
B m a * f a m 6.7 5.6 8.4mute e.3 7.0 8.6
Kesehite 4.4 3*4 4.8
*So»rc«s: United Stateg Cenasg of PojalatlQS! 1950. Vol. II, 
g»raet«rl«tlca of the TffltfMtn- p*rt 1* States Swwary, Chapter
B/9°, Tabls44; Part 18, L^eiana, Chapter B, 32-33* Table 20} 49-50, 
I'tM t 34. 58-60, Table 38} 78-81, Table 42} 90-93* Table 44} 98-101, 
ia«» 48; 102-105, Table 48a; 106-109, Table 49? 130-113, Table 49a.
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popvl&tlon) 1® 8,0 year#, while that for the white imputation is 9# 5 
years and that for the nonwhite 4*6 years* The urban population ranks 
bluest of the residence categories with a median of 10.2 compared to 
7.9 for the rural-nonfarm and 6.7 for the rural-f&rm* This conforms to 
the estal pattern of whites outranking nefcwhites In the race grouping 
a&d urban ranking highest In the residence categories with rural-fam 
lowest and rural-nonfam occupying an intermediate position* With this 
pattern in mind, one is not surprised to find that the best showing of 
all is made by the urban whites with a median of 12.0 years while the 
poorest is that of the rural-faim nonwhites with a median of 4*4 years 
completed.
In general, the hill population makes a better showing than the 
state as a whole in median years of school completed. The median for 
the total hill population 25 years of age and over exceeds that of the 
state as a whole, 8*0 to 7.6, and also ranks ahead of the state in all 
breakdowns by race and residence except total nonwhite and urban non- 
white. For the total nonwhite population the state and the hill par­
ishes have the same median, 4*6 years, while the state median for the 
urban nonwhites exceeds that of the hill parishes, 5*6 to 4*9 years.
The hill parishes do not fare so well when compared with the na­
tion in median years of school completed by the population 25 years of 
age and over. Hot only does the hill country median of 8.0 years fall 
short of the national average of 9.3 for the total population but it 
also falls behind in all but three of the breakdowns by race and resi­
dence, the urban, the urban white, and the rural-nenfam white* In the 
urban category the hill parishes just equal the national average of 10.2
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years, but in ahead, 12*0 year®
to 10*5, and in the ruralHaonfarm white breakdown they exceed the national 
average, 9*3 years to 0*9*
Th© hill parishes stake their best shoving in median year® of 
school completed in the ttrb^ vhite and raral-nonfam white categories* 
Their poorest showings are in all residence classifications of the non- 
whitea and in thererel-farra idiitogroup* i
Variations from Parish to Parish. Lincoln Partshbasthe highest 
median years of school completed by the total population 2f years of age 
and over with 9*0 years (Table XXXX}* !Qiis was 1.4 years better than the 
state average of f*$ bnt alightly below the national average of 9*3* The 
fact that two colleges are located in Lincoln Parish no doubt helps to 
improve the standing of that parish* The second highest parish is Bossier 
with 8.9 years, followed by Webster with 8*1 years* These three highest 
ranking parishes include the three largest urban centers in the area—  
Bossier City, Easton, and i&nden* The four lowest ranking parishes are 
Bienville (7*2), Grant (7*3), Baton (7*4), and Winn (7*5)* The first 
three have no urb^p population.
Five of the parishes have a better record than the state median 
of 7*6 years. These are Lincoln (9*0), Bossier (8.9), Webster (8.1), 
Jackson (7*9), and La Salle (7*9)* Claiborne has the same median as 
the state while Bienville, Grant, Union, and Winn are below the state 
average. Hone of the hill parishes equals the national median of 9*3, 
although Lincoln comes close.
Per Cent With H& Years of School 
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FIGURE 30. Median years of school completed by the popula­
tion twenty-five years of age and over, by race and r«irfZo 
Ten North Central Louisiana Kill Parishes, Louisiana, and the’ 
united States ; 1950*
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T A B U  I X U
MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPUTED BY TO POPULATION TOHTY-FOT
YBARS OF AOS AM  OVER* TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL













Jackson 7*870 ■* 7*9






T̂ mi elan* 1,415,1*5 7*6
United States 87,570,575 9*3
*50ttrc«8f Mia* fisasas s& faiafta|Aga> 1252* voi, ii*characteristics of the Population. Part 1* United States Stannary* Chap­
ter B, 96, Table 44j Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 32-33, Table 20; 
78-61, Table 42*
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0Ver ***** years of school completed la shown in Table WL by race 
and residence* xt shews that 5*5 per cent of the total 1950 popular 
tiem as years of age and over have failed to complete as much as one 
year of school* this is much better than the state percentage of 9*1 
hU& not nearly so gene as the national figure of 8*5 per cent*
In every breakdown by race and residence the hill population has 
a lowvr per cent with no years of school than the State as a whole* On 
the other hand, the hill region fails to make as good showing as the 
nation las&U breakdowns except the urban white* Xt is In the urban 
d d U  category that the hill area makes its best record, 0*7 per cent, 
coups i nri to 3*5 per cent for the state mid 8*1 per cent for the nation* 
the rural-ncnfara namrhites have the highest percentage of per 
m m  with bo years of school completed, 14*0 per cent* They are followed 
by the rural-fara noawhites and the total nonwhites, each with 12*6 per 
scat* this storks an exception to the usual pattern of urban first, rural- 
ssufarm second, and rural-farm last in residence rankings in education 
aehievenent* In all other residence breakdowns the normal pattern pre­
vails*
As usual, the whites have a better record than the nonwhites in 
all breakdowns* The gap between the white and nonwhite percentages is 
so wide as to make it quite obvious that the poor showing of the hill 
country population when compared with national averages is due to the 
failure to provide adequate educational opportunities for the nonwhite
population.
Variations tpam Parish M  Parish* The im h e r  and per cent of 
inhabitants 25 years of age and over with no years of school completed
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ttBLB m
I»  CBHT OF INHABITANTS TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OF AGE AND m  WCW NO *1ASS OF
i o b%  c« kusb®, by sacs and residence, m  rm m m





Hill Parishes Louisiana United States
All Classes 5*5 9*1 2*3
«dte 2.2 5*9 2.1
Homfclte 12*6 16.5 6.5
Brbsn 3*4 5*8 2.3Shite 0*7 3*5 2.1IsBMhlte 10.6 11.5 4.6
Bml-aoDfam 6.0 13*4 2.7
Mdta 2*7 9*4 2.0Btmtette 14*0 22.9 10.7
Bstral-fenn 6.7 14.5 3*1
White 2.9 10.0 2.1
M d t e 12.6 22.6 10.7
•SovrcMt United 8t«.ta» Cenwa ot PocalAtloni 125£. Vol. II, 
gWA^ei^yjjtlc# of the Papal ftl, on. Part 1, United States Summary, Chapter 
iTlfc, 5fcl£ 44? Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 32-33, Thble 20? 49-50, 
Ihhle 34} 58-60. Table 38; 78-81, Table 42$ 90-93, Table 44; 98-101,
Table 48# 102-105, Table 48a; 106-109, Table 49$ 110-113, Table 49a.
m
presented by parishes in Table XXXI# The two parishes with the 
lowest per cent, and consequently the best rating by this index* are 
Jackson Lincoln with 3*7 per cent* The lowest rating is that of 
Chant with 7*7 per cent, followed closely by Union with 7*6 per cent# 
Ho parish has as high a per cent with no years of school com­
pleted as the state average of 9*1 per cent* On the other hand* no 
parish has as low a per cent as the national average of 2*5 per cent, 
thus* all parishes in the hill country make a better showing than the 
state as a whole bat a poorer showing than the nation as a whole*
Per Cent Completing High 3chool
Table XXXII shows that 10*2 per cent* or approximately one- 
teeth* of the total 1950 hill c©entry population 25 years of age and 
ever had completed four years of high school* This is slightly less 
than the 11*4 per cent shown for the state and only about one-half of 
the 20*2 per cent shown for the United States* These same relative 
positions are maintained when the white and nonwhite population© are 
compared*
In the breakdowns by residence* the hill parishes have a higher 
per eent of high school graduates than the state in all the categories 
except urban nonwhite* The national percentages are higher than those 
Of either the hill country or Louisiana in all breakdowns*
It is significant that* after making a more favorable showing 
la general than the state in median years of school completed and per 
eent of inhabitants with no years of school completed * the hill par*** 
ishes make their poorest showing, in comparison with the state, in the
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TABLE XXXI
WOKS AMD m  CENT OF INHABITANTS TW8HTT-FIVE TEARS OF A® AND OVER WITH
80 1X483 Of SCHOOL CCMfUffl®, TBH NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL










Per Cent With 
No Tears of 
School Completed
Bienville 9,840 550 5.6
Bossier 19,785 980 5.0
Claiborne 12,730 820 6.4
Great 7,300 565 7.7
Jackson 7,870 295 3.7
la ialle 6,795 350 5.2
i&neeln 12,295 460 3.7
9,750 745 7.6
Motor 17,970 965 5.4
WUa 8,720 505 5.8
Total 113,055 6,235 5.5
Looisiana 1,415,145 129*045 9.1
{felted States 87,570,575 2,134,355 2.5
Ŝources: United States Census qf Pormlationi 1950* Vol. II, 
(Mraeterigticg, of the Population. Part 1, United States Summary, Chapter 




MR CST OF INHABITANTS T*BMTY.*m YEARS OF AGS AND OVER WITH FOSS 
1SASS OF HIGH SCHOOL COKPLETBD, BY RACE AMD RESIDENCE, 
tHE T® NORTH CENTRAL LMJI3IANA HILL PARISHES,
LOUISIANA, ADO th& iJNITED STATESt 1950*
Ten Horth Cen- 
PovftLatioa tral Louisiana
Gategoiy Hill Parishes Louisiana United States
All Classes 10.2 11.4 20.2
Kite 14*4 15.2 21,4
Somdiite 1.1 2.4 8,1
Urban 16.9 15.2 22.6Uhlte 22.8 19.7 23.8Koarhite 1.3 3.7 10,6
bBilHuafaia 9.9 7.3 17.0Iftite 13.4 10.0 18.2
Homdtite 1.3 0.9 3.7
Kgral-fara 5.0 4.2 13.0
ttdte 7.7 6.2 14.4
SessMte 0.6 0.5 2.1
*8ourceet United States Census of Pooalationt 1959. Vol. II, 
Characteristics Hmtf, Chap-
ter 5, 96, Table 44; Fart 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 32-33# Table 201 
49-50. Table 34; 50-80, Table 38; 78-81, Table 42j 90-93, Table 44; 96- 
101, Table 48; 102-104, Table 48a; 108-109, Table 49; 110-113, Table 
49a,
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proportions completing high school. In this connection, it should bo
podnted out that this Index refers to the proportion of persons who
have completed high school but no more; in other words, high school
graduates who have never entered college# It appears likely that in
a region whose population consist® principally of rural and small
town residents a high proportion of the young high school graduates
will he drawn to the larger cities in search of employment* Hie has
7been pointed out and commented upon numerous times by Smith* It is 
the opinion of the writer that this situation prevails in the North Cen~
tsul Louisiana Hill Parishes and that it is a factor to be considered
la accounting for the low proportion of high school graduates in their 
peptiUtion*
Variation* free garfafr to PaEigfe. Table XXXIII presents, by par- 
ishee# the amber and per eent of the population 25 years of age and 
ever in the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes who have completed 
f«Sr years of high school* Bossier was the highest ranking parish in 
the area with 19*7 per cent, followed by Lincoln with 10*8 per cent*
These are the two parishes having the largest urban centers in the area, 
Bossier City and Hasten* The Bossier Parish percentage was probably 
helped by the presence of the Barksdale Air Force Base and the presence 
of two colleges in Lincoln Parish may have exerted a buoying effect on 
the percentage for that parish* The lowest ranking parish in the area
was Union (4*7 per cent) and the next lowest was Bienville (6.8 per cent).
Ŝmith, Sociology of Rural life, pp* 65# 75-77# 186-187*
U6
TABUS XXXIII
h» b *r ahd per cent op inhabitants tnbhty-fite years op m  and o m  with
POSH X1A88 OF UOH SCHOOL COMPUTED, TEH NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 




Tears of Age 
and Over
Nteaber With 
Four Tears of 
High School 
Completed
Far Cent With 
four Tears of 
High School 
Completed
Bienville 9 , m 665 6a S
Bossier 19,785 3,895 19*7
Glaiborne 12,730 900 7.1
Grant 7,300 615 8,4
Jackson 7,870 690 8,8
u m u 6,795 595 8.8
Lincoln 12,295 1,330 10*8
m m 9,750 460 4*7
Webster 17,970 1,515 8*4
Whm 8,720 850 9.7
Total 113,055 11,515 10*2
Louisiana 1,415,145 160,630 11*4
United States 87,570,575 17,690,945 20*2
•Sewcast Unltad State. Ceaaaa si Population: A25fi. Vol. II, 
na.,.,-+«.-i<it.lc« sJL && Panalatlan. Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 32-33, 








Religion is a part of ovary k m m  culture and the lives of 
ad 1X1 ops of people are influenced by it. Sine® the church is tin® chief 
hutnuai through which the concepts of religion are taught and prac­
ticed, church affiliation oust be recognised as one of the significant 
aspects of population composition.
the following functions of the modem church have been listed by 
ievry Kelsons (1) to teach religious doctrines, (2) to exhort its mem- 
here is obedience to and practice of the precepts, (3) to provide the 
physical facilities for communal religious activities, including worship 
and ritual, (4) to cany on welfare and recreational activities, (5) to 
counsel ambers on personal problems, and (6) to serve as an agency of 
seeial eoutrel.* One of the most Important of the influences of the 
church in the field of social control is that exercised over its members 
in the maintenance of the traditional mores* The church is especially 
concerned with the maintenance of the stability of the family and contin­
ually exhorts its members to obey the laws of the country, to be good
2neighbors and good citizens*




Church membership often influences birth rates, sisse of families, 
divorce rates, and education attainment* It is sometimes related to eco- 
uss&e status and social stratification,̂  and Thorndike has found that 
cities with the highest percentages of church members are below average 
in homicides, deaths from venereal diseases, and illegitimate births*̂  
Unsay in his study of the sex life of the human American female found 
that devoutly religions women participated in fewer pre-marltal and
r
extra-marital sex experiences than non-religious or less religions women.
Nasy persons who are not churchgoers and who have no actual con­
tact with religions patterns of behavior are affected, bar the religions 
beliefs and conduct of the dntrcfagoing members of the society* Those 
who are actually religions may have their whole pattern of life changed 
because of religions beliefs and ideals* Religions Ideals have molded
the personalities of eewitless individuals and furnished some of the most
6important motives in life*
7 8Beth Smith and Thompson have emphasised that the efforts of Cora- 
mmiit leaders everywhere to destroy aH religious organisations and to
Alfred Queen and David Bailey Carpenter, Ihg A%e&cari Ci|x 
(lew Tork: jfeGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1953), p* 301*
L. Thorndike, Your City (New Yorks Harcourt, Brace and Company, 
Ins., 1939), p. 99*
Stewart Henderson Britt, Social Psychology of Mg&eyR Life (New 
Yorks Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1941), P* 363*
Sociology of Rmral life, p. 418.
^Alfred C. Kinsey, and others, 
(Philadelphia* W. B. Saunders Company
8Warren S* Tb 
Book Company, Inc.,
Problems (New York* McGraw-Hill
substitute adherence to communistic doctrines for adherence to religions 
beliefs are proof of the significance of the religion® factor# The 
often-quoted statement of Marx, ’Eeligion is the opiate of the people,11 
it an admiseion of the importance of religion a® a social determimnt.
It is unfortunate that with church affiliation playing such a 
significant role as a determinant of social phenomena so little data are 
aeteally available on the subject* Unlike most European countries,
India, and others, the United States in its decennial census does not ask 
its citizens whether they adhere to any religious body and, if they do, 
to name that body. Our knowledge of membership in religious bodies is de­
rived from reports made to the Bureau of the Census by the different re­
ligious bodies themselves. This is called the Census of Religious Bodies 
aad the last such report was made in 1936. Most of these religious bodies 
mow claim much larger ms&bera than the memberships reported In 1936, and 
since there has been considerable growth of population since that time it 
is reasonable to assist* that most of the religious groups have also in­
creased in size.^
Sven when up-to-̂ ate, the data in these religious censuses were 
very incomplete and inaccurate. They were probably more complete for some 
denominations than for others# The entire population was not 'included,
there was no consistency from one denomination to another In the extent
10te which yemug children were included in the membership reports#
9It>ld.. p. 115.
10S»ifch, Sociology g£ Rural life, pp. 90-91
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However, inadequate m  they are, these data do have seme value* 
they give us the only comprehensive information m  have on the subject, 
and they provide some indication of the relative strength of the various 
denominations, with care, they can he used to show how the membership 
of the various religious bodies is distributed territorially and, possi­
bly, tor the religious factor is related to such population phenomena as 
birth rates and death rates
H &  Ohurch Population gf |Jgg Tgn North Central
tes&pim Mlate te 3 M
In 1936 the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes had 37,956
church members enrolled in five separate religious bodies and 3*251 in
all other denominations combined for a total church population of
91,207 (thble XXXIV). This was 41.6 per cent of the estimated popula- 
12tiom of the hill country in 193o, considerably below the 49*7 per cent 
figure for Louisiana^ and well below the 44*0 per cent for the nation^ 
that same year.
However, these comparisons are likely to prove more confusing than 
informative sines both the state and the nation have higher proportions of
^teith, Population Analysis. p« 176.
^The writer estimated the hill country population in 1936 to be 
219,350* This figure was arrived at by taking 60 per cent of the popula­
tion increase (10,543) from 1930 to 1940 and adding it back to the 1930 
population of 212,924*
^Smith and Hitt, TJie People of Louisiana, p. 131*
^Smith, Population Analysis. p. 178*
TABU XXOT













Bienville 11,452 8,556 2,662 - - — 234
Bossier 9,772 5,509 3,096 254 - 108 805
Claiborne 15,128 5,542 8,383 112 - 291 800
Grant 3,524 2,549 635 - 212 17 111
Jackson 7,326 5,112 1,667 * 125 * 422
La Salle 2,715 1,990 565 - - - 16©
Lincoln 12,459 9,174 2,546 48? - 52 200
Bolen 9,578 8,249 722 - - 297 310
ferebster 13,870 8,887 4,331 170 290 - 192
Winn 5,383 4,239 1,015 112 ~ - 17
Totals 91,20? 59,80? 25,622 1,135 627 765 3,251
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PKRCSHTAGS DISTRIBUTION OF THB KAJQR BENCHINATIONS IH THE 
CHURCH POPULATION Of THE TEN NORTH CENTRAL 


















Bienrille 100,0 74.7 23*3 2,0
Bossier 100,0 56*4 31*7 2.6 rnm 1.1 8.2
Claiborne 100*0 36,6 55*4 0.8 1*9 5.3
Oreat 100,0 72*3 1S.0 - 6.0 0.5 3*2
Jackson 100,0 69,8 22.8 1.7 5.7
La Salle 100,0 73*3 20. e - - 5.9
Lincoln 100*0 73*6 20.4 3.9 - 0.4 1.6
Onion 100,0 b6,1 7*6 * 3.1 3.2
lfebeter 100,0 64,1 31.2 1.2 2,1 **, 1.4
maxi 100.0 73.7 13,9 2,1 - 0.3
Totals 100.0 65*6 23,1 1.2 0.7 0*8 3.6
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FIGURE 1̂. Distribution of church membership in the Ten North Central 
Louisiana Kill Parishes and Louisiana, by denomination: 19?6.
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Ten North Central 
Louisiana Kill Parishes
Louisiana
■ ■ a ■ a a e a a a  as a a a a a a J■ a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a l
or Lutherans were reported.*̂  While we cannot assume that all of the 
**11 ©there* were Protestants, there is n© doubt that the hiU popula­
tion in 1936 was overwhelmingly Protestant.
Table XXXVI shows the ehareh membership by parishes and the per 
cesit of the 1936 population (estimated) that was enrolled in ehareh* 
Claiborne Parish, with 15,128 members had the largest church population* 
Close behind were Webster with 13,870, Lincoln with 12,459, and Bien­
ville with 11,452. Ho ether parish had as many as 10,000 members. The 
smallest church population was found in La Balls Parish where only 
2,715 persons were church members. The only ether parish with less than 
5,000 enrolled in church was Chant with 3,524 members.
The percentage of the population that was enrolled in church varied 
from only 22.2 per cent in Grant Parish to 51*9 per cent in Lincoln. It 
is significant that Lincoln also had the highest education attainment of 
any of the hill parishes in both 1940 and 1950. Claiborne Parish ranked 
sent to Lincoln with a percentage of 49*1 and Bienville ranked third in 
the area with 47*9 per cent. la Salle was next lowest to Grant with 24*1 
per sent* Grant and La Salle were the only parishes with less than 30.0 
per eent of the population affiliated with seme church, but Bossier and 
Winn were barely above that figure with 31*3 per cent and 33 • 5 per cent 
respectively* Five parishes, Bienville, Claiborne, Jackson, Lincoln, and
17The inaccuracy of the religious data is evidenced from the fact 
that the writer personally knows a number of Jews and some members of the 
Lutheran Church who were residing in the hill parishes in 1936.
wm  sxm
PEH CSHf OF S3TSttTE0 TQTil. POPOUTION BHKOIL8D IK CHURCH, IBN 










Bienville 23,®7? 11,452 47.9
Bossier 51,252 % m 31.3
Claiborne 50,827 15,128 49.1
Great 15,843 3,524 22.2
Jackson 16,00? 7,326 45.7
la SaUe 11,243 2,715 24*1
ZdseoXn 24,003 12,459 51.9
Union 20,858 9,57® 45.9
Webster 31,98? 13,870 43.4
Wua 16,060 5,3®3 33*5
eSosrceei Fifteenth C w w .  g£ &9. Whito, >tataai 122fi. & & £ & -  
tlea. Vol. Ill, Part 1, looiilui. 974-979, Table 11, jlfcsiitffllM S222JK 
of the ttiitad M t t w i 1940. Population. Vol. 1, 436-437, Table 3. fiSBr 
« ■  af aolli l rn. Bodies. 1936 (Mbshlngtmi United States Government 
Prlating Office, 1941), Vol. I (Surcaanr agd M h ^ M  2661fle), 763-764, 
Table 32.
**V»» 1936 population of each of the tan parishes mss estimated by 
the writer by taking 60 per cent of the Increase in po{Wlation in each 
parish and adding it book to the 1930 population.
*hiion, were above the national average of 44#0 per cent but only Lin- 
coin vaa above the Louisiana average of 49*7 per cent#
Reference to fable XXXV will show that in 1936 the Baptists had 
a majority of the church membership in all of the hill parishes except 
Claiborne which was 55*4 per cent Methodist as against 36#6 per cent 
Baptist# In no ether parish was the Baptist percentage lower than 56.4 
per cent (Bossier)# The highest percentage of Baptists was in Union 
Parish and It also had the lowest proportion of Methodists (7*6 per 
cent).
Ho other denomination showed much strength in any of the pari­
shes of the hill country# The Presbyterians were stronger in Lincoln 
(3*9 per cent) than in any other parish# Five parishes failed to re­
port any Presbyterians# The Catholics were strongest in Grant Parish 
(6.0 per cent). Only Grant, Jackson, and Webster reported any Catho­
lics# There were probably no Catholic church organisations in any of 
the other parishes of the hill area in 1936# The Church of Christ de- 
nomlnatlon was strongest in Union Parish where their members accounted 
for 3#1 per cent of the church membership# Bo members for this denom­
ination were reported for five of the parishes#
From the data presented by the Census of Religious Bodies and from 
the observations of the writer over a period of forty years, it is obvi­
ous that the church population of the hill parishes is overwhelmingly 
Protestant and predominantly Baptist and Methodist# The relative Impor­
tance of the major denominations in the hill country and in Louisiana is 
brought out in Figure 31*
CHAPTER XI
m m m m
It has l«g been recogniaad that the occupational composition of 
pepilation has strong and mmrem social sod <K©nomlc implications* One 
of the « M t  fujdamemtal of sociological concepts is that of grmp differ- 
satiation, and occupation is one of the most important bases of $imp 
differeatlatistu As points* out bar tteberlei
Ibe stricture of a society, national, regional or in 
snallor areas an* conwanitles, is very largely dependant on 
tbs prevalent ways of asking a living* « « «
• » *Ihe H m  and prospects of individuals and tbs dunces 
of improvement of their economic position, their Xsvsi of liv­
ing and tits future opportunities for their children depend to 
a large extent on the kinds of industries aid occupations that 
are existent aid on the opportunities for employment which they 
offer to the people in the area* Also, the ways in which 
people align and associate are to a large extant determined by 
their oeospatiens and by the kinds of positions which they 
occupy in the occupation hierarchy or rank order within the in­
dustry or profession in which they find their livelihood *x
Group differentiation on the basis of occupation is closely related 
to another cardinal concept of sociology, division of labor* Gar entire 
economic structure has become exceedingly complex because of the many 
specialised activities perforated by persons in different types of work. 
Sorokin and Slaaonaait, among others, have emphasised that the transition 
from & simple to a ocmplex society has involved an Increase in division
Rudolf Keberle, Jhg labor Force Lcmlaifna (Baton Eouges Louisiana 
State University Fresp, l948J7pT 1.
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of labor and a specialization of technical functions# The transition
froa a rural to an urban society represents just such changes# 4 glance
at the occupational statistics of any recent census will support this
statement* Galy a few sub-divisions of agriculture, forestry, and animal
husbandry will be found but several hundred subdivisions will be die-
severed for these gainful occupations located principally in urban cesanun- 
2ities*
411 of this is of special importance in comparing the population 
characteristics of the Tea {forth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes with 
those of Louisiana and the United States, since the population of the hill 
parishes is predominantly rural while those of the state and nation are 
more urban than rural*
Occupation is also one of the significant factors in the foxmtion 
or determination of personality* According to Sorokin and Zimmerman*
It is certain that the economic position, wealth, or 
poverty, of a man exerts an enormous influence on his body and 
soul, his behavior and psychology, and his relationships and 
destinies* The same may be said of a man's occupation* * * • 
Man's economic, occupational, and socio-political positions 
practically are responsible for the most of the traits of his 
"acquired" personality* Directly and indirectly three-quarters 
of such traits as education, manners, customs, beliefs, tastes, 
convictions, ideas, traditions, and so on, are decisively de­
termined by these three statuses* * • «
Differences in occupation composition follow industrial changes, 
and both affect the life of the community in a variety of ways* The rela­
tive decline in agricultural occupations as industrialization and
2Pitirim Sorokin and Carle C. Zimmerman, Principles of Rural-Urban 
sociology (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1929), pp# 5̂-46.
Îbld* * p* 61*
m
r̂b&niaaiic© i a c i s  often accompanied by an actual decrease In rural 
population. This results in changes in the national and regional rural- 
urban distribution of population*
Persons in different occupations have different rates of morbidity 
and mortality. Miners, brass workers, tool grinders and others have 
higher mortality rates than professional workers, clerical workers, man­
agers, and business officials* Those people engaged in agriculture, as a
5whole, have relatively lew mortality rates*
Occupations sometimes Influence birth rates and infant mortality 
rates* If there is little opportunity for the smj&g$aeni of women out­
side the home, as in mining communities, heavy manufacturing centers, and 
agricultural areas, the birth rate is generally higher than in ccmsmarii- 
ties where many women work outside the home. On the other hand, in areas 
where light industries predominate, as in textile and paper manufacturing 
areas, large proportions of women are usually employed outside the base*
Often a low proportion of them are married* In such areas the birth rate
6tends to be low and the infant mortality rate relatively high*
Proa all this it becomes obvious that it is very important to know 
the occupational composition of different populations* Such knowledge is 
necessary not only for purposes of demographic analysis but also for a 
better understanding of many of the differences between peoples in social
Sferren S* Thompson, Population Problems (New fork! McGraw-Hill 




and economic eonditi©na. As stated by Thompson, »The m& in which people 
make their living influence* all aspects of their livos*^
26a. labor Fprce <gf &j|g> North Central 
Lgfl&gjana Hill Farlshes
In 1950 there were 154,633 persons in the Ten North Central lm-
islana Hill Parishes who were 14 years old or older, this was 69.2 per
cent of the total population* Of these, 71,526 were in the labor force
(persons 14 years old or older, either working or seeking work). This
represented 32*0 per cent of the total population and 46.1 per cent of
the population 14 years old or older* Slightly over 90*0 per cent of
8the labor force was employed*
Males in the labor force outnumbered the females, 57,200 to 
14,326, or about four to one* dhitee were approximately twice as numer­
ous as nonwhitas, 47,342 to 24,184, or 66*2 per cent to 33.8 per cent*
Of the whites, 39,417 were males and 7,925 were females, or 83*3 par cent 
to 16*7 per cent* This is a ratio of approximately five to one* Among 
the nonwhites, 73*5 per emit were males and 26*5 per cent were females* 
This is a ratio of less than three to one* Thus it is evident that & 
considerably larger proportion of nonwhite females were employed outside 
tile heme than of white females.̂
7Iblrf.
W t .  »*t*» SenaM o£ Population I 1950. Vol. II, Ctoractorjg- 
tics of til*?5wl.tlon7part W.Loalaiana, Chaptor B, 82-89, Table 43.
9Ibl4.. 82-89, Table 43: 90-93, Table 44.
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Comparison si the fafeog faca 4S ISS£ M  Worth Central Louisiana
W k h t i i m ,  k m a&m* s m  m  m m  m m
A aaaller percentage of the 1950 total population had reached the 
*8® °r lli years or older in the hill parishes than in either Louisiana or 
the tolled States (Table XXXVIX)» The hill parishes also had a lower pro­
portion of the total population in the labor force. Hie highest percent­
ages la both cases wore found in the national population. This Is not 
surprising since we already know that the national population had higher 
proportions of persons In the productive ages than either Louisiana or 
the hill region. Percentages for each are found In the table below;
TARI.E XXXVII
m  c m  OF TOTAL POPULATION FOURTEEN TEARS OLD AND OLDER &8D PER CENT 
OP TOTAL POPULATION IN THE LABOR FORCE, TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 
KILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES; 1950*
A m
Per Cent of fetal 
Population Fourteen
Tears Old and Older
Pei* Cent of total 
Population In the 
Labor Force
Ten North Central Louisiana 
Hill Parishes 69*2 32*0
Louisiana 70*2 34*6
Halted States 74*6 39*9
*Soureest United States Census g£ Population! 195Q. Vol. II, 
Characteristics e£ the Population. Part 1, United States Swaoaiy, Chap­
ter B, 99-100, Table 50; Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 36, Table 26; 82-89, Table 43.
m
The hill country also had a lower proportion (46*1 per cent) of 
Its population 14 years old and older in the labor force than did either 
Louisiana (49.3 per cent) or the United States (53*5 per cent), as shown 
in Table XXmil.
TAILS B O T H
m m m  m  m  c m  op population fourteen mm old and omm in
TIS LABOR FORCE, TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES, 
LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES: 1950*
Population 14 Tears ..The. Labor, laresArea Old and Older Number Per Cent
TUb North Central Louisiana
SOI Parishes 154,633 71,526 46*1
Louisiana 882,568 928,626 49.3
United States 112,354,034 60,053,968 53*5
Ŝources: United States Census of Population: 1950. Volw II,
Chenetttidstics of W h a  latlon. Part 1, utaited States Summary, Chap- 
tar B, 99*100, Table 50; Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 36, Table 26; 
82-69, Table 43.
A much lower proportion of the labor force is made up of females
in the hill area than in Louisiana or the United States, only 20.0 per
cent as compared to 25*7 per cent for the state and 27.5 per cent for the 
10nation* This was to be expected as the area of study has a higher pro­
portion of rural-farra population than either Louisiana or the United
10United States Census g£ PopuLatlon: 1950* Vol. II, Character­
istics o£ j&& Populftian* part 1, United States Summary, Chapter B, 99* 
iSoTTable 501 Wsiana, Chapter B, 36, Table 26; 82-89, Table
43*
State®, it indicates stronger family organisation and a mor© traditional 
***&« for woman in the hill country than in the state or nation*
the proportion of nonwhites (33*8 per cant) in the labor force of 
the hill parish population is higher than in the Louisiana labor force 
(31*5 per cent) but considerably below that of the labor force of the 
nation (10*2 per cent), This is more or less in line with the proper-* 
tions of nonwhites in the three populations*’̂
The proportion of females in the white labor force of the hill pop­
ulation is only 16*7 per cent, compared with 22*7 per cent for Louisiana 
and 26*7 per cunt for the United States* In the nonwhite labor force the 
relative standings in proportions of females are the same but the per­
centages are higher, 26*5 per cent for the hill parishes, 32*1 per cent 
fur Louisiana, and 34*0 per cent for the United States* It is signifi­
cant that the proportions of females in the labor force is lower in the
12hill country in b&th the white and the nonwhite races*
OiasslfloatKm of Mmtarn, 
la tbs 1950 Canoas of Population, employed motors of tto labor 
fores art classified according toi (1) class of worker, (2) major occu­
pation, and (3) aajor industry. *11 of these classifications rsfar to 
one spscific jo* hold by a person} that is, each person is classified three
11Ibid., Part 1, 99-100, Table 50} Part 18, 36, Table 37} 82-89, 
Stole *3} 90-93, Table 44.
^Ibld.
ignited States Census g£ Population a 1950. Vol. II, Character- 
jaticg <jt Posmatlon. Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, pp. xi-xii.
TM
The ‘•class of worker41 concept is m  attempt to distinguish be­
tween employers and employees1̂  and to subdivide the latter into those 
employed by private business and industry and those working for the 
government* There appears to have been no particular difficulty in 
attaining the second objective, but efforts to set up a clear-cut dichot- 
oay between employers and employees have hot been entirely successful. 
Included among the “self employed workers” are large numbers of tenants 
sad sharecroppers who should be classified as wage or salary workers.
Cfe M m  other hand, the "private wage and salary workers” class includes 
a number of executives, managers, and other persons whose incomes and 
economic functions would justify classification with employers* Heberle 
concludes that it is likely that the proportions of persons depending 
mainly on compensation for their own labor are understated and that the
proportions of real entrepreneurs are much smaller than the given number
15of self-employed workers indicate* Allowances must be made for this 
situation ia interpreting data concerning the "class of worker” classifi­
cation*
Sable titty presents the per cent distribution of employed persons 
fumpteen years old and older, by el&ss of worker and sex, for the Ten 
Borth Central Louisiana Hill Parishes, Louisiana, and the United States in 
1950.
^Rudolf Heberle, Thg Labor force in Louisiana (Baton Eowge* Lou­
isiana State University Press, 194S), p. 66*
^ Ibld.» p. 72.
T1BT.B nnrry
i »  cent d®tk®otk>8 of m w m  persons fourteen mm out and older,
BI CLASS OF WORKER AND SEX, FOR THE TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 
HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND TOE UNITED STATES* 1950*
Private
Wage and Self* Unpaid
Salary Government Employed FamilyArea Worker® Workers Workers Workers
Ten hrtA Central
SttdssE SiLParlslieg
Total £1*0 11*6 24.1 3.3
Male 60,2 9*1 28.1 2*6
Female 63.8 20.5 9.7 6*0
l£Sl£byML
Total 67*9 10.2 19.2 2.7
Male 66*0 8.4 23.4 2*2
Female 73.2 15.1 7.4 4.3
Halted States
Total 71.2 9.8 17*1 2*0
Uml* 68*6 8.6 21.3 1*6
Female 77.9 12.9 6.2 3*0
Ŝourcesi United State* Ceneua qt Po.T^Mgni i252. Vol‘r} 1> 
Oiamcterlatlca erf the Population. Part 1, United States Swnaary, Chapter 
B, 101,Table53j Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 37, Table 28j 38, Table 




















































































Ma.lor Occupation Groups §gg
The classification by major occupations is m  attempt to classify 
workers according to the degree of skill or training required for the job
and the degree of authority and responsibility connected with it* It is
Tory difficult to carry out a satisfactory classification of workers on 
time bases and the census has been only partially successful in its ef­
forts te do s©*^
The per cent distributions by major occupation group and sex for 
employed workers fourteen years old and older in the fen North Central 
Louisiana SU1 Parishes, Louisiana, and the United States are presented 
in Thble XL*
Hales* In 1950 the hill parishes had higher proportions of stales
than the state or nation in the following major occupation groups t
•farmers and farm managers ," "operatives and kindred workers"farm 
laborers, unpaid family workers," and "laborers, except farm and mine*" 
The proportion of "farm laborers, except unpaid, and farm foremen" Is 
the same in the hill region as in Louisiana as a whole <4*9 par cent) but 
higher than this same category in the United States (3*4 per cent)*
A rather large proportion (20*4 per cent) of hill country males is 
classified in the "operatives and kindred workers" category* The corres­
ponding percentages for the state and nation are 17*2 and 20*1, respec­
tively* This is especially surprising in view of the fact that both Lou­
isiana and the United States are much more highly industrialized than the 
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asd Kindred Workers 4.9 15.2 6.3 12.7 7.3 12.3
Farmers and Faxm Managara 19*7 2.4 13.4 1,3 10.3 0*7
Hanagera, Officials, and 
Proprietors except Farm 7.3 4.7 9.6 4.6 10.7 4.3
Clerical, Sales, and 
Kindred Workers 7.1 23.3 U*1 30.6 12.8 35*8
Craftsmen, Foremen, and 
Kindred Workers 13.9 0.6 15.3 0.6 18.6 1.5
Operatives and Kindred 
linkers 20.4 6.9 17.2 6.6 20.1 19.2
Private Bossehold Workers 0.1 21.6 0.2 16,4 0.2 8,5
Service Workers except 
Private Household 3.0 14.3 5.7 14.6 5*9 12.2
Fare laborers, Unpaid 
Family Workers 2.5 4.6 2,1 3.0 1.5 2.0
Fanoi Laborers, except Un­
paid and Farm Foremen 4.9 2.3 4.9 2.5 3.4 0*8
laborers, except Farm 
and Nine 14*4 O.S 12.7 0.8 8,1 0.8
Occupation Not Reported 1.8 3.3 1.3 1.7 1,1 1,6
Total Snployed 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0
-HSowreeat United State* Censua £f PopBlatltmi I95Q. vol. ll, 
CliaractarlatlcB. 1, feitS Chgpt^
C,376-278# S S U  128j Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 37, Table 28} 82-89 
Table 43*
m
aUl workers in the hill area and to the considerable amber of hill resi­
dents who commute to and frm work in nearby parishes outside the area of 
study* For example, ts&ny Union Parish residents work at various plants 
and factories in Ouachita Parish*
the hill region has lower proportions of male workers than the 
state or nation in these groups: "professional, technical, and kindred 
workers,* "managers, officials, and proprietors except farm," "clerical, 
sales, and kindred workers," "private household workers** and "service 
workers, except private household." The proportion of "professional, 
technical, and kindred workers" is especially low in the male papula 
tlea of the hill country. Only 4*9 per cent of the employed males of 
the hill area are in this categoiy, compared to 6*3 per cent in Louisi­
ana and 7*3 per cent in the United States* This rather wide difference 
la a matter of considerable sociological importance.
The occupation group with the smallest proportion of employed 
■ales in the hill country is that of "private household workers." The 
proportion of males in this category is wily 0.1 per cent, compared to 
0*2 per eezrt for Louisiana and the same figure for the United States*
Uhile all these proportions are very low, it is significant that the pro­
portion of such workers is twice as large in the state find nation as In 
the MIT area* This Indicates that there are relatively few male house 
servants, such as valets, butlers, and so forth in the hill country, a 
fact of considerable social and economic significance*
The most important occupation groups, a® revealed by percentage®, 
among the employed males of the hill region in 1950 were: "operative®
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and kindred workers," 20.4 par cent; "farmers and farm managers," 19*7 
per cent; "laborers, except faaa and mine,"14.4 per cent; and "crafts­
men, foremen, and kindred workers," 13*9 per cent* Ho other gr<mg> 
accounted for ae much a® 10*0 per cent of the total* If the three 
groups associated with farming ("farmers and farm managers," "farm la­
borers, unpaid family workers," and "farm laborers, except unpaid, and 
fam foremen") are combined it can be seen that over one-fourth (27*1 
par cent) of the employed male workers of the hill region are engaged 
in the occî ation of agriculture, the comparable figures for Louisiana 
sad the United States are 20*4 per cent and 15*2 per cent, respectively* 
There is no doubt that the occupation of farming supports a much larger 
proportion of the population in the hill country than in Louisiana or 
the United States as a whole*
Females. Higher proportions of females than males were found in 
tbs following major occupation groups in the hill population in 1950; 
"professional, technical, and kindred workers," "clerical, sales, and 
kindred workers,” "private household workers," "service workers except 
private household," and "farm laborers, unpaid family workers*" The 
four groups with the highest proportions of females were? "clerical, 
sales, and kindred workers," 23*3 per cent; "private household workers," 
21*6 pur cent; "professional, technical, and kindred workers," 15*2 per 
eent; and "service workers except private household," 14*3 per cent*
The relatively high proportion of hill country females in the 
"professional, technical, and kindred workers" group (15*2 per cent) com­
pared to the low proportion of men in this category (4*9 per cent) is due 
in large part to the much higher proportion of females in the teaching
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profession# The high proportion of females classified as "private house- 
liold workers" (21*6 per cent) is a reflection of the large n®aber of 
Hegr© women who work as maids, seeks, and laundresses in the homes of 
white residents# The high proportion of females in the "clerical, 
sales, and kindred workers* group is a reflection of the wage and salary 
differential between male and female whit©collar workers*
The females of the hill population have higher proportions than 
the women of the state and nation in the following occupation groups* 
"professional, technical, and kindred workers,11 "farmers and farm mana­
gers," "managers, officials, and proprietors except farm" "private 
household workers," sad "farm laborers, unpaid family workers." The fe­
males of the hill area also have a higher proportion of their sex listed 
as "service workers except private household" than is true of the women 
of the United States. Louisiana has a higher proportion of females in 
this category than either the hill region or the United States. The pro­
portions of females listed as "laborers, except farm and mine" is the 
asm in the hill region, Louisiana, and the United States (0*8 per cent).
The hill parishes have smaller proportions of female workers than 
the state and nation in these occupation classifications* "clerical, 
sales, and kindred workers,* "craftsman, foramen, and kindred workers," 
iirf "operatives and kindred workers." In addition, the classification 
of "farm laborers, except unpaid, and farm foremen" is lower in the hill 
eoontry than in Louisiana but higher than in the United States as a whole.
Ma.1pr Occupation Qrcmns hg Color 
Examination of Tables TLX and XL1I show that in general the white 
workers of the M U  region hold more desirable jobs and positions than the
1%
table XU
HER CSHT DISTRIBUTION BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP AMD COLOR Fffi KALE ffiPLOXED
WfflORS FOURTEEN TEARS OLD AMS WJm, TEN NORTH CBHSAL LOUISIANA
HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES) 1950*
Ten Berth Cen­
tral Louisiana
Hill Parishes r  Loulslaffl  United States
Major Occupation Bon- Son- Bon-
Group l&ite white Yhlte white White white
Professional, Technical, 
and EixuM Yorker* 6.6 1.7 8.1 1.8 7.8 2.3
Farmers and Farm Managers 15.5 28.1 11.7 17.8 10.1 13.3
Managers, Officials, and 
Proprietors except Farm 10.? 0.7 13.1 1.6 11.6 2.2
Clerical, Sales, and 
Kindred Yorkers 10.2 0.8 14.6 2.3 13.7 4.3
Operatises and Kindred
lorwrB 18.7 4.3 18.6 7*1 19.7 7.6
Priests Household Yorkers - 0.4 *» 0.7 0.1 1.1
Service Yorkers except 
Private Household 2.9 3.4 4.4 8.8 5.1 13.3
Fax* laborers, Unpaid 
Family Yorkers 1.0 5.2 1.4 3.7 1.3 3.3
Farm laborers, except Un­
paid, and Farm Foremen 1.9 10.7 2.5 10*9 2.9 7.4
laborers, except Farm 
and Mine 8.1 -26.8 7*0 27.1 6.6 23.1
Occupation Hot Reported 1.9 1.7 1.2 1.3 1.1 1.5
Total Employed 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
♦Sources* United States Census &£ ZBE$tiSliaSB$ 125£* Vo1* 11 * 
ChametarifiU&L 2l Population, Part 1 , United States Summary, Chapter 
C 276-278, Table 128* Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 38, Table 2Saj 82-89, 
Ikble 43l 90-93# Table 44*
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Pffi CENT DISTRIBUTION BY MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP AND COLOR FOB FEMALE
BJPMHI0 HONKERS FOWBSBf YEARS OLD AND CUB, TEN NORTH CENTRAL
LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATESi 1950*
Ten Worth Cen­
tral Louisiana 









and Kindred Workers 19.9 9.5 17.0 6.0 13*3 5.7
Farmers and Farm Managers 0*9 4*2 0.7 2.3 0.6 1.7
Managers, Officials, and 
Proprietor* except Farm 7.4 1.3 6.5 1.6 4.7 1.4
Clerical, Sales, and Kin­
dred Workers 40.9 1.6 43.2 2.7 40.0 5.e
Craftsmen, Foremen, and 
Kindred Workers 0.8 0.2 1.1 0.4 1.6 0.6
Operatives and Kindred 
Workers 9.0 4.4 8.5 9.4 19*8 14.3
Private Household Workers 2.1 45.7 1.9 44.6 4.0 40.6
Service Workers except 
Private Household 13.6 15.3 11.3 19.9 11.3 18.6
Farm Laborers, Unpaid 
Family Workers 0.8 8.2 1.8 4.9 1.7 4.0
Fam Laborers, except Un­
paid, and Farm Foremen 0.3 4.3 0.6 5.4 0.5 3.6
Laborers, except Farm and 
Mine 0*5 1.1 0.5 1.3 0.7 1.5
Cessation Sot Keperted 3.8 2.7 1.6 1.6 l.a 1.7
Total Jtoploycd 100*0 100.0 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0
«$oaroMt Bnttrt SUtw Cwmww p! Pwmtotlaoi i25fi* ^  „
nu*r»ap*.tarigtlcg of the Population* Pert 1, United States Summary, Chapter €, 
6-278, Sable128t Part 10, Louieiana, Chapter B, 36# Table 28a? 82-89, 
Table 43; 90-93, Table 44*
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nonwhites* In the 1950 censes higher proportions of whites, as compared 
to nonwhites, are classified in the better paid occupation groups such 
as "professional, technical, and kindred workers,” Managers, officials, 
and proprietors except farm,” "clerical, sales, and kindred workers,” 
■craftsmen, foremen, and kindred workers,” and "operatives and kindred 
workers.” the nemihites have higher proportions of "farmers and farm 
managers,” "private household workers,” "service workers except private 
household,” "farm laborers, unpaid family workers,” "farm laborers, ex­
cept unpaid, and farm foremen," and "laborers, except farm and mine*”
Color line differences are generally greater between white and non~ 
i&ite females than between white and neawhlt© males* The five more de­
sirable occupation groups listed in the preceding paragraph include $3*7 
per cent of the white male workers and 23*7 per cent of the nonwhite 
male workers* These same grercqos include 76*0 per cent of the white fe­
male workers and only 17*0 per cent of the nonwhite female workers* On 
the other band, the six less desirable occupation groups include 29*4 
per cent of the white males compared to 74*6 per cent of the nonwhite 
males but only 18*2 per cent of the white females compared to @0*3 per 
cent ef the nonwhit© females*
The same general pattern that prevails in the hill area’s occupa­
tion structure is found in Louisiana and the United States, but the 
differences between white and nonwhite percentages in the various occu­
pation groups are, as a rule, not so great as in the hill area. The 
smallest differences are in the United States population* This Is not 
surprising in view of the well-established fact that nonwhites are soci­
ally and economically (as well as politically) underprivileged in the 
South, including Louisiana.
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BUfatfhfrjljR of workers Jg ft&sfrqr ItoMp.
Classification of workers by industry groups i® an attempt to 
shew in what business or industry the worker is employed* rather than 
the role or status of the worker in the economic structure* fable 
XLHX shows the per cent distribution of employed worker® fourteen 
years ©Id and older by industry group for the fen Worth Central Louisi- 
ana Sill Parishes, Louisiana, and th® United States in 1950*
the three leading industries in th© hill region, in order of their 
importance as indicated by sis# are* (1) Agriculture, forestry, and 
fisheries,11 24*4 per cent; (2) "hanufacturing," IS.9 per cent; and (3) 
"wholesale and retail trade," 14.0 per cent* These three Industries com­
bined account for 57*3 per cent of the employed persons of the hill area# 
These are alee the leading industries in Louisiana and the United States 
but the rank order of their importance is not the same* In Louisiana, 
52*8 per cent of the employed workers are in these three industries, dis­
tributed as follows; (l) "wholesale and retail trade,*1 19*4 per cent;
(2) "agriculture, forestry, and fisheries," 18*3 per cent; and (3) "maim- 
facturing,** 14*1 per cent* In th© United States, th® order of importance 
is I (l) "manufacturing,® 25*9 per cent; (2) "wholesale and retail trad©,** 
12*8 per cent; and (3) "agriculture, forestry, and fisheries," 12*4 per 
cent* The three ecwbined employ 57*1 per cent of the nation*® workers#
The bill region has larger proportions of worker® than Louisiana 
©r the United States in "agriculture, forestry, and fisheries" and "min­
ing," both of which are extractive industries* The hill area also has 
higher proportions of employed persons than Louisiana in "manufacturing" 
and larger proportions than the United States in "construction" and
TtMJe XLTTT
vm. cent m t m m w  of employed workers m n  years old a »
OLDER BY m m  GROUP FOR THE Tffl NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA 
m u  PARISHES, LOUISIANA, AND THE UNITED STATES] 1950*
tea North Gen~ 
Indnstry tral Louisiana 
Grcup HU1 Parishes Louisiana. United States
Agriculture, Forestry, and 
Fisheries 24.4 18.3 12*4
Mining 4.9 2.8 1.7
Ceaatruetion 7.3 7.4 6.1
Manufacturing 18.9 15.1 25.9
Transportation, Cossmmication, 
and Other Public Utilities 5.9 8.7 7*8
Mbe&esels and Betail Trade 14.0 19.4 18.8
Finance, Insurance, and Real 
Rotate 1.2 2.5 3.4
Puslnees and Repair Service 1.8 2.3 2.5
Personal Services 7.9 8.9 6*2
Kntertainment and Recreation 0.5 1.0 1.0
Professional and Related 
Services 7.8 8.2 8*3
Public Administration 3.2 3.8 4*4
Industry Mot Reported 2*2 1*5 1.5
Total Employed 100.0 100.0 100.0
*Sovomi UnltBd Mattel Cw m h m. $£ Porofotlgn] 3322* Vcl* J1* irt«ri.»tle» of the FoaAUtlon. Part 1, United States Swraary, Chapter 
C Table 130| Fart 18, Lovlaiana, Chapter B, 39“AO, Table 30*
82_89, Table 43} 90-93# Table 44>
“personal services•“ The relatively high proportion of persons employed 
in manufacturing in the hill region is due to the presence of several 
*ap«r mills and numerous sawmills in the a m  and to th® fast that rather 
largo numbers of hill residents work in plants and factories outside the 
area of study, as previously mentioned.
The hill parishes lag behind both Louisiana and th® United States 
in proportions of employees in “transportation, communication, and other 
public utilities,® ••wholesale and retail trade,® “finance, insurance, and 
real estate,® “business and repair services,® “entertainment and recrea 
tion,® “professional and related services,® and “public administration.® 
they also have smaller proportions of workers than Louisiana in ®construc­
tion* and “personal services.”
In general, the hill area has higher proportions of employed per- 
sens than the state or nation in the extractive industries or industries 
baaed on extraction. It has smaller proportions in th® fabricating and 
processing industries, commerce, finance, service trades, and professions. 
This Is to be expected of an area with a high proportion of rural popa~ 
latien*
Distribution of Workers M  liMtg 
Groups by §gg and Cpl.cffr
Four industry groups employ 62.2 per cent of the male workers of 
the Ten North Central Louisiana Hill Parishes (Table XLI?). These groups 
and the percentage of male workers of the region included in each are 5 
“agriculture, forestry, and fisheries, 28.5 per cent; “manufacturing,®
M *6 per cent; “wholesale and retail trade,® 11.9 per cent; and “construc­
tion," 9*2 per cent. In Louisiana the male workers are concentrated in
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TABLE XLIV
PER CENT DISTRIBUTION OP EMPLOYED WORKERS FOURTEEN JEMS OLD AND OLDER BY
INDUSTRY GROUP AND SEX FOR THE TEN NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL




Hill Parishes .... United StatesOresp Male Female Male ' Female Male Female
Agricsltare, Forestry 
and Fineries 28.5 9.4 22.4 7.0 15.8 3.8
Mining 6.1 0.4 3*6 0.5 2.2 0.2
Coast rectlea 9#2 0.5 9.8 0.7 8.3 0*6
Mafittfaetvring 22.6 5.4 17*8 7*5 27.0 23.2
Transportation, Commenica 
tion, and Other Public 
Utilities 6.7 3.0 10*2 4.2 9*1 4*3
Wholesale and Retail 
Ttede 11.9 21.6 17.5 24*7 17.3 22.6
Finance, Iasarft&ee, and 
Real Estate 1.0 1.8 2.1 3*6 2.8 5*0
Easiness and Repair 
Services 2.2 0.4 2.8 0.8 3.0 1.2
Personal Services 2.3 28.2 3.0 25*5 2*9 14.8
Satertainaent and 
Recreation 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.9
Professional and
Related Services 4.2 21.1 4.5 18.8 4.8 17*3
Public Administration 3.0 3.8 3.8 3.8 4.5 4.2
Indentry Not Reported 1.9 3.7 1.4 1.9 1.3 2.1
Total Employed 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Ŝources* United States Census gf Population t 195Q. Vol. II, 
fn̂ yafttftidaticg gf JJ|£ FoPttL&tlon. Part 18, LoSsiana, Chapter B, 39-40, 
fable30f--89,Arable 43*
UnlteA States Ceasas gf Population; 1950# Vol. II, CJlR£&cte£i£ 
tics of pft̂ Ation. paH 1, United States Summary, Chapter C, 283-284,
fable 130.
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Ten North Cen­
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end Fisheries 16.6 38.1 14.3 27.2 11.6 19.8
Kining 7.2 0.7 3.9 0.3 1.8 0.8
Construction 9.2 3.8 8.0 6.2 6*2 5.4
Manuiacturlng 18.2 20.1 15.7 13.9 26.8 18.3
Transpertatioa, CeaHniai- 
cation, and Other Public 
BtUitits 7.1 3.7 9.5 6.7 8.0 6.0
Wholesale and Retail 
Trade 18.0 6.9 22.5 12.6 19.5 11.8
Finance, Insurance, and 
Beal Estate 1.7 0.3 3.2 1.0 3.6 1.6
Business and Repair 
Serriees 2.4 0.9 2.8 1.1 2.6 1.4
Personal Serriees 3.0 16.6 3.3 21.2 4.0 22*4
Entertainment and 
Becreatioa 0.7 0.2 1.2 0.7 1.0 0.8
Professional and 
Belated Services 8.9 5.9 9.1 6.2 8,5 6.6
Public Administration 4*6 0.8 5.0 1.1 4.6 3.4
Incbsstry Hot Reported 2.4 2.0 1.5 1.6 1.5 1.7
Total Employed 100.0 100.0 100*0 100.0 100.0 100.0
*3ources» Itoltsd 8t«.ta« Census of Population; 1950, Vol. II, 
qT.r,Pt.«ri.8tlc» si lift Population. Part 1, United States Summary, Chapter 
5 288-289, Tabl* 133? 40-41, Table 30a; 82-89, Table 43? 90-93, Table 44.
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A much smaller proportion of noiwhitos (6*9 per cent) is found 
in "wholesale and retail trade*1 in the hill country than in Louisiana 
(12.6 per cent) or in the United States (11.8 per cent)* The hill re­
gion and Louisiana have larger proportions of white® than the nation 
in "professional and related services" but smaller proportions of non- 
whites in the same group* The hill region and Louisiana also have 
w aller proportions of nonwhites in "public administration1* than Is the 
ease with the United States* The hill region lists only 0*8 per cent 
of its noawhite workers in "public administration" compared with 4*6 per 
cent of the idkite workers* The difference is not much less in Louisiana, 
5*0 per cent of the whites cenp&red with 1*1 per cent of the nonwhites* 
For the nation, the figures are 4*6 per cent of the whites and 3*4 pet1 
sent of the nonwhitee*
Frost these figures it is obvious that the nenwhites are not on 
an equal footing with the whites in the occupational structure of the 
nation, state, or region* They also Indicate that the nonwhite is less 
privileged in the state than in the nation and less in the hill region 
thou In the state*
CHAPTER XIX
mcmim m  mtmnm
This study has been an attempt to prosent a fairly detailed demo* 
graphic picture of the North Central Louisiana Hill Country* While a few 
of the conclusions and implications presented in this study are contrary 
to opinions widely held by most laymen and some scholars, the majority of 
the conclusions present factual confirmations of generalisations that are 
cmanly made by students of rural-urban differences. However, the gen­
eralisations are of more value when based on specific data rather than on 
mar* opinion.
Whatever value this study may have will be enhanced when its find­
ings are integrated with those that future studies will produce for com­
parable regions. It is the authorfs hope, however, that seme of the con­
clusions will be of immediate value to scientists in various fields and 
to authorities in the region— as for example those who a re charged with 
providing the educational institutions for the region*
The North Central Louisiana Hill Country is a relatively sparsely 
settled region of the state of Louisiana located between the Red and 
Ouachita Rivers. The first general impression of sparsity is confirmed 
by the fact that while the region contains 20 per cent of the land area 
of the state, it has only about 11 per cent of the population*
In general it is a region of small towns and open country, with no 
city with as many as 20,000 inhabitants* The population tends to cluster
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along the main highways, and the population density is also partly a 
reflection of the density in the somewhat more urban regions adjacent 
to the hill country section*
The early settlers were virtually all of American birth wad 
American parentage, and mostly from the southeastern states* Indi­
cations are that they were for the moat part of English, Scotch, and 
Irish ancestry* This homogeneity, in so far as place of birth is 
concerned, has continued, and in 1950, 99*6 per cent of the people in 
the region were native born, including whites and nonwhites*
The composition of the population is undergoing significant
changes, however, in regard to place of dwelling* While the area is 
still more rural than urban, and more rural than either Louisiana or 
the Qnited States, it is urbanising rapidly, at a rate faster than the 
state or the nation* The proportion of urban residents has increased 
from 14*5 per cent in 1940 to 25*4 per cent in 1950— an impressive 
rate of growth* There are tremendously important adjustments to be
made nationally as our rural population decreases, and the adjustments 
are of urgent and vast Importance in this region*
Of equal significance in this region is the fact that the 
terms "sMSUl* and •farm*1— -which we used to think of as almost synony­
mous— are no longer inseparable* As late as 1940 the largest residence 
category was •’rural-farm*11 By 1950 the largest category was ’•rural-*
nonfarnu* The change is in part due to the fact that the census bureau 
has altered some of the standards used in classification, but there are 
two other and more important causes* First, this region is losing, as 
are the state and the nation, a significant part of its farm population****
An important factor to be considered in this rural-farm depopula­
tion is the buying or leasing of land by large-scale lumber and pulp wood
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Tile most direct evidence for this generalisation is the fact that the 
increase in the urban and rural-nonfara classifications do not equal 
the decrease in rural-farm classifications* Second, many resident® 
who now live in what we think of as faming region® are no longer far­
mers* Some of them, in fact, are former urban dweller® who choose to 
move out to the "country" while they commute to their old jobs In the 
city* A larger number— in this region at leaet— are persons who con* 
tinue to live in their old homesteads but commute to their new jobs in 
the toim or city* A third group are those elderly persons who have 
moved to villages or small towns to spend their declining years* This 
group includes both former farmer® and fomer city dwellers* Whatever 
the original classifications of present lur&l-noafarm dwellers, it is 
obvious that we must cease to think of "rural" and "farm" as synonymous 
terms; that we must cease basing our plans for the rural residents on 
the notion that they are all or almost all farmers; and that we may ex- 
pect all kind® of changes in mores and Institutions in rural regions*
In the light of fast-changing laws, custom®, and ideas about 
races, the racial composition of the region is highly important* As 
this is being written, a chief topic of conversation is the recent rul­
ing of the United States Supreme Court* The attempts to enforce this
ruling will meet most opposition in rural regions# We also, in the light
2of accepted sociological doctrine, can expect most trouble in regions
footnote continue^ interests* This practice has already led to the 
closing of some rural schools and greatly reduced enrollment in others*
Ŝtetsart Henderson Britt, Social Pe.ychologg o£ Mqdesa US& (H«w 
Yorks Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 1941;, p. 4487
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where the minorities affected are largest. The proportion of native 
whites in the hill country of North Louisiana is slightly less than 
for the state, and the proportion of nonwhites is correspondingly 
slightly higher* We may expect, therefore, an intensification of the 
expected rural bitterness in this region because of the greater than 
average sise of the minority. As a matter of fact, though the non* 
whites are a minority in the region as a whole, they are actually a 
majority in the rural-farm group. On the other hand, in this region, 
as well as in the South generally, if the present population trends 
continue, and there is every reason to expect they will, they may con­
tribute to a decline in tensions between races, because the nonwhites 
are declining in all three classifications— urban, rural-farm, and 
rural-nonfarm. The decline can be measured in absolute numbers and, 
more Important, in proportions.
Of unfortunate implication for the economic welfare of the re­
gion is the fact that the hill region has lower proportions of popula­
tion in the productive ages than either the state or the nation* It 
has, as an expected corollary, higher proportions of young people than 
the state or nation, and a higher proportion of persons in advanced 
ages than the state, but the proportion in the last-named category is 
lower than that of the nation. The question of the longevity of the 
nonwhite may be a contributing factor in that matter.
Hales outnumber females in the total population and in the white 
population, bub among the nonwhites the females are in the majority.
The predominance of the females among the nonwhites may be due to the 
fact that there is a process of long distance migration of nonwhites from
aos
th* rmgtm and fro» the South, ud long distance migration is dettaitoly 
selective of males.
Sex ratios for the whites in the a m  are generally higher than in 
the state ana sahien, b«t the situation is reversed for the nonwhites*
Surprising and greatly significant is the fact that the urban 
jttftiUtion has the highest proportion of children under the age of five, 
asd the rural-farm population has the lowest# For many years sociolo­
gists and demographers have viewed with alarm the rapid urbanisation of 
the population, because the farm population had contributed the children, 
and the prediction was commonplace that urbanisation would lead first 
to a stationary population, and, perhaps, second, to a declining popula­
tion* Those biolqgists who insisted that the farm and rural pojmlation 
had become in m y  mays the least desirable elements of our population 
thought that the loir birth rates in urban centers would produce less de­
sirable breeds of men, even, perhaps, a nation with vast numbers of 
Jukes and Kallifcaks* The rising birth rates In urban centers of this 
region are typical of rising birth rates in urban centers all over the 
nation, and our generalisations about rural and urban birth rates need 
to be re-eaaained.
The percentage of persons living in the married state is higher 
in the frill country than in Louisiana or the United States, and the pro­
portion of widowed and divorced is lower than in either the state or 
nation* Low divorce rates and low celibacy rates are fairly typical in 
rural regions*
The hill population has larger proportions than the state or nation 
in the dependency ages, smaller proportions in the productive ages, and
generally loner family incomes than the state average# In this connec­
tion it is important t© note that Louisiana itself ranks far below the 
national average in per capita income. From these facts we see that 
the hill region has fewer producers supporting more dependents on a 
smaller share of worldly goods# The implications are numerous# impor­
tant, and discouraging. For one example, the facts seam to make a lower 
than desirable level ©f living almost inevitable* For another example, 
in so far as educational institutions are supported by local taxation, 
the educational institutions in the hill region will necessarily be 
handicapped*
It may at first, therefore, seem paradoxical that although the 
educational picture in the hill region is consistently less bright than 
in the Qnited States as a whole, it is nevertheless in some respects 
brighter than that of the state* The explanation lies chiefly In cer­
tain peculiar circumstances in the southern part of the state— geographi­
cal and other conditions which retard education in some of the southern 
parishes# Whatever the explanations, the median years of school com­
pleted by the population 25 years of age and over is higher in the hill 
eoantry than in Louisiana but not so high as in the United States* Simi­
larly, the percentage of the population 25 years of age and over with no 
years of school completed is lower in the hill country than in Louisiana, 
but not so low as in the United States* Although in general the hill 
country population makes a better showing than the state in matters of 
education, it does have a lower proportion of persons 25 years and over 
who have completed high school than either Louisiana or the United States. 
One factor contributing to this condition is the migration of young people
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out of the a m  in search of hotter opportunities of employment.
the highest educational attainment in the hill population la 
found among the Urban whites, and the lowest among the rural-fam non- 
whites* These are conditions fairly typical of the whole South# On 
the idiele it may be said that the Mil region la doing a fairly satis­
factory job of educating its urban and rural-nonfarm whites* but is 
failing by a considerable margin to meet the needs of the rural-farm 
lri&tss and the nonwfcitea in all three residence categories# We have 
previously referred to the current racial tensions* These educational 
disparities will aggravate them# Moreover it la now generally recog­
nised that economic progress is dependent upon educational progress, 
and the educational lag is therefore all the more unfortunate* Th© gap 
between white and nonwhlte and between urban and rural in educational 
attainment is wider in the hill country than in Louisiana or the United 
ttates#
travelers in Louisiana are soon struck; by wide differences in 
meres in north and south Louisiana# There are many contributing causes* 
such as geography* hut one of the significant differentiating factors is 
tits fact that South Louisiana is predominantly Catholic and Worth Lou­
isiana is overwhelmingly Protestant# More than 95 per cent of the re- 
ligious population of the hill region in 1936 were Protestants* Of the 
Protestants more than 90 per cent were either Baptists or Methodists, 
with the Baptists owtnunbering the Methodists by more than two to one* 
The Protestant* or evangelical Protestant* influence is no doubt partly 
the inspiration of the laws prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors 
in most of the M U  parishes* and the Sunday-closing laws of on© kind or
another that are found la all the hill parishes*
According to the Censue of Religious Bodies of 1934, the proper* 
tien of the total population that professed church membership 'was lower 
in the hill country than in either Louisiana or the United States« How­
ever, to conclude fro® this evidence that church affiliation is lower 
in the hill section than in the state or nation is probably erroneous*
The important point is that the enrollment systems of members are differ­
ent in various denominations* Hie more important denominations outside 
the hill country include younger children in their membership than do 
the denominations which predominate in the hill region* There is also 
the strong likelihood that the denominations outside the hill country 
have made more complete reports of membership than those in the M U  
area, ill this adds up to the impossibility of making any valid compar­
isons as to the proportions of church members in the populations of the 
hill region and the state and nation*
The principal occupational activities of the hill region, as 
evidenced by the numbers of workers employed, are based on or related 
to extractive industries* They include farming, lumbering, manufacture 
ing, and, to a lesser extent, mining (petroleum, natural gas, and gravel) • 
Construction and wholesale and retail trade also employ considerable 
numbers.
Host of the preferred positions and jobs requiring skill are held 
by the whites, while the less desirable and lower paying ones are left to 
the nonwhites* Very few government job® and professional positions are 
held by nonwhites*
Homan of the hill country work outside the home to a less extent 
than do the women of the state and nation* Honwhiie women work outside 
the home to a greater extent than the White women*
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TAUT IB A AjUwUeS) a
AREA, POPULATION, AND POPULATION DEMSITI, TEN MONTH CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES, BY PARISH: 1940 and 1950*
Pariah













Bienville 826 23,933 19,105 29*0 23*1
Bossier 841 33,162 40,139 39*4 47*7
Claiborne 766 29,655 25,063 39*0 32.7
Grant 670 15,933 14,263 23*8 21.3
Jackson 583 17,807 15,434 30*5 26*5
La Salle 636 10,959 12,717 17 *2 19.9
Lincoln 469 24,790 25,782 52.9 55.0
Onion 906 20,943 19,141 23*1 21.1
Webster 626 33,676 35,704 53*8 57.0
Winn 950 16,923 16,119 17.8 17.0
Total 7,275 227,981 223,467 31*3 30.7
•Sources: Sixteenth Census of tlw United States: l,94g. Popnla- tion, Tel. I, 436-437, Table 3. "Population of Louisiana by Parishes, 
April 1, 1950," 1252 Census sL Population. t&WSiS. MmS& (Washington, 1950), Series PC-8, No. 17, p. 3,Table 2.
TABLE B





Total Per Cent 
of Area In
Per Cent of 
Area in Large Total
Per Cent 
of Sample
Parish in Slopes Hill Bottoms** Hill Land Stream Bottoms*** Per Cent for Pari
Bossier 63.59 10*71 74.30 25*70 100.0 57.00
Bienville 95.14 4.72 99*86 0*14 100*0 50*00
Claiborne 79-22 20*78 100.00 0*00 100.0 74-00
Grant 76.77 12*03 88.80 11.20 300.0 21*00
Jackson ?e.?4 21*26 100.00 0.00 100.0 35.00
Lincoln 79.61 20*39 100*00 0.00 100*0 95.00
la Salle 57.34 25.76 83*10 16*90 100.0 22.00
Union 79.06 20*89 99.95 0*05 100.0 46 *00
Webster 81*27 18.73 100.00 0.00 100.0 52*00
Winn 82*33 17*61 99*94 0.06 100*0 3.00
Ŝource? Data supplied by B* L. Fontenot, State Soil Scientist (1950).
**Hill bottoms are the alluvial areas of small streams associated with and making up in the
hill area*
***Large stream bottoms are the alluvial areas of the Bed and Ouachita rivers,
per cent of sample is the actual part of the parish on whieh surveys have been completed.
This has been projected to make one hundred* In such parishes as Winn, Grant and La Salle the area sur­
veyed is small but the sample is made up of several hundred small samples taken throughout the parishes*
TABLE C
3Et OF FARES, USD AREA, AREA IN FARMS, AND NUMBER AND PER CENT OF ACRES 






















Bienville 2,347 528,640 220,083 41.6 156,977 71*3
Bossier 2,280 538,240 193,628 36.0 134,576 69.5
Claiborne 2,777 490,240 285,845 58.3 163,707 57.3
Grout 1,700 428,800 90,670 21.1 70,171 77.4
Jaekson 1,353 373,1̂ 3 106,9a 28.7 78,818 73.7
La Sail# 428 408,320 33,256 8.1 31,437 94.5
Lincoln 2,304 300,160 220,486 73.5 130,047 59.0
ftaion 2,607 579,840 217,618 37.5 161,162 74.1
Vebster 2,071 400,640 185,826 46.4 121,755 65.5
Vim 1,334 608,000 88,885 14.6 75,228 84*6
Total 19,411 4,656,000 1,643,238 35.3 1,123,878 68*4
m m m & j & m . & m m m i  j m • m . i , r * *
MU, iMlaiaaa, BUtiklo. &£ P»>ridiw»» M-31, ftMfiih t®U 1.
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TtRTJg 0
ACREAGE IH CORtJ ABB COTTON IB TEN NORTH CENTRAL 
LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES( 1940 and 1945*
Parish __ Corn Aoreacs 1 Asreaa*1%5 1940 19415'"'' 1940
Bienville 24,725 42,440 22,470 38,077
Bessisr 14,232 33,622 29,715 38,143
Claiborne 29,103 50,699 33,205 49,276
Grant 7,662 11,525 5,016 7,616
Jaekson 10,685 15,705 6,974 11,442
La Salle 3,054 4,646 388 2,054
Ijlpflflla 20,043 33,7® 22,345 33,064
27,225 39,696 22,117 32,581
Webster 18,994 35,237 17,689 30,192
Him 10,057 13,611 4,190 8,585
Total 165,780 280,901 164,109 251,030
*so«rc«i gtakaa assess. si tolasUmt ja&« yo1* I»Part 24, iM&alana, Statlatlea far Parlahea. Pariah Table II, 43-56; 
57-70.
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Under 5 1,040 2,879 1,525 805 932 707 1,499 1,100 2,206 808 13,5915-9 1,072 2,017 1.5U 826 831 678 1,212 1,065 1,941 864 11,82010-14 1,0U 1,512 1,253 732 810 597 1,133 968 1,764 724 10,53415-19 8S5 1,394 1,122 549 709 558 1,473 868 1,544 643 9,74520-24 554 1,657 869 453 535 393 1,386 563 1,351 557 8,31825-29 495 2,042 853 443 553 430 900 664 1,426 535 8,34150-34 614 1,598 $38 452 566 481 789 629 1,381 529 7,877
35-39 659 1,298 786 455 621 455 348 633 1,381 551 7,68740-44 613 992 813 463 502 429 750 519 1,109 517 6,70745-49 536 860 721 391 374 373 674 562 919 idg|450-54 467 660 599 380 341 331 471 440 746 407 4,94255-59 403 525 520 326 3X4 235 439 409 639 390 4,20060-64 346 454 397 232 232 212 404 320 470 305 3,372
65-69 361 466 434 285 243 185 425 280 562 287 3,52870-74 221 235 256 160 145 125 262 201 291 161 2,057?5-bp 239 304 362 186 160 126 307 238 313 184 2,359
Total 9,546 18,893 12,602 7,138 7,868 6,315 13,072 9,459 18,043 8,026 H O ,962
*S©ttre@t United States Canstts of Poxsilafcion: 1950* ¥ol* II, Characteristics of the Poxralablen.
Part IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 67-77, Table 41.
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TABLE 1
AGE C0HP0SITI0J5 OP THE BGBttilTl HALE PGPBLATICH Of UK 188 HQ8TH CESTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES? 1950*
Under 5 683 1,002 971
5- 9 603 916 812
10-14 663 814 800
15-19 484 636 71720-24 336 514 43325-29 220 350 32?
30-34 243 300 289
35-39 23! 319 35140—44 235 365 298
45-49 216 363 312
50-54 182 293 249
55-59 143 259 18460-64 112 172 191
65-69 165 272 212
70-74 SB 125 330
75^p 89 168 134
249 353 68 730211 291 76 558207 272 77 490
164 183 53 545
113 138 45 560
84 124 37 319BO 122 37 262
70 137 46 m
93 IZL 32 245
65 125 46 225
68 93 41 177
a 70 22 141
47 27 99 63
71 61 34 151
32 33 14 72
40 41 19 84
1,653 2,211 674 4,939
507 827 292 5,682
449 843 259 5,018
405 788 206 4,722
340 646 166 3*934
268 431 137 2,975
179 399 129 2,1*5
m 333 119 1,956
186 371 122 3,114
143 3m 116 2,039
153 326 12? 1*958126 238 104 1,571112 187 97 1,279
143 82 82 983
104 23? 93 1,400
53 lOS 51 676
57 98 45 775
3,316 6,366 2,145 39,5®2total 4,693 6,86a 6,382
Fart 18
Ŝources lilted States Census of Peculation; 
t, Louisiana, Chapter B, 6?-??, ftttU'fcU
Vol* II, Characteristics of tfe8
TABU J















Under 5 621 1,017 924 233 350 105 714 457 842 286 5,549
5-9 600 911 812 232 271 82 m 435 797 254 4,985
10-04 600 736 754 188 267 69 536 412 759 197 6,51815-19 517 644 664 147 233 a 625 35© 684 203 4,12320-54 331 495 510 148 188 39 689 226 504 19© 3,32025-29 257 404 432 109 184 32 392 246 455 162 2,69330-34 283 363 365 95 140 42 316 179 438 129 2,37©
35-39 417 36© 313 177 58 32© 204 488 157 2,57840-44 275 396 364 109 141 34 263 142 376 125 2,227
45-49 213 3a 328 83 199 53 246 156 339 153 2,04150-54 186 299 26? a) 82 39 208 136 260 108 1,665
55-59 144 238 19© 6© 50 36 116 1X0 176 85 1,205
60-64 104 177 15© 39 49 21 98 65 123 64 8?©
65—69 153 207 223 80 82 29 147 84 238 88 l«ttX70-74 66 U6 96 33 30 13 76 42 76 33 58175^ S2 16© 136 5© 29 18 9© 64 1©1 38 768
Total 4,716 7,043 6,575 1,799 2,382 751 5,427 3,308 6,656 2,272 40,929
Ŝources Bnited States Cenaaa of Population! 1950. Vol. II, Characteriatlca of the Population. 
Part 18, Loaialana, Chapter , B, 67-77* T«Wb* 41v
AGS GONFOSITIGN OF 7KB KALB POPULATION OF THB UR8AK PLACES LOCATED IK THE TEN
NORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA KILL PARISHES* 1950*
B»iar 5 1#351 179 281 170 554 602 198 322 3,657
5-9 762 109 215 141 468 367 170 267 2,49910-14 443 112 170 108 424 326 12k 221 1*928
15-19 352 95 177 89 311 578 79 164 1,86520-24 554 100 155 107 316 906 147 166 2,471
25-29 1,086 148 152 104 352 486 158 180 2,666
50-34 940 137 135 129 369 243 155 173 2,380
35-39 558 123 168 111 347 292 164 199 1,96240-44 477 101 149 114 297 263 132 197 1,750
45-49 326 90 163 101 272 241 91 167 1,451
50-54 242 92 in 74 228 178 64 147 1,136
55-59 164 60 85 47 186 133 38 142 85560-64 123 59 95 36 135 128 44 116 736
65-69 107 41 71 43 152 117 32 96 659
70-74 45 20 41 28 97 87 19 62 39975-t̂ P 51 31 46 25 96 82 16 52 399
Total 7,581 1*497 2,214 1*427 4,604 5,148 1*631 2,711 26,813
Ŝource t Onitod States Sensaa of PapMftAMon* 1950* 7©1« II# Characteristics the Population.
Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 44 4s# Table 33; 58-60, Table 3&*
Tlfllpf I,
AGE GOKPQSITXOil OP THE FENALB POPULATION OF THE URBAN PLACES LOCATED
















Under 5 1,272 166 271 185 583 579 233 293 3,5825-9 699 114 213 140 448 394 182 261 2,45110-14 411 92 186 120 440 321 134 185 1,88915-19 488 96 201 126 401 640 122 218 2,292
20-24 930 124 204 149 441 657 158 251 2,91425-29 1,222 150 191 149 416 402 190 232 2,95230-34 810 129 194 128 406 341 168 189 2,36535-39 572 107 200 142 399 359 164 210 2,16340—44 383 124 175 121. 368 288 203 250 1,792
45-49 317 109 149 89 283 263 84 206 1,520
50-54 220 78 140 69 250 231 50 158 1,19655-59 167 72 108 74 203 168 48 139 97960-64 140 56 81 57 155 158 36 208 79165-69 128 55 96 42 175 175 42 110 833
70-74 58 31 56 24 101 115 20 58 46375-up 72 40 70 35 114 113 18 70 532
Total 7,889 1,543 2,535 1,670 5,183 5,224 1,752 2,918 28,714
-̂ Source: United States Census of Posalation: 1950* 7©1* IX, Cfaaraeteristigs of the Pbmlatlon.
Barb 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 44 48, Table 33* 58 60, Table 38*
TABU M
AOS CGHPG8XTX0N OF THB JUttAL-JJCfiFARM M A U  POTOIATXCH OF TUB TEX 
KGRTH GKHTBAL I/XJI3IABA XXIX PARISHES: 1950*
Age
Group I£3 (400909£ t!0 j t J 1£3 £jO£» I if is
taler 5 606 833 392 587 579 612 377 682 1,042 325 6,035
5-9 527 &7 318 519 526 557 314 582 897 289 5*14610-14 516 524 271 443 501 505 256 479 718 235 4,US
15-19 374 952 213 356 372 392 315 347 527 197 4,04520-24 326 1,808 179 258 279 327 413 359 469 166 4,58425-29 275 783 202 250 272 318 252 3&g 536 168 3,42630-34 320 650 167 297 294 355 200 3a 529 153 3,30635-39 305 465 196 316 32? 371 204 358 518 162 3,222
40-44 319 368 153 273 288 3X8 187 323 468 132 2,829
45-49 254 290 140 232 264 334 147 283 345 107 2,39650-54 252 215 132 190 185 233 97 215 265 87 1,871
55-59 181 158 98 207 155 179 89 2X1 22.9 m 1,58560-64 161 127 79 170 129 146 59 145 172 74 1,26265-69 176 136 80 164 127 155 89 170 185 82 1,36470-74 115 106 55 Uf 78 92 48 93 739 57 383
75-^ 134 118 69 127 97 95 57 123 124 58 1,002
Total 4,041 8,150 2,744 4,506 4*473 4,989 3*104 5,079 7*138 2,380 47,404
*5ouree: United States Census s£
Bart IS, Louisiana, Chapter B, 98-101, Table 48.
Vol. II, Chaufacteristiss o£ the Petailailon,
taslk x
AC«  CCKPOSITXON ©F TUX RWAL-HCmFARH FINALS IWULATI0H OF TUB T5H
WORTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL FARISK1S* 1950*
AgoGroup ©St(O
5a»
£ I0 4*1 i04 slA 5| Union ©I£ £33B 3£
Under 5 569 872 371 524 568 590 429 652 936 3305-9 516 646 297 537 484 548 319 533 798 26? 4,94510-14 462 469 263 473 471 469 309 444 652 210 4,24215 19 429 433 245 329 412 440 369 409 572 185 3,82320-24 356 392 217 307 329 324 473 368 544 182 3,hlSt25-29 310 469 215 323 330 m 272 410 620 158 3,47830-34 346 445 211 316 344 408 202 396 590 159 3,4X9
35-39 364 379 X77 321 363 363 233 375 53© 158 3*2S3
40-44 321 3©5 173 305 283 317 196 281 368 117 2,66645-49 288 259 157 228 216 280 150 289 m 98 2,282
50-54 250 1% 108 234 178 251 123 223 259 97 1,917
55-59 194 182 1m. 2Q0 156 172 99 200 197 90 1,5m60—44 172 144 73 156 117 157 97 154 153 80 1,305
65-69 200 OT* 80 19B 150 138 100 162 202 81 1*48370-74 128 86 64 102 90 89 60 120 105 45 88975-up 142 123 54 128 87 91 69 140 113 45 992
Total 5,047 5,590 2,806 4,681 4,578 5,008 3,500 5,158 6,948 2*302 45,618
Ŝources United States Census nf Bo-galations 1950* Vol. II, Characteristics of the Population.
Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 98-101, 'fable 48*
J? J
et i to] la ’$0 F







































































































































































niH mifiinort iraim sxaos mu mi so hdxxtomm nR Mtt wna m io noix
TABUS P
AGS CQMFOSITIQH OF TUB RURAL FABH FBOAUE POPULATION OF TUB TEN
KOliTH CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES: 1950*
Under 5 471 607 717 281 179 117 491 448 454 275 4,0405»9 556 615 690 289 207 130 499 532 513 336 4,36710-14 579 576 712 259 219 128 503 524 538 329 4,36715-19 456 446 580 220 171 118 464 459 449 246 3,60320-24 198 256 324 146 57 69 256 195 208 124 1,83325-29 185 232 297 120 74 59 226 254 200 145 1,79230-34 268 262 304 136 94 73 246 231 217 181 2,01235-39 295 302 302 134 106 92 256 258 298 183 2,22640-44 292 274 341 158 98 112 266 238 270 170 2,21945-49 248 263 306 163 69 241 213 235 170 2,06150-54 217 230 273 146 94 m 21? 217 187 152 1,81355-59 209 172 239 126 84 63 172 209 191 161 1,62660—64 174 163 187 76 58 55 149 166 124 H f 1,26965-69 161 159 203 87 41 47 150 118 143 96 1,20570-74 93 86 105 58 31 36 m m. 65 58 70075-up 9? 105 138 58 38 35 125 98 68 69 831
Total 4,499 4,748 5,7X8 2,457 1,620 1,307 4,348 4,301 4,160 2,806 35,964
*So«ree; gi&tad st^taa of PomLatl<m: 1̂ 50* Vol. II, Characteristics gf. the PomLation,
Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 106-109, Table 49*
•8£ a r m
‘09-8S H£ *69 ® m  *601-901 *89 ®t w  *Tm-36 «x*r ®T<ra
Ur lift *0 J®yfr«K3 ,1<“*OT*5T*8T V»J TtgrSfffiUtj JS i5fPT3S55»w®5 
*11 *T°A *0S6T lW f$$P E B 2 Jo ensusg 3S$95§ *W0JB0g«
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TABLE R
HWBHt ABO Pffit GJSMT OF WHITE INHABITANTS IWTI-FIVB TEARS OF 
ACS ASS C m  WITH SO TEARS OF SCHOOL CCKPLRTHD, TEH NORTH 
CENTRAL LOUISIAHA HILL PARISHESI 1950*
Parish
S W w  
Twenty-five 






Per Cent With 
Ho Years of 
School Completed
Bienville 5,625 11$ 2.0
Ttoooior 13,355 155 1*2
Claiborne 7,035 85 1*2
Grant 5,860 230 3*9
Jsekssn 5,T45 125 2*2
I* Salle 6,030 180 3*0
8,015 50 0.6
9UL«b 6,955 325 4*8
Webeter 12,000 225 1.9
Winn 6,495 190 3*0
Total 77,115 1,680 2.2
*soorc«s! ip a l Sfesisa 2mm. af P9p*M,tea» 425fi* v°1*fTmf«r.t«irletlca of the Porialatlon. Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 78-81, 
Table 42! 90-93*Table 44<
m
TABLE S
HOSBER AMD PER CENT OF HONiffilTE INHABITANTS TM1Y-FOT YEARS OF 


















Mo Year# P®r Cent With













Scarce; United States Cengaa of Popalatloa: jffiff* Vol. II,
o£ a® Popalation. Part ISJTSSSjdam$ Chapter B» 90-93,
fable 44*
TABLE T
MHaAH ms s  OF SCHOOL COMPLETED IT WHITE AMO NOWHITE POPULATION
Tsmmr-PTO tears op age and ora, rm *»th
















Bienville 5,625 8*9 4,215 4*8
Bossier 13,355 10*4 6,430 4*1
Claiborne 7,035 10.1 5,695 4*5
Grant 5,860 S. 5 1,440 3*8
Jackson 5,745 8.9 2,125 5*3
In Salle 6,030 8.4 765 4*1
Lincoln 8,015 U.0 4,280 5*4
Union 6,955 8.5 2,795 4*7
Webster 12,000 9.8 5,970 4.7
Winn 6,495 8.5 2,225 4*3
Total 77,115 9*5 35,940 4*6
United stated Cengae of Pomtlatieni 1950. Vol. II, 
j£ o«np|i«t<nn. Fart 13, Louisiana, Chapter B, 78-81
TABUS U
HEQIAH TEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED BY THE URBAN POPULATION WENTY-FIVE YEARS 



















•Sources' United States Census g£ Population: IgjO. Vol. II,
CTMw.ftertBtlaa £f t£g Pyy«||iet.'nn. part 18, Louisiana, Chapter B, 49-50, 
Table 34! 58-60, Table 38.
**Boee not include 700 urban residents of Bossier Parish 25 years 
of age and over who live outside Bossier City but Inside the urban fringe 
of Shreveport. Data for these were not available.
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TABLE V
MB3IAH YEARS OF SCHOOL COKPLSTED BY RB&AÎ BONFAim P0PUUTIQ8 



















•Saweai felted States CensM of PocMlatlont 1950. Vol. II, 




median m m  of school completed m m m m m



















♦Source? felted States Census g£ Peculation? 135CU ?©1* II, 




PER CENT DISTRIBUTION BT MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP AND SIX FOE
m m  EMPLOYED WORKERS FOURTEEN YEARS OLD AND OLDER, TM
mm CENTRAL LOUISIANA HILL PARISHES: 1950*
Major Occupation
Group Halo Female
Professional, Technical, and Kindred Workers 6* 6 19*9
Farmers and Fara Managers 15*5 0.9
Managers, Officials, and Proprietors 
except Fara 10.7 7.4
Clerical, Sales, and Kindred Workers 10.2 40.9
Craftsmen, Foremen, and Kindred Workers 18.7 0,8
Operatives and Kindred Workers 22.5 9.0
Private Household Workers - 2.1
Service Workers exsept Private Household 2.9 13,6
Farm Laborers, Unpaid Family Workers 1.0 0.3
Farm Laborers, except Unpaid, and 
Fam Foremen 1.9 0.3
laborers, except Farm and Mine 8.1 0.5
Occupation Hot Reported 1.9 3.8
Total Employed 100.0 100.0
♦Sources* United States Census of PpnwLation: 3jS8» Vol. II, 




FES C m  DISTRIBUTION Bi MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP AMD SEX FOR MMHITS
wnjom moresrs fourteen xms ms urn mm, m  horth
6WTRAL LOmsiARA HILL PASISHSSt 1950*
Major Occupation 
Group Male Female
Professional, Technical, and Kindred 
Workers 1.7 9.5
F m n  and Fam Managers 26.1 4.2
Managers, Officials, and Proprietors 
except Furs 0.7 1.3
Clerical, Sales, and Kindred Workers 4.3 0.2
Operatives and Kindred Workers 16.2 4.4
Private Household Workers 0.4 45.7
Service Workers except Private 
Household 3.4 15.3
Fann laborers, Unpaid Family Workers 5.2 9*2
Fasb laborers, except Unpaid, and 
Farm Foremen 10.7 4.6
Laborers, except Farm and Mine 26.6 1.1
Occupation Hot Reported 1.7 2.7
Total Baployed 100.0 100.0
*Soutcmi United fltutaa Cenwta of Powilatloni 1950. Pol. II, 
p.i«roct»rl»tlc8 of th£ Population. Part Ij Part 18, Louisiana, Chapter 
5790-93, iSSe 14.
VITA
Robert Oren Trout was bom at Girard, Louisiana on August 4, 1904.
Mo attended Hill Grammar School at Spencer, Louisiana, and Marion High 
School at Marlon, Louisiana, graduating from the latter In 1923* After 
two years of college work at Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, he entered 
the teaching profession and taught for several years in the schools of 
Union County, Arkansas. He returned to Louisiana in 1936 as a teacher In 
the Minden Grammar School at Minden, In the swsmer of 1938 be received 
the B. A. degree in History from Louisiana Polytechnic Institute and two 
years later became principal of the Minden Grammar School* He received 
the M. A* degree in Education from Louisiana State University in the sum­
mer of 1942. In December of the same year he enlisted in the United States 
Havy and served four years at various bases in the United States and in the 
Central Pacific. Upon hie discharge from the service in 1946, he returned 
to his position in the Minden Grammar School but resigned in 1947 to be­
come a member of the faculty of Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, in which 
institution he is still teaching. During the period from 1947 to 1954 he 
was granted leaves-of-absence amounting to four years to do graduate work 
at Louisiana State University. In April of 1952 he married Virginia 
Galloway Stovall of Hunton. He is at present a candidate for the degree 
of Doctor of Philosophy in Sociology at Louisiana State University.
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